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Abstract
We present FieSta, an approach based on Model-Driven Development ideas
to create Software Product Lines (SPLs). In Model-Driven SPL approaches,
the derivation of a product starts from a domain application model. This
model is transformed through several stages reusing model transformation
rules until a product is obtained. Transformations rules are selected ac-
cording to variants included in conﬁgurations created by product designers.
Conﬁgurations include variants from variation points, which are relevant
characteristics representing the variability of a product line. FieSta (1) pro-
vides mechanisms to improve the expression of variability of Model-Driven
SPLs by allowing designers to create ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations of products,
and (2) integrates a product derivation process which uses decision mod-
els and Aspect-Oriented Programming facilitating the reuse, adaptation and
composition of model transformation rules.
We introduce constraint models which make it possible for product line archi-
tects to capture the scope of product lines using the concepts of constraint,
cardinality property and structural dependency property. To conﬁgure prod-
ucts, we create domain models and binding models, which are sets of bindings
between model elements and variants and satisfy the constraint models.
We deﬁne a decision model as a set of aspects. An aspect maintains informa-
tion of when transformation rules that generate commonalities of products
must be intercepted (joinpoints) and what transformation rules (advices)
that generate variable structures must be executed instead. Our strategy
maintains uncoupled variants from model transformation rules. This solves
problems related to modularization, coupling, ﬂexibility and maintainability
of transformations rules because they are completely separated from variants;
thus, they can evolve independently.
i
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Resumen
Presentamos FieSta, un enfoque basado en el desarrollo dirigido por mode-
los para la creación de líneas de producto de software. En los enfoques de
creación de líneas de producto basados en el desarrollo dirigido por modelos,
la derivación de un producto parte de un modelo de dominio. Este modelo es
transformado en varias etapas, hasta que se obtiene un producto, reusando
reglas de transformación de modelos . Las reglas de transformación son se-
leccionadas de acuerdo con variantes incluidos en conﬁguraciones creadas
por diseadores de producto. Las conﬁguraciones incluyen variantes de pun-
tos de variación, los cuales son características relevantes que representan la
variabilidad de una línea de producto. FieSta (1) proveé mecanismos para
mejorar la expresión de variabilidad de líneas de producto creadas usando el
paradigma de desarrollo dirigido por modelos, permitiendo a diseadores de
producto crear conﬁguraciones ﬁnas, e (2) integra un proceso de derivación
que usa modelos de decisión y programación orientada por aspectos facil-
itando el reuso, adaptación y composición de reglas de transformación de
modelos.
Introducimos los modelos de restricciones, los cuales hacen posible que ar-
quitectos de líneas de producto capturen el alcance de líneas de producto
usando los conceptos de restricción, propiedad de cardinalidad, y propiedad
de dependencia estructural. Para conﬁgurar productos, creamos modelos de
dominio y modelos de relaciones, los cuales son conjuntos de relaciones entre
elementos de modelos y variantes, y satisfacen los modelos de restricciones.
Deﬁnimos un modelo de decisión como un conjunto de aspectos. Un aspecto
mantiene información de qué y cuándo reglas de transformación que generan
características comunes de products deben ser interceptadas (joinpoints) y
qué reglas de transformacin (advices) que generan estructuras variables deben
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ser ejecutadas en su lugar. Nuestra estrategia mantiene desacoplados los vari-
antes de las reglas de transformación. Esto resuelve problemas relacionados
con modularización, acoplamiento, ﬂexibilidad y mantenibilidad de reglas de
transformación debido a que estas últimas permanecen completamente sep-
aradas de los variantes; asi, ellas pueden evolucionar independientemente.
iv
Résumé
Nous présentons FieSta, une approche basée sur les idées de l'ingénierie
dirigée par les modles pour créer des lignes de produits logiciels. Dans les
approches dirigée par les modles pour créer lignes de produits logiciels, la
dérivation d'un produit commence par un modle d'application du domaine.
Ce modle est transformé en plusieurs étapes en utilisant des rgles de trans-
formation de modles, jusqu' ce qu'un produit ﬁnal soit obtenu. Les rgles de
transformations sont choisies selon les variantes incluses dans les conﬁgura-
tions créés par le concepteur des produits. Les conﬁgurations comportent
des variantes associées des points de variation, qui sont des caractéristiques
représentant la variabilité d'un ligne de produit. FieSta (1) fournit des mé-
canismes pour améliorer l'expression de la variabilité des lignes de produits
dirigées par les modles en permettant des concepteurs de créer des conﬁgura-
tions grain ﬁn des produits, et (2) intgre un processus de dérivation des pro-
duits qui emploie des modles de décision et la programmation dirigé par les
aspects pour faciliter la réutilisation, l'adaptation et la composition des rgles
de transformation des modles. Nous présentons les modles de contraintes qui
permettent aux architectes du produit de capturer le domaine des produits
en utilisant les concepts de contrainte, de propriété de cardinalité et de pro-
priété de dépendance structurale. Pour conﬁgurer les produits, nous créons
les modles de domaine et les modles de décision, qui sont des ensembles de
liens entre des éléments et des variantes et satisfont les modles de contraintes.
Nous déﬁnissons un modle de décision comme un ensemble d'aspects au sens
de la programmation par aspects. Un aspect mémorise l'information concer-
nant quand, o et comment intercepter une rgle de transformation produisant
la base commune du produit. Ces aspects détectent les points de jonctions
o de nouvelles rgles de transformation, gérant la variabilité, doivent tre exé-
cutées. Notre stratégie maintient la création des variantes découplé des rgles
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de transformation pour les parties communes. Ceci résout des problmes liés
la modularisation, l'appariement, la ﬂexibilité et la maintenance des rgles de
transformations. Parceque les rgles communes sont compltement séparées
des variantes, elles peuvent plus facilement évoluer indépendamment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
Software engineering aims at speeding up software development and main-
tenance processes, decreasing costs, and improving productivity and qual-
ity. Addressing those objectives, Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering
searches to develop software products using already developed artifacts well
tested and improved [CNN01, Bos00]. Thus, products should be rapidly de-
veloped, and their quality should be as good as the quality of the artifacts
used for their construction. A Software Product Line is deﬁned as a set
of similar products, in the context of one speciﬁc application domain, cre-
ated from reusable artifacts [CE00]. In SPL Engineering, product designers
conﬁgure and derive products by reusing the available artifacts created by
product line architects.
The description of the set of products which are part of an SPL is called
the scope of the product line [Cle02]. To capture and express the scope of
SPLs, product line architects ﬁrst determine the commonalities, i.e. the char-
acteristics all products in a product line share, and then the ways in which
they can vary (variability). Variability models include variation points and
variants. Variation points are relevant characteristics that can have diﬀerent
values or variants according to the variability of a product line [PBvdL05].
Many approaches to create SPLs have emerged based on Model-Driven Devel-
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opment (MDD), e.g. [VG07b, Wag05]. These are called MDD-based SPL ap-
proaches or MD-SPL approaches. MDD conceives the whole software devel-
opment cycle as a process of creation, iterative reﬁnement and integration of
models. An MD-SPL is a set of products developed from domain application
models, and derived from a set of reusable model transformation rules. For
many in the domain (e.g. [VG07b]), including us [ARCR09, ACR09], these
model transformations may require several stages. At each stage, domain
application models are automatically transformed to include more imple-
mentation details. It means, models including only problem space concerns
are incrementally transformed to include the solution space, i.e. concerns of
software design and/or technological platforms. At the end of a staged model
transformation process, models including all the implementation details are
transformed into source code of software systems.
There are two major processes related to our work. On the one hand, there
is the process of capturing and expressing variability in MD-SPLs, which im-
pacts consequently the process of conﬁguring product line members. On the
other hand, there is the process of deriving products reusing and composing
model transformations based on product conﬁgurations.
Most of the current MD-SPL approaches [VG07b, Wag05, LSGF, SLFG08]
create separately domain application metamodels and variability models to
capture and express variability. For conﬁguring a particular product, prod-
uct designers create conﬁgurations that consist of (1) domain application
models and (2) instances of variability models. An instance of a variability
model includes a selection of variants from the variability model. MD-SPL
approaches using multi-staged model transformations also easy the conﬁgu-
ration of products before each model transformation stage starts by creating
speciﬁc instances of variability models. For example, product designers can
select software architectural details before executing model transformations
in charge of adding architectural information. Therefore, the staged trans-
formation of a domain application model may derive products with diﬀerent
software architecture or products to run on diﬀerent technological platforms.
During the product derivation process, the instances of variability models
are used to decide what transformation rules must be applied. Thus, from
diﬀerent instances of variability models, diﬀerent products can be derived
from a same domain application model.
Figure 1.1 summarizes the process of creating an MD-SPL's example. Each
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product line member manages its data by means of a relational database
schema. In this example, product line architects have chosen to use the
UML Class Metamodel to capture and express the variability related to
problem space concerns. Thus, product designers are able to start the
conﬁguration process of products by creating diverse class models. To
capture variability in the context of relational database schemas, product
line architects create a variability model which includes one variation point,
Primary Key Structure, which has two alternative variants, With Primary
Key and Without Primary Key. Additionally, the architects relate one dif-
ferent model transformation rule to each variant. The Rule One is related
to the variant With Primary Key and the Rule Two is related to the variant
Without Primary Key. Product designers complete the conﬁguration pro-
cess of products by creating instances of the variability model. If the variant
With Primary Key is selected in an instance of the variability model, using
the Rule One, all the class elements in a Source Class Model are trans-
formed into table elements with one primary key. If the variant Without
Primary Key is selected in other instance of the variability model, using the
Rule Two, all the class elements in a Source Class Model are transformed
into table elements without a primary key.
1.2 Problem Statement
P1. MD-SPL approaches limit the expression of variations between
product line members only to coarse-grained ones.
Most of the current MD-SPL approaches capture and express the possible
variations between product line members by creating separate metamodels
and variability models. When variants are associated to metaconcepts to
denote possible variations, we call it coarse-grained variations. This is be-
cause during models transformation processes the association of a selected
variant to a metaconcept will aﬀect all the model elements that conform
to such a metaconcept. For example (see Figure 1.1), when we associate
the variant With Primary Key to the metaconcept Class we are denoting
a coarse-grained variation. This is because during the model transforma-
tion process of class models into table models all the Table elements will be
generated with a primary key.
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Figure 1.1: Creation Process of an MD-SPL.
When variants are associated to model elements instead of metaconcepts
to denote possible variations, we call it ﬁne-grained variations. MD-SPL
approaches lack of mechanisms that allow product line architects and prod-
uct designers to capture ﬁne-grained variations to express, for instance, that
products can vary in the particular tables that have a primary key. For exam-
ple, a ﬁne-grained variation must allow a product designer to indicate that
the feature With Primary Key aﬀects individually a class Student, while
the feature Without Primary Key aﬀects individually a class Professor.
It is also required a mechanism to restrict the valid ﬁne-grained variations.
For example to indicate that the features With Primary Key and Without
Primary Key could aﬀect Class elements individually, but it is not valid that
they aﬀect Attribute elements from class models.
These are all problems in application domains where (1) model elements must
be conﬁgured individually and (2) products must be conﬁgured in multiple
stages, sometimes by designers with diﬀerent domain knowledge.
P2. The mechanisms used by MD-SPL approaches to derive prod-
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ucts make diﬃcult the maintenance, reuse and evolution of reusable
core assets of MD-SPLs.
During the process of deriving products, model transformation rules must
be composed in order to derive conﬁgured products. The composition is
done based on each conﬁguration. Most of the existing MD-SPL approaches
maintain the information of relationships between variants and their related
transformation rules coupled inside the source code of the transformation
rules. This makes diﬃcult to maintain and reuse transformation rules and/or
variability models.
Additionally, the abstraction level at which current MD-SPL approaches
can (fully) adapt the required transformation rule's composition is too low
(e.g. using Ant scripts). High-level mechanisms to adapt the execution
scheduling of model transformations is then required.
Finally, MD-SPL approaches only provide mechanism to create coarse-
grained conﬁgurations and derive products based on them. It lacks some
mechanism to derive products based on ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations.
1.3 Research Objectives
RO1. To provide Model-Based mechanisms for extending the
power of expression of variability and to extend the scope of MD-
SPLs.
It is our ﬁrst objective to extend the power of expression of variability in
MD-SPL approaches in such a way that new and more detailed products can
be conﬁgured. We plan to achieve this objective in two stages:
• Introducing a mechanism that allows product line architects to capture
and express the possible ﬁne-grained variations between members of a
product line.
• Developing a mechanism that allows product designers to create ﬁne-
grained conﬁgurations which represent valid products. We deﬁne a
valid product as a runnable system that accomplish the requirements
that product designer specify by means of conﬁgurations.
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RO2. To provide a Model-Based mechanism for deriving prod-
ucts that facilitates the maintenance, reuse and evolution of model
transformations and variability models in MD-SPL approaches.
We plan to achieve this objective in two stages:
• Developing a strategy to capture separately (1) the model transfor-
mation rules used to derive product line members, (2) the variants
included in variability models, and (3) the relationships between model
transformations and variants.
• Developing a mechanism to compose model transformation rules and
adapt their execution ordering according to conﬁgurations. This must
be a high-level mechanism that facilitates maintenance and evolution
of MD-SPLs' core assets.
RO3. To create new tool support for deriving MD-SPLs
Our aim is to create Model-Based tool support which implements facilities
to (1) capture ﬁne-grained variations between members of product lines, (2)
conﬁgure new and more detailed products, and (3) derive ﬁne-grained con-
ﬁgured products.
1.4 Approach - in a nutshell
We propose FieSta, an approach to create SPLs based on MDD. FieSta (1)
provides mechanisms to extend the power of expression of variability in MD-
SPLs by using coordinately metamodeling and feature modeling, and (2) in-
tegrates a product derivation process which uses decision models and Aspect-
Oriented Programming facilitating the reuse, adaptation and composition of
model transformation rules. Figure 1.2 presents an activity diagram summa-
rizing the processes involved in FieSta.
During the domain engineering process, product line architects create domain
application metamodels, feature models and constraint models to capture the
variability and commonalities of MD-SPLs.
Metamodels deﬁne the common and variable structure of sets of models and
serve as a vocabulary that is familiar to the practitioners of a speciﬁc ap-
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Figure 1.2: General Process.
plication domain. Feature models, which are probably the most well-known
and accepted notation for specifying variability of a product line, represent
variation points and variants allowing to conﬁgure products only by selecting
features.
We introduce constraint models which make it possible for product line archi-
tects to capture and express the valid ﬁne-grained variations between prod-
uct line members using the concepts of constraint, cardinality property and
structural dependency property. A constraint model is a set of constraints.
A constraint C = [M,F,A,D] is a tuple composed of a metaconcept M , a
feature F , and two properties A and D. A constraint C expresses the fact
that during the product conﬁguration process, model elements that conform
to the metaconcept M can be bound to the feature F to create product
ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations.
During the domain engineering process, product line architects create model
transformations which consist of sets of transformation rules. Each trans-
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formation rule is responsible for producing a part of a ﬁnal product. Model
transformation rules implement algorithms to transform domain application
models into reﬁned models (or source code) including concerns from a diﬀer-
ent abstraction level. Two groups of transformation rules are created: trans-
formation rules to generate commonalities of products, and transformation
rules to generate variability of products.
Product line architects also create decision models. Decision models are
the base of our mechanism to derive products including variability. They
capture the execution ordering of transformation rules to be performed by the
model transformation engine to derive conﬁgured products. We use Aspect-
Oriented Programming (AOP) to build the scheduling of the transformations
rules, i.e. the order in which transformation rules are going to process model
elements to accomplish the desired derivation. Thus, we deﬁne a decision
model as a set of aspects. An aspect maintains information of what and
when transformation rules that generate commonalities of products must
be intercepted (joinpoints) during the product derivation process which is
driven by a product conﬁguration, and what transformation rules (advices)
that generate variable structures must be executed instead.
To conﬁgure a product during the application engineering process, product
designers create (1) domain application models that conform to domain ap-
plication metamodels, and (2) binding models, which are sets of bindings
between model elements and features. After a binding model is created, we
validate this against a set of OCL-Type sentences derived from its respective
constraint model.
To derive a complete product according to a binding model, we dynamically
adapt the parameters of model transformation executions. We achieve it
using model transformation rules which are selected from the binding model
and the pre-created decision models.
1.5 Contributions
C1. A Model-Based mechanism that allows extending the power of
expression of variability in MD-SPLs and consequently extending
the scope of products that can be ﬁne-grained conﬁgured.
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We have created a mechanism that allows product line architects to capture
the possible ﬁne-grained variations between members of MD-SPLs by cre-
ating constraint models. Constraint models facilitate to capture constraints
that product conﬁgurations must satisfy. Our mechanism includes facilities
to generate OCL-type expressions from constraint models, and then to val-
idate product conﬁgurations against the OCL-type expressions. This work
has been presented in [ACR09].
Regarding product conﬁguration, We have created a mechanism that in-
cludes a conﬁguration process which allows product designers to create
ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations of products by means of binding models. We
present how binding models facilitate staged-conﬁguration of products by
binding, in diﬀerent stages, model elements from domain application mod-
els to variants from variability models. We ﬁrst introduce our mecha-
nism for creating ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations in [GPA+07], then we used it
in [ACR09, ACR07b, AGGa+08, ACR07a].
C2. A mechanism to derive ﬁne-grained conﬁgured products that
facilitates the maintenance, reuse and evolution of core assets from
MD-SPLs.
We have created a mechanism that allows deriving product by adapting
model transformation rules according to binding models and decision models.
We introduced this work in [ACR08, ARCR09], and we used it in [ACR09].
C3. Tool support.
We have developed a toolkit, named FieSta Toolkit. This toolkit assists:
(1) product line architects during the domain engineering process to create
feature models, constraint models and decision model; and, (2) product de-
signers during the application engineering process to create binding models
and validate them against constraint models.
In addition, we have added components to the openArchitectureWare frame-
work (oAW) [BBM03] for allowing product derivation based on binding mod-
els. Our oAW components are described in [ACR08].
The FieSta Toolkit and the oAW components are available at
http://qualdev.uniandes.edu.co/wikiMain/doku.php?id=projects:
md-slp_engineering:toolkit.
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C4. Two case studies of MD-SPLs.
We have created two case studies of SPLs that have been developed by us-
ing our mechanisms and tool support. One case study refers to a prod-
uct line of Smart-Home systems. The other one refers to a product line of
stand-alone applications to manage data collections. The case studies, in-
cluding detailed documentation of metamodels and source code are avail-
able at http://qualdev.uniandes.edu.co/wikiMain/doku.php?id=projects:
md-slp_engineering.
1.6 Thesis Structure
Figure 1.3 presents the structure of this document, which is organized in for
parts: Introduction, State of The Art, Proposal and Conclusion. Following
this chapter, a background chapter on the Model-Driven Development and
a chapter including background and State-of-the-Art on Model-Driven Soft-
ware Product Line Engineering provide the base for our approach. The next
chapter discusses our approach itself. Following, the next chapter presents
the results we obtained creating products of MD-SPLs and the tools we de-
veloped for supporting the MD-SPL Engineering mechanisms we introduced.
The ﬁnal chapters present the conclusion of this thesis, including a discussion
and considering future work. We will now give a detailed description of each
chapter.
Figure 1.3: Structure of the Document.
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Chapter 2: Model-Driven Development. This chapter introduces the
main concepts about MDD: model, meta-model and model transformations.
Regarding models, we introduce some deﬁnitions and we explain the concept
of separation of concerns of a system in diﬀerent models. We also discuss the
concept of level of abstraction of models, and we classify levels of abstrac-
tion as a particular case of separation of concerns. We explain the general
concepts of metamodeling: Domain Speciﬁc Modeling (DSM), the relation of
conformity and the four-layer metamodeling framework. We also introduce
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), which is a metamodeling and mod-
eling framework. Finally, we deﬁne the concept of model transformations and
we classify them into four major categories: model-to-model, model-to-text,
horizontal and vertical transformations. We introduce the Xpand and the
Xtend model transformation languages, which are languages included in the
openArchitectureWare framework.
Chapter 3: Model-Driven Software Product Line Engineering. This
chapter introduces the Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering. The major
stages in SPL development are discussed: (1) the domain engineering process
and (2) the application engineering process. Feature modeling is introduced
as a mechanism for expressing product line variability and conﬁguring prod-
ucts. Decision models are included as artifacts used to relate reusable core
assets and variants from product lines, and support the product derivation
process based on product conﬁgurations. The development of SPL based
on MDD is the most interesting part for our work. This topic is discussed
in detail and diﬀerent MDD approaches to create SPLs are presented and
compared.
Chapter 4: Binding Models, Constraint Models and Decision Mod-
els. The previous chapters presented the background for this chapter in
which FieSta, our approach to create SPLs based on MDD, is introduced.
This chapter starts introducing one case study which is used to illustrate
the diﬀerent axes of our approach. Constraint models, which are reusable
artifacts we build to capture the scope of Model-Driven SPLs, are presented
and their use is illustrated in the context of our case study. Binding models,
which serves to conﬁgure products and are sets of bindings between model
elements and features that satisfy the constraint models, are explained and
also illustrated with our case study. We then show how we derive products
based on binding models and decision models, which are sets of aspects we
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use to adapt model transformations required to derive conﬁgured products.
Finally, we present limitations of our approach for deriving products based
on decision models.
Chapter 5: Validation and Tool Support.
In this chapter we aim to validate FieSta, our MD-SPL approach, by pre-
senting examples of products that we are able to derive using our MD-SPL
mechanisms. We present results of conﬁguring and deriving products of two
MD-SPLs. We also present the implementation strategy for FieSta. The
implementation strategy deﬁnes the general process for the implementation
of our MD-SPL engineering mechanisms for creating product lines. Our im-
plementation strategy includes (1) the required activities to create products,
and (2) the tools we created to support these activities. We present the
tool support for expressing variability and conﬁguring products, and the tool
support for deriving conﬁgured products.
Chapter 6: Conclusion. This chapter concludes this thesis presenting (1)
a summary of our work, (2) a reﬂection taking into account the contributions
we do to the ﬁeld of Model-Driven Software Product Line Engineering to rich
the research objectives we considered, and (3) future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Model-Driven Software
Development
2.1 Introduction
The Model Driven Development (MDD) paradigm proposes a framework,
using models as ﬁrst engineering artifacts, to i) deﬁne software development
methodologies, ii) develop systems at any level of abstraction, and iii) or-
ganize and automate testing and validation [FS04]. Thus, MDD conceives
the whole software development cycle as a process of creation, iterative re-
ﬁnement and integration of models [GSCK04, SVC06]. During the software
lifecycle, stakeholders create models and use model transformations to derive
products.
This chapter presents the main concepts involved in the MDD paradigm:
models, metamodels and model transformations. Additionally, this chapter
introduces some representative modeling frameworks and model transforma-
tion languages. These MDD-frameworks and the transformation languages
provide speciﬁc functionalities to create and process models based on the
MDD principles.
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2.2 Models and Metamodels
MDD uses models as ﬁrst-class entities during the whole software develop-
ment process. There is no a standard deﬁnition of what a model is, even in
the software engineering ﬁeld. There is, however, a common consensus be-
tween many deﬁnitions about one fundamental characteristic: a model is an
abstraction of a system and/or its environment. The MDA guide [OMG03]
deﬁnes a model of a system as follows: "A model of a system is a description
or speciﬁcation of that system and its environment for some certain purpose."
2.2.1 Domain Speciﬁc Modeling and Metamodels
Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling (DSM) is a way of developing software systems
that involves the use of Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling Language (DSML) to rep-
resent diﬀerent concerns of an application domain. Such languages tend to
support high-level abstractions which are closer to the problem domain than
to the implementation domain [MRV08].
Deﬁning a Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling Language (DSML) involves at least
three aspects: (1) a notation for the construction of models, which is deﬁned
by a concrete syntax, (2) a description of the vocabulary (concepts, relation-
ships, and integrity constraints) of the domain concepts, which is deﬁned by
an abstract syntax, and (3) the way to use the domain concepts to create
well-formed models, which is deﬁned by the semantic domain. The semantic
domain is usually deﬁned by means of some mathematical formalism in terms
of which the meaning of the models is explained [ESB04]. This can be also
deﬁned using OCL expressions.
The standard way to deﬁne the abstract syntax of the language is by means
of metamodels. A metamodel describes the concepts of the language, the re-
lationships between them, and the structuring rules that constrain the model
elements and combinations in order to respect the domain rules [MRV08].
The relation between a model and its reference model is called confor-
mance [B05]. Thus, we normally say that a model conforms to its meta-
model, i.e. that a model is written in the language deﬁned by its metamodel.
The relation of conformance is neither injective (several model elements may
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be associated to the same metaconcept) nor surjective (not all metaconcepts
need to be associated to a model element) [B05, JB06].
Figure 2.1 presents a sample metamodel for UML class models. This meta-
model is expressed as a UML class diagram and includes the abstract
metaconcept of Classifier, which comprises the concrete metaconcepts
PrimitiveDataType and Class. A Package is composed by classes, and a
Class contains attributes.
Figure 2.1: Metamodel for Class Models.
Figure 2.2 presents a class model that conforms to the metamodel for class
models. The concrete syntax we used to create this model presents model
elements as stereotyped boxes. Each stereotype indicates the metaconcepts
to which the model element conforms to. Values for element's properties are
displayed inside each box. Relationships between model elements are repre-
sented by standard class model's arrows (directed-composition or directed-
association arrows). Thus, the class model has one package, School, con-
taining two classes, Student and Program. Student has two attributes,
studentName of type String and registeredProgram of type Program.
Program has one attribute, programName, which is of type String.
2.2.2 The 4-Level Metamodeling Framework
Since metamodels are also models, they need to be written in another lan-
guage, which is described by its meta-metamodel. This recursive deﬁni-
tion normally ends at that level, since meta-metamodels conform to them-
selves [B05, OMG06b].
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Figure 2.2: Class Model Example.
The OMG has introduced the Meta Object Facility (MOF), a 4-
level meta-modeling framework that removes ambiguities from the term
meta [OMG06b]. This framework is based on a four-layer metadata ar-
chitecture used to conceptualization of the relationships between data and
descriptions of them. These layers are System, Model, Metamodel and
Meta-metamodel. The System layer comprises the data to describe. The
Model layer contains metadata that describe the data in the information
layer. The Metamodel layer is composed of descriptions that deﬁne the struc-
ture and semantics of metadata. The Meta-metamodel layer is composed of
the descriptions of the structure and semantics of meta-metadata. Figure 2.3
presents the four-layer metadata architecture.
Figure 2.3: The Four-Layer Metadata Architecture.
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MOF is the meta-metamodel proposed by the OMG [OMG06b]. As deﬁned
in its speciﬁcation v2.0, MOF provides among others the following four basic
meta-metaconcepts for creating metamodels:
• Classes are types. Metaconcepts that conform to Class have identity,
state, and behavior. The state of a Class metaconcept is expressed by
its Attributes and Constants, and its behavior is governed by Opera-
tions and Exceptions.
• Associations describe binary relationships between Classes. They may
express composite or non-composite aggregation semantics. MOF as-
sociations have no object identity.
• Packages are nestable containers for modularizing and partitioning
metamodels into logical subunits. Generally, a non-nested Package
contains all of the elements of a metamodel.
• Constraints specify the well-formedness rules that govern valid domain
models. MOF provides several features for metamodel composition,
extension, and reuse, including Class inheritance, Package inheritance,
Class importation, and Package importation.
As part of our work we have used Ecore as meta-metamodel. Ecore is a
core subset of the MOF model. Ecore and the Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work (EMF) [BBM03], which is a framework that aims to follow the MOF
standard and use Ecore as meta-metamodel, are explained in detail in Section
2.4.
2.2.3 The Nature of Models
An intrinsic characteristic of MDD is the separation of concerns of a soft-
ware system in diﬀerent models. In MDD it is possible to create and process
simultaneously several models from the same system, regarding diﬀerent per-
spectives or point of views of diﬀerent stakeholders.
The models describing a system can be classiﬁed in terms of their level of
abstraction. The level of abstraction of a model refers to the amount of imple-
mentation details that the model has or, in other words, it indicates how close
to the problem space the model is. Closer to the problem space, higher the
level of abstraction; closer to the solution space, lower the level of abstraction.
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For example, stakeholders may create high-level abstraction models which in-
clude only domain-speciﬁc application details or only concepts regarding the
problem. Other stakeholders may create, or interact, with models including
details of software design. These models can be considered as medium-level
abstraction models. Finally, stakeholders could process models including de-
tails of the technological platforms used to implement the system. These
models are considered low-level abstraction models. Thus, we conceive soft-
ware development as a chain of modiﬁcations (enhancements) where models
of a system are transformed through diﬀerent levels of abstraction starting
at the problem space and ﬁnishing at the solution space
The model presented before in Figure 2.2 is an example of a high-level ab-
straction model including only concepts regarding the problem space. Fig-
ure 2.4 presents a lower-level abstraction model. This model includes software
design concerns to represent EJBSession and EJBEntity elements. Thus,
this model is closer to the solution space, i.e. it includes more implementa-
tion details than the model presented in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.4: Low-Level Abstraction Class Model.
The separation of concerns of a system in diﬀerent models according to the
level of abstraction is only one of the criteria that stakeholders can use to
separate models. At each diﬀerent level of abstraction of a system, diﬀerent
stakeholders may have diﬀerent points of view of the system. Figure 2.5
presents an example of a high-level class model including an extra property,
isPersistent, related to Class elements. This property allows stakeholders
marking the Class elements whose data require to be maintained in a data
base repository in the ﬁnal software system.
2.3 Model Transformations
Model transformation appears to be one of the most useful operations on
models. Model transformations are software artifacts that implement algo-
rithms to transform models that conform to source metamodels into either
models that conform to target metamodels or source code.
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Figure 2.5: Class Model with Persistence's Properties.
Figure 2.6 presents the scenario of a model transformation with one source
model and one target model. Note that (1) each model conforms to its re-
spective metamodel and (2) the model transformation refers the source and
target metamodels. Metamodels are used in model transformation to nav-
igate models by using transformation rules. Transformation rules are con-
sidered as functions or procedures implementing some transformation step.
They are the smallest units of model transformations [CH06]. Finally, a
transformation engine is in charge of executing the model transformation on
the source model to derive the target model.
Figure 2.6: Model Transformation Scenario.
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2.3.1 Scheduling of Transformation Rules
As said before, transformation rules are the smallest units of model trans-
formations [CH06]. To transform source models into target models several
transformation rules are required as well as an execution ordering. Czarnecky
and Helsen name scheduling of transformation rules the execution ordering
of a set of transformation rules [CH06]. Basically the scheduling of transfor-
mation rules is a call graph in the context of routines to transform models.
A call graph is a directed graph that represents calling relationships between
subroutines in a program. Each node represents a procedure and each edge
(f,g) indicates that procedure f calls procedure g [Ryd79].
The manner to describe the scheduling of transformation rules depends of the
paradigms followed by the model transformation language chosen to write
the transformation rules. Current model transformation languages use well
known paradigms for programming languages. The most common paradigms
used actually in model transformation languages are the declarative and the
imperative paradigms [JK05].
In declarative programming the logic of a computation is expressed without
describing its control ﬂow. Model transformation languages applying declar-
ative programming, e.g. ATL [JK05] and Tefkat [LR07], attempt to minimize
or eliminate side eﬀects by describing what the program should accomplish,
rather than describing how to go about accomplishing it. In imperative pro-
gramming computations are described in terms of statements that change
a program state. Imperative transformation rules deﬁne sequences of com-
mands to perform on source models, and require a detailed description of
the algorithm to be run and the scheduling of transformation rules. Exam-
ples of model transformation languages applying imperative programming
are Xtend and Xpand [OAW09b].
We selected an imperative model transformation language in the implemen-
tation of the approach we describe in Chapter 4. One of the reasons we had
for selecting an imperative model transformation language is that we can
have always control on the call graph of transformation rules; thus we can
manipulate it when required.
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2.3.2 Model Transformation Patterns
Transformation rules are written in terms of the source and target metamod-
els. It means that models are transformed following transformation patterns
deﬁned in terms of metaconcepts of the source and target metamodels. Fig-
ure 2.7 presents an example to illustrate this characteristic of model trans-
formation rules. In the example, Class elements are transformed into Table
elements using a transformation rule that is written in terms of the meta-
concepts Class and Table.
Figure 2.7: Example of a Model Transformation Pattern.
This characteristic of transformation rules implies that several transfor-
mation rules must be written when model elements that conform to the
same metaconcept must be transformed following several (diﬀerent) trans-
formation patterns. For example, we can write a transformation rule
ClassToPersistentClass to transform elements that conform to the Class
metaconcept from Figure 2.2 into elements that conform to the Class meta-
concept from Figure 2.5, which has a boolean property isPersistent.
ClassToPersistentClass transforms any source Class element following a
transformation pattern which creates a target Class element with the prop-
erty isPersistent set to true. If we need to transform source Class elements
into target Class element with the property isPersistent set to false, we
must create another transformation rule.
In Section 3.6 we present some mechanisms which allows to select the
transformation rules that must be executed according to particular require-
ments of stakeholders. For instance, if a stakeholder needs to create a tar-
get Class element with the property isPersistent set to true, the rule
ClassToPersistentClass is automatically selected. These mechanisms also
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include strategies to modify the scheduling of transformation rules and thus
to derive several (diﬀerent) products.
2.3.3 Classiﬁcation of Model Transformations
It is possible to classify model transformations according to several criteria.
Given the particular interest of our work, we focus on two general classiﬁca-
tions.
On the one hand, Czarnecky and Helsen have classiﬁed model transforma-
tions establishing as their major categories model-to-model and model-to-
text transformations [CH03, CH06]. The reason for this distinction is that
the techniques, languages and tools used for both categories are diﬀerent.
Model-to-model transformations are used to transform models that con-
form to source metamodels into models that conform to target metamodels.
Model-to-text transformations are mostly utilized for transforming low-level
abstraction models into source code of a speciﬁc programming language, and
also for generating low-level artifacts including technology implementation
details such as deployment descriptors or conﬁguration ﬁles.
On the other hand, France and Bieman categorize model transformations
along vertical and horizontal dimensions [FB01]. Vertical transformations
occur when a source model is transformed into a target model at a diﬀerent
level of abstraction. A horizontal transformation involves transforming a
source model into a target model that is at the same level of abstraction as
the source model. The next two subsections extend these explanations and
present some examples.
2.3.4 Vertical Model Transformations
Vertical transformations transform models between diﬀerent abstraction lev-
els. This type of model transformation is classiﬁed in reﬁnement and abstrac-
tion transformations [FB01]. Reﬁnement transformations transform models
at a higher abstraction level into models at a lower abstraction level, whereas
abstraction transformations transform models at a lower abstraction level
into models at a higher abstraction level.
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Figure 2.8 presents an example of a reﬁnement transformation. On the left,
the high-level abstraction model presented before in Figure 2.2 is transformed
into the lower-level abstraction model from Figure 2.4. In this example
Package elements are transformed into Model elements and Class elements
still remain as Class elements. One Controler element and one View el-
ement are created from each Package element and associated to the corre-
sponding Model element. Thus, the target model includes software design
concerns to represent a basic Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural
design pattern.
Figure 2.8: Example of Vertical Transformation.
2.3.5 Horizontal Model Transformations
Horizontal transformations relate or integrate models covering diﬀerent as-
pects or domains within a system, but at the same level of abstraction.
Horizontal transformations are classiﬁed in migration, merge and identiﬁca-
tion transformations [FB01]. Migration transformations transform one model
that conforms to a source metamodel into another model that conforms to a
target metamodel. The source and target metamodels can be the same meta-
model. Merge transformations combine individual models, seen as diﬀerent
views, to form a complete model. Finally, identiﬁcation transformations cre-
ate target models including subsets of elements from the source models; for
this, a selection ﬁlter is used.
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As part of the approach we introduce in Section 4, on the one hand we use
vertical (reﬁnement) transformations to incrementally add implementation
details to high-level abstraction models until to derive software systems. On
the other hand, we use horizontal (migration and merge) transformations
for adding to models various concerns from the same abstraction level in
diﬀerent model transformation stages.
2.4 Modeling Frameworks
The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [BBM03] is the main academic
and industrial reference of modeling frameworks. Other modeling frame-
works extend the facilities that EMF provides as is the case of the Topcased
toolkit [Pttt07]. Through our work, we use the Topcased facility to create
model editors. This section introduces EMF and Topcased.
2.4.1 The Eclipse Modeling Framework
The Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [BBM03] is a modeling framework
and code generation facility for building tools and other applications based
on models. EMF started as an implementation of the Meta Object Facil-
ity (MOF) speciﬁcation and currently it uses Ecore as meta-metamodel,
which is a core subset of the MOF model.
EMF oﬀers editing tools for creating and manipulating metamodels that
conform to Ecore, and models that conform to such metamodels. This sup-
port includes reusable classes for building model editors and code generation
capabilities. EMF also oﬀers runtime support for operations with models,
including change notiﬁcation, persistence support with XML Metadata In-
terchange (XMI) serialization, and a reﬂective API for manipulating EMF
objects.
Figure 2.9 presents a subset of the Ecore meta-model. Ecore preﬁxes an "E"
before all its meta-classes. This helps for example to distinguish between
Ecore metaconcepts and UML metaconcepts. It also makes a distinction
between EAttribute and EReference. The diﬀerence is that the type of an
EAttribute is always a primitive type, such as String or integer, while the
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type of an EReference is always an EClass. Associated EReferences are
related to each other using the eOpposite property.
Figure 2.9: The Ecore Meta-Metamodel.
Ecore models, i.e. metamodels that conform to the Ecore meta-metamodel,
can be deﬁned in at least three ways: creating (1) Java Interfaces, (2) UML-
type Class Diagrams and (3) XML Schemas. Once a model is created using
one of the three diﬀerent ways, EMF can generate the others. Figure 2.10
presents the EMF editor to create Ecore models using UML-type Class Dia-
grams. On the left, a sample Ecore model that correspond to a part of the
class metamodel shown in Figure 2.1 is presented. On the right, the "palette"
of options to create Ecore models is displayed.
EMF also provides facilities to create models that conform to Ecore models,
the syntax used to do it is a general tree structure. A tree structure is a way
of representing the hierarchical nature of a model. Figure 2.11 presents an
example where the EMF model editor is used to create a class model that
conforms to the class metamodel. The root of the tree is a package, School.
This package contains two classes, Student and Program, which in turn have
one attribute each one.
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Figure 2.10: Ecore Class Model Example.
Figure 2.11: EMF Models' Editor.
2.4.2 The Topcased toolkit
The Toolkit In OPen source for Critical Applications and SystEms Develop-
ment (TOPCASED) [Pttt07] is an integrated model-oriented System/Soft-
ware engineering toolkit. It covers the stages from requirements analysis to
implementation, as well as some transversal activities such as version con-
trol, and requirements traceability. Topcased provides model editors, model
checkers and model transformations.
Topcased also provides a generative component for developing graphical ed-
itors based on Ecore models. Thus, the toolkit allows DSML developers
creating and associating concrete syntax to particular metamodels instead
of using the general model editor provided by EMF. Figure 2.12 presents an
example of a model editor to create class models. On the left, the ﬁgure
presents the customized palette of options to create models that conform
to the class metamodel from Figure 2.10, and, on the right a class model
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example.
Figure 2.12: Topcased Model Editor Example.
2.5 Model Transformation Languages
OMG proposes MOF-QVT (Query/View/Transformation) [OMG06a] as the
standard language for specifying model transformations. QVT exists as an
OMG speciﬁcation, however, even when there are some implementations for
the concrete syntax of QVT such as SmartQVT [Tel09], at the moment of
this writing there is not an oﬃcial reference implementation.
There are several implemented MOF-based model-to-model transformation
languages such as ATL [JK06] and Kermeta [MFJ05]. Similarly, the openAr-
chitectureWare (oAW) framework [OAW09b] provides a textual language to
support the activities of model-to-model transformations, the Xtend lan-
guage, but also a language to support the activities of code generation, the
Xpand language.
Xtend and Xpand are built up on a common type system and expression
language. Therefore, they can operate on models, metamodels and meta-
metamodels by using the same syntax. We have implemented the approach
we present in Chapter 4 using and extending oAW. Consequently, we have
selected Xtend and Xpand as our transformation languages. In the following
subsections we introduce oAW, the type system and the expression language
used by the Xtend and Xpand languages, and the Xtend languages it self.
Given that the Xpand language use the same type system, the expression
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language, and the general facilities that Xtend uses, in this section we do
not include a particular description of Xpand. For details please refer to the
oAW manual reference [OAW09a].
2.5.1 The openArchitectureWare Framework
openArchitectureWare (oAW) [OAW09b] is an MDD framework integrated
into Eclipse. oAW oﬀers facilities to transform models-to-models and models-
to-text (source code). At the core of oAW, there is a workﬂow engine allow-
ing the deﬁnition of model transformation workﬂows by sequencing diverse
workﬂow components. A workﬂow component speciﬁes a step in a model
transformation chain.
oAW has some pre-built workﬂow components that facilitate the reading and
instantiation of models, checking them for constraint violations, and trans-
forming them into other models or source code. Transformation workﬂows
are built using XML ﬁles that describe the steps needed to be executed in a
generator run.
oAW provides support for Aspect Oriented Modeling (AOM) and Aspect
Oriented Programming (AOP) in the context of MDD. In Section 2.5.2 we will
illustrate how AOP is integrated into MDD. This characteristic is specially
useful to create SPLs using the MDD principles [Voe05, GSV08, VG07a,
VG07b], and it is one of the main reasons why we had selected oAW as the
implementation framework for our approach.
The oAW Type System.
In the oAW generator framework every object (e.g. metaconcepts, model el-
ements, values, etc) has a type. Every type has a simple name (e.g. String)
and an optional namespace used to distinguish between two types
with the same name. Thus, a fully qualiﬁed name looks like this:
my::fully::qualified::typeName.
The type system provides access to built-in types such as String, Object,
Collection, List or Set. Each type contains properties and operations. For
instance, the String type has a library which is especially important for code
generation. The type system supports the '+' operator for concatenation,
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the usual java.lang.String operations and some special operations like
toFirstUpper() and toFirstLower().
The type system is also extensible allowing for accessing types corresponding
to models or metamodels created by MDD developers. For example, an MDD
developer can register in the type system the class metamodel from Figure 2.1
and then having access to the types Package, Class, and Attribute.
The oAW Expression Language.
The oAW expression language is a syntactical mixture of Java and OCL. For
instance to access a model element property the following syntax is used:
myModelElement.property. Respectively, a boolean expression looks like
this: !("textExample".startsWith('t') && ! false).
The expression language provides several literals for built-in types, for ex-
ample, the boolean literals are true and false. Like OCL, the expres-
sion language also deﬁnes several special operations on collections such as
select, collect, reject, forAll and exist between others. For instance,
the forAll operation allows specifying a boolean expression, which must be
true for all objects in a collection in order for the forAll operation to return
true: collection.forAll(v | boolean-expression-with-v).
The expression language includes conditional expressions (if and switch ex-
pressions), expressions to instantiate new objects (create expressions) and
expressions to deﬁne local variables (let expressions) among others.
2.5.2 The Xtend Language
The Xtend language is a textual and functional transformation language. As
said before, Xtend is built up on the common type system and expression
language of oAW. Listing 2.1 presents an example of an Xtend ﬁle including
transformation rules to transform models that conform to the class meta-
model from Figure 2.1 into models that conform to a metamodel of rela-
tional database schemas for a relational database management system. The
relational database schemas' metamodel has two metaconcepts, Table and
Column. A Table contains columns and both Table and Column have a name
property.
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1 import classMetamodel ;
2 import re lat ionalDatabaseMetamodel ;
3
4 create Table class2ER ( Class myClass ) :
5 this . setName (myClass . name)−>
6 myClass . a t t r i b u t e s . createColumn ( this)−>
7 this ;
8
9 create Column createColumn ( Att r ibute myAtt , Table myTable ) :
10 this . setName (myAtt . name)−>
11 myTable .add( this )
12 this ;
Listing 2.1: Example of an Xtend Model Transformation.
In line 1 and line 2 of Listing 2.1, import statements are used to import the
name spaces of several types, in this case the types corresponding to meta-
concepts of the classMetamodel and the relationalDatabaseMetamodel.
In line 4 a transformation rule appears. This transformation rule receives
one Class element as parameter, myClass, and returns a Table element.
As soon as this transformation rule starts its execution, a Table element
is created. In line 5 the name property of myClass is assigned to the name
property of the created Table element. In line 9 the transformation rule
createColumn(Attribute myAtt, Table myTable) is called for each at-
tribute of myClass. This transformation rule receives an Attribute element
and a Table element, creates a Column element from the received attribute,
adds it to the collection of attributes of the received Table element, and
returns the created Column element.
In Xtend a function is evaluated only once for each unique combination of
parameters. Thus, one can call the same function with the same number
of arguments multiple times, and it will only be evaluated the ﬁrst time.
This is an indispensable feature when working with graph transformations,
especially, if they contain circular references.
The Xtend language also provides the possibility to deﬁne libraries of inde-
pendent operations and non-invasive metamodel extensions based on either
Java methods or oAW expressions. Those libraries can be referenced from
all other textual languages that are based on the expressions framework such
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1 <component class="oaw . xtend . XtendComponent">
2
3 <metaModel class="oaw . type . emf . EmfMetaModel">
4 <metaModelFile value="classMetamodel . e co re "/>
5 </metamodel>
6
7 <metaModel class="oaw . type . emf . EmfMetaModel">
8 <metaModelFile value="erMetamodel . e co re "/>
9 </metaModel>
10
11 <invoke value="my : : path : : class2ER ( sourceModel ) "/>
12 <outputSlot value="transformedErModel "/>
13 </component>
Listing 2.2: Example of a Workﬂow Conﬁguration of the Xtend.
as Xpand.
Workﬂow Components.
To run the oAW model transformation engine, we have to deﬁne a workﬂow.
It controls which steps (loading models, checking and transforming them,
generating code, etc) the engine executes. To transform models-to-models
Xtend can be invoked within a workﬂow. An example of a workﬂow conﬁg-
uration of the Xtend component is presented in Listing 2.2. In line 4 and
line 8, the source and target metamodels are registered in the execution con-
text. Thus, the types from the metamodels are added to the set of types
available in the type system. In line 11 the root transformation rule, create
Table class2ER (Class myClass) is invoked and its result is left in the
outputSlot (line 9).
Aspect-Oriented Programming in Xtend.
In the oAW context, aspect orientation is about weaving code into diﬀerent
points inside the call graph of a program. Such points are called join points.
One speciﬁes on which join points the contributed code should be executed
by specifying a pointcut, which is a set of join points. Whenever the program
execution reaches one of the join points described in the pointcut, a piece of
code associated with the pointcut (called advice) is executed.
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1 around my : : path : : createColumn ( Att r ibute myAtt , Table myTable ) :
2 l og ( " Invoking " + ctx . name) −> ctx . proceed ( ) ;
Listing 2.3: Example of an Xtend Advice.
In Xtend the join points are the invocations to transformation rules. Xtend
provides a mechanism to deﬁne and use around advices. Thus, it is possible to
reuse available transformation rules changing part of their behaviour without
modifying any code.
Listing 2.3 presents an example of an advice which is weaved around ev-
ery invocation of the transformation rule createColumn(Attribute myAtt,
Table myTable). This advice is saved as any other Xtend ﬁle with extension
.ext, for instance myAdvice.ext. Note that the parameters of the transfor-
mation rule must be also speciﬁed in the point cut. Inside the advice (line 2)
we call the underlying transformation rule. This is done using the implicit
variable ctx that provides an operation proceed(), which invokes the un-
derlying transformation rule with the original parameters. Thus, the advice
adds an entry to the execution log indicating which underlying transforma-
tion rule is invoked, and then it invokes the transformation rule.
To weave the deﬁned advice into the selected join points, one need to conﬁg-
ure the XtendComponent indicating the (fully qualiﬁed) name of the Xtend
ﬁle containing the advice. Listing 2.4 presents an example of such a conﬁg-
uration. Note that in line 13, the workﬂow deﬁnition from Listing 2.2 now
includes the name of the Xtend ﬁle containing the advice.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the Model Driven Development (MDD)
paradigm, which conceives the whole software development cycle as a pro-
cess of creation, iterative reﬁnement and integration of models. We presented
Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling (DSM) as a way of developing software systems
that involves the use of Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling Language (DSML) to rep-
resent the diﬀerent concerns of an application domain. In the context of
MDD and DSML we introduce the concept of metamodels, the relation of
conformance between models and metamodels, and the MOF 4-level Meta-
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1 <component class="oaw . xtend . XtendComponent">
2
3 <metaModel class="oaw . type . emf . EmfMetaModel">
4 <metaModelFile value="classMetamodel . e co re "/>
5 </metamodel>
6
7 <metaModel class="oaw . type . emf . EmfMetaModel">
8 <metaModelFile value="erMetamodel . e co re "/>
9 </metaModel>
10
11 <invoke value="my : : path : : class2ER ( sourceModel ) "/>
12 <outputSlot value="transformedErModel "/>
13 <value="my : : Advices : : myAdvice"/>
14
15 </component>
Listing 2.4: Example of a Workﬂow Conﬁguration including Advices.
modeling framework. We have explained how MDD uses model transforma-
tions to achieve the transition of models between several levels of abstraction
by means of vertical transformations. We have also presented horizontal
transformations as the mechanism to transform models at the same level of
abstraction but integrating several concerns or point of views of an applica-
tion domain.
We introduced in particular the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), the
Topcased toolkit and the openArchitectureWare (oAW) framework, since
the implementation strategy of our approach for creating MD-SPLs builds
on these technologies. Along with the presentation of oAW, we introduced
Xtend and Xpand, which are the model transformation languages provided
by oAW. We also introduced the main characteristics of Xtend including their
type system and the facilities for including Aspect Oriented Programming in
MDD.
The next chapter presents the Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering,
and how MDD is used to support the creation of SPLs.
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Chapter 3
Model-Driven Software Product
Line Engineering
3.1 Introduction
Software systems are complex and their development is time-consuming and
error-prone. The strategy of reusing software artifacts has been seen as a
means to alleviate these and other problems associated with software devel-
opment. Reuse of software artifacts facilitates the composition of products
from a set of artifacts already developed and tested, instead of the construc-
tion of products from scratch.
Software Product Line Engineering is a paradigm that provides a means
to incorporate the reuse strategy as a central part of software develop-
ment [CNN01, Bos00]. A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of software
products that share many common properties to be built from a common set
of assets [CE00]. Approaches to create SPLs have emerged based on MDD,
e.g. [VG07b, Wag05]. These are called MDD-based SPL approaches or MD-
SPL approaches. MD-SPLs are developed from domain application mod-
els which conform to domain application metamodels using reusable model
transformation rules. Two international events have been recently created
focus on MD-SPL approaches [Mez09, Goe09].
In this chapter we ﬁrst introduce the basis of SPL Engineering, including the
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main processes involved in the creation of SPLs: domain engineering process,
Section 3.4, and application engineering process, Section 3.5. Then, we intro-
duce the MD-SPL Engineering paradigm and we present a State-of-the-Art
of it, Section 3.6. At the end of Section 3.6, we present a discussion emphasiz-
ing on the advantages and drawbacks of representative MD-SPL approaches
with respect to two aspects. The ﬁrst one is related to the mechanisms the
approaches use for expressing variability and conﬁguring products. The sec-
ond one is related to the core assets development and the mechanisms for
deriving products. These two aspects deserve our attention given that they
are at the core of the research problems exposed in this thesis.
3.2 Software Product Line Engineering
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) [Car09], which has been the most
important promoter of the paradigm, provides the following deﬁnition of what
an SPL is: "A software product line is a set of software-intensive systems
sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the speciﬁc needs of a
particular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common
set of core assets in a prescribed way" [CNN01]. This deﬁnition uses the term
core asset that are reusable artifacts considered as building blocks in SPL
Engineering; these reusable artifacts can be models, common components,
documentation, requirements, test cases and so on.
In order to obtain beneﬁts from the creation of reusable common assets, it
is important to be able to derive from the assets many products. In SPL
Engineering, the description of the set of products which are part of an SPL
is called the scope of the product line. To achieve a proﬁtable SPL, its scope
must be neither very large nor very small. If the scope is very large, then
the core assets will loose their ability to satisfy the variability, economies of
product derivation will be lost, and the product line will fall down into the
traditional style of one-product-per-time. If the scope is very small, then the
core assets might not be built in a generic enough way, and the return on
investment will never be achieved [Cle02, CNN01].
To capture the scope of SPLs, product line architects determine the common-
alities, i.e. the characteristics that all products in a product line share, and
the ways in which they can vary (variability). The management of variability
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is the most important activity in SPL development. Variability management
is a transversal activity performed during the whole product line development
cycle.
3.3 Variability Management in SPL Engineer-
ing
Variability management in SPL Engineering is the set of activities related
to the identiﬁcation, expression, and binding of common and variable fea-
tures included in the scope of product lines. The management of variability
is of primary importance for product line development. The eﬀectiveness
of a product line approach depends on how well it manages the variability
throughout the development life cycle, from early analysis to ﬁnal derivation
of products [SVC06]. The management of variability in SPLs is the most
general and important topic concerning our work and it is at the core of the
approach we present in Chapter 4.
Diﬀerent deﬁnitions related to variability management can be found in the
literature. Here we list two of them which refer variability and variability
management.
Variability is the ability of a software system or artifact to be changed, cus-
tomized or conﬁgured for use in a particular context [vGB02].
Variability management encompasses the activities of explicitly representing
variability in software artifacts throughout the lifecycle, managing dependen-
cies among diﬀerent variability, and supporting the instantiations of the vari-
ability [SJ04].
Pohl et al. [PBvdL05] deﬁne variability management as the set of activities for
deﬁning and exploiting variability throughout the SPL development lifecycle.
The concept covers the following issues: (1) supporting activities concerned
with variability and commonality analysis which includes identiﬁcation and
documentation of variability, and (2) supporting activities concerned with
variability binding and variability realization which includes conﬁguration of
product line members and derivation of these products.
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Typically, (1) the variability and commonality analysis is performed during
the domain engineering process ; (2) the variability binding and variability
realization is performed during the application engineering process [CE00,
PBvdL05, WL99, vdL02]. Figure 3.1 summarizes the main four activities
involved in the two SPL engineering processes. Next section explains these
activities.
Figure 3.1: The Processes of Domain and Application Engineering.
3.4 The Domain Engineering Process
Domain engineering is the process of SPL Engineering in which the com-
monality and the variability of the product line are deﬁned [PBvdL05]. The
development of an SPL starts with the analysis and modeling of common
and variable features of the product line. First, (i) variability is identiﬁed,
classiﬁed and documented. Second, (ii) reusable core assets are built to fulﬁll
the identiﬁed and classiﬁed variations.
3.4.1 Expressing Variability
There are large number of methods for classifying and documenting vari-
ability in software product lines [CBA09]. Several approaches for classifying
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and documenting variability center their attention on the use of variability
models [SD07, Bay06]. The main concepts regarding variability models are
variation point and variant. Variation points are relevant characteristics that
can have diﬀerent values or variants according to the variability of a product
line.
At the present, there is no a standard way to represent variation point and
variants in variability models. However, one of the most used methods to
represent variation point and variants is by means of feature models. Feature
modeling deserves special attention for our work.
Feature Modeling.
Feature modeling is a method and notation for capturing commonalities and
variability in product lines [KCH+90, KKL+98, RBSP02, CHE05, VG07b].
Features describe the common and variable functionality of a system under
development. The feature modeling approach eases the construction of a
hierarchical decomposition of features into a tree structure which represents
variation points and variants. As said before, a variation point is a relevant
characteristic of a system, for example the operative system under which
a system can run. A variation point can have diﬀerent values or variants
according to the variability of a product line, for instance, variants of the
operative system variation point can be Linux and MS-Windows.
Feature modeling was ﬁrst introduced by Kang et al. as Feature-Oriented
Domain Analysis (FODA) [KCH+90]. FODA is described as a domain anal-
ysis method for identifying prominent and distinctive features of a set of
systems in a speciﬁc domain. In FODA the features are used to deﬁne a
speciﬁc domain in terms of their mandatory, optional, or alternative charac-
teristics. After Kang et al. other authors extended the concepts regarding
feature modeling. Among these extensions there are the concepts of feature
cardinality [CE00], groups and group cardinality [RBSP02], and attributes
for features [CBUE02] between others. The purpose of these extensions is to
restrict the set of variants that can be selected from feature models to create
particular conﬁgurations.
One of the most cited works on feature modeling is the presented by Czarnecki
et al. [CHE04], where the authors propose a cardinality-based notation for fea-
ture modeling including solitary, group and grouped features. This approach
integrates a number of existing extensions of previous approaches. Figure 3.2
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presents an example to illustrate the concepts introduced by Czarnecki et al.
by using a feature model of an operating system security proﬁle [CHE04].
Figure 3.2: Feature Model Example.
The Password Policy of the Security Profile has associated a policy
to manage the password Expiration date. For the Password Policy a
solitary feature has been created. In this case, the solitary feature
has associated the cardinality [1..1], which means that one and only one
Password Policy can be deﬁned for a particular system under development.
For the Expiration date a group feature is created. A group feature has
a set of grouped features. In this example the Expiration date has two
grouped features, inDays and Never. Thus, passwords can be set to expire
after a given number of days, or never expire. The number of days a pass-
word remains valid can be set in an integer attribute associated to the inDays
feature. The constraints on the number of policies for the Expiration date
are captured in the cardinality associated to the group feature. In this case
the Expiration date has the cardinality [1..1], which means that one and
only one policy for expiration date can be selected.
The feature model also takes into account the possible requirements on the
characters to be used in a password. The constraints on characters required in
a password are speciﬁed by a group feature, Chars, with cardinality [1..2].
This means that any actual password policy must specify between one and
two requirements on characters (Chars) in a password, Upper Case and/or
Lower Case.
Figure 3.3 presents the Czarnecki et al.'s feature metamodel [CHE04].
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FeatureGroup expresses a choice over the set of GroupedFeatures in
the group and its groupCardinality deﬁnes the restriction on the num-
ber of choices. A GroupedFeature does not have cardinality and a
SolitaryFeature is a feature that is not grouped by any FeatureGroup.
The cardinality of a SolitaryFeature speciﬁes the maximum number of
times this feature can appear in a ﬁnal feature conﬁguration. Thus for ex-
ample, if a SolitaryFeature has cardinality [1..2], this feature can appear
between one and two times in a feature conﬁguration. The process of creat-
ing several features in feature conﬁgurations from one SolitaryFeature is
called cloning, and the features created from SolitaryFeature in a feature
conﬁguration are called clones. Finally, features may have Attributes of
diﬀerent type and references (FDReference) to other features. The values
for the attributes related to clones can be diﬀerent for each clone.
Figure 3.3: The Czarnecki et al.'s Feature Metamodel [CHE04].
Staged Expression of Variability.
Currently in SPL Engineering there is a trend to separate in several variabil-
ity models diﬀerent concerns involved in a product line. For example, it can
be desirable to create a variability model including software design's concerns
separately from technological platform's concerns. This separation of con-
cerns facilitates to product line architects focusing on particular concerns at
diﬀerent times. Similarly, when products are conﬁgured, staged feature con-
ﬁgurations could be created by diﬀerent groups of product designers focusing
on particular concerns.
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To facilitate the separation of concerns, and then the staged conﬁguration of
products, separated feature models can be created. Czarnecki et al. moti-
vate the concept of staged conﬁguration and stepwise specialization of feature
models [CHE05]. They propose to create separated feature models but main-
taining relationships between them. Thus, they avoid a breakdown between
the diﬀerent concerns of individual feature models. For instance, they create
a feature model including software architectural concerns and another feature
model including technological platform concerns. They maintain relation-
ships between these feature models. For example, one relationship indicates
that only if the feature ObservablePattern of the architectural feature model
appears in a feature conﬁguration, then the featureOSGi-PeriodicComponent
of the platform feature model will be available to be selected.
In Chapter 4 we present how we have introduced the concept of staged ex-
pression of variability and staged conﬁguration of products in our MD-SPL
approach.
3.4.2 Core Assets Development
Core assets are reusable artifacts considered as building blocks in SPL Engi-
neering; these artifacts include reusable common models, components, docu-
mentation, requirements and test cases among others. Product line architects
create core assets according to the variants identiﬁed and documented during
the activity of variability expression. For instance, for the Expiration fea-
ture from Figure 3.2, a product line architect creates two (diﬀerent) software
components, one for each grouped feature of the group, inDays and Never.
The ﬁrst software component has services for checking that passwords are
changed each deﬁned number of days, and for supporting the requirement
of changing a password. This software component is created for the inDays
feature. The second software component, created for the Never feature, only
has one service to inform that passwords cannot be changed.
In practice there is a signiﬁcant gap between variability at a conceptual level
(variation points and variants) and variability at the implementation level
(concrete core assets). Decision models [ABM00, BFG00, FMP08, DGR08]
intend to close that gap.
A decision model is deﬁned as a model that captures variability in a prod-
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Table 3.1: Example of a Textual Decision Model
Decision Resolution Eﬀect
What policy for Password will expire The PasswordExpire component is
Password expiration in a determinated deployed with the rest of the
Will be used? number of days common components.
Password will never The PasswordNeverExpire component
expire. is deployed with the rest of the
common components.
uct line in terms of open decisions and possible resolutions [BFG00]. Each
decision is expressed in terms of a selected variation point and associated
to a set of possible resolutions, which in turn refer to variants of selected
variation points. A set of eﬀects is associated to each possible resolution. An
eﬀect indicates how a particular core asset is reused to create a product line
member.
Decision model instances, also called resolution models, are created at conﬁg-
uration time of products. In resolution models all decisions must be resolved.
As resolutions are related to variants and eﬀects on particular core assets,
a resolution model deﬁnes a product line member including (1) a subset of
chosen variants, (2) the core assets required to derive the desired product,
and (3) the adaptation that must be performed on the core assets to obtain
a product line member.
Table 3.1 presents a decision model example to create an SPL which includes
variants of the security proﬁle from Figure 3.2. This decision model includes
only one decision expressed in terms of the variation point Expiration date,
which has been created as a FeatureGroup. This decision is associated with
two possible resolutions, which in turn refer to variants from the Expiration
date variation point, inDays and Never. One eﬀect is associated to each res-
olution. Each eﬀect indicates what software components must be deployed
in case of selecting each particular resolution. Thus for instance, if a resolu-
tion model is created including the resolution "Passwords will expire in
a determinated number of days", then the PasswordExpire component
is deployed with the rest of the common components.
Even when decision models help in the process of creating SPLs, there are
still several remaining problems regarding the gap between variability at a
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conceptual level and variability at the implementation level. These problems
have special importance for us when they are taken into the ﬁeld of MD-SPL
approaches. We go deeply into these particular problems in Section 3.6.
3.5 The Application Engineering Process
Pohl et al. deﬁne application engineering as "the process of SPL Engineering
in which product line members are built by reusing core assets and exploiting
the product line variability" [PBvdL05]. During this process, product design-
ers use the variability identiﬁed and the core assets created during domain
engineering to ensure the correct derivation of desired products.
The application engineering process is composed of activities for (i) conﬁg-
uring individual products inside the set of valid variation points (product
conﬁguration), and (ii) creating product line members by using the available
core assets (product derivation).
3.5.1 Product Conﬁguration
In SPL Engineering during the product conﬁguration activity, product de-
signers are responsible for conﬁguring particular product line members by
choosing sets of valid combinations of variants identiﬁed at the domain en-
gineering process.
When product designers select variants to appear in a particular product
conﬁguration is called binding time of the variability [BGJ+03, BFG+02,
PBvdL05]. Some authors have identiﬁed the advantages of deciding very
late on the binding time, and thus making the binding time variable [vO02,
CHE05, AMS07]. The advantage of postponing the binding time is that de-
cisions, i.e. design or technological decisions, may be open until very late in
the conﬁguration and derivation processes. This adds ﬂexibility to the prod-
uct line and decouples platform decisions from design decisions or functional
requirements.
Product conﬁgurators are artifacts deﬁned to support the creation of prod-
uct conﬁgurations. The basic functionality of a conﬁgurator is to facili-
tate to product designers the creation of valid conﬁgurations from given
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variability models. According to Asikainen et al., "a conﬁgurator must
make deductions based on the requirements the product designer has entered
so far, and prevents or discourages the designer from making incompatible
choices" [AMS07].
Diﬀerent conﬁgurators have been proposed to support conﬁguration of prod-
ucts at diﬀerent stages of the product conﬁguration activity, e.g. [AMS07,
AC04, Wag05, PM06]. One example of a product conﬁgurator using feature
models is the FeaturePlugin [AC04]. The FeaturePlugin is a feature mod-
eling plug-in for Eclipse. The tool supports conﬁguration based on feature
models that conform to the Czarnecki et al.'s feature metamodel from Fig-
ure 3.3. This conﬁgurator implements cardinality-based feature modeling,
which includes feature and group cardinalities, and feature attributes. In
Chapter 5 we present the product conﬁgurator we created to support our
MD-SPL approach.
3.5.2 Product Derivation
Product derivation is the activity related to the manual or automated con-
struction of product line members from the available assets. The requirement
speciﬁcations of products, which are captured in product conﬁgurations, are
the main input for the product derivation activity. Therefore, to derive
products, it is necessary to adapt and assemble core assets according to the
variants chosen from the variability models, and captured in product conﬁg-
urations.
As introduced in Section 3.4.2, there is a signiﬁcant gap between the concep-
tual representation of variation points and variants, and the concrete assets
that must be created to implement such variants. Decision models intend
to close the gap capturing variability in terms of open decisions and possible
resolutions.
Resolution models are created at conﬁguration time of products to resolve all
the decisions in decision models. A resolution model deﬁnes a product line
member including (1) a subset of chosen variants, (2) the core assets required
to derive the desired product, and (3) the required adaptation and assembly
of such core assets. In practice, however, the actual adaptation and assembly
of core assets still remains as an open issue. Some of the questions still open
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are: how to derive a product when variants are scattered through several core
assets? how to derive a product when variants have dependencies between
them and core assets were created without taking it into account?
Several authors have introduced approaches to derive products based on
product conﬁgurations and their particular decision models, e.g. [FSJ99,
AMS07, ABM00, MO04]. Some approaches used to adapt and assemble
core assets are based on traditional mechanisms such as polymorphism, in-
heritance, interface deﬁnitions or directive's compilation, e.g. [FSJ99]. Other
approaches use Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) as their main mecha-
nism to adapt the call graph of a program [MO04]. In Chapter 4 we present
how we deal with the problem of adapting and assembling core assets in the
ﬁeld of MD-SPL approaches, and how we use proven mechanisms such as
AOP.
3.6 Model-Driven Software Product Lines
MDD-based SPLs, orMD-SPLs for short, are product lines which are created
based on MDD principles (see Chapter 2).
A product line member of an MD-SPL is created from a domain appli-
cation model which (1) conforms to a domain application metamodel and
(2) is transformed until to obtain the application by using model-to-model
and model-to-text transformations. There is no reference framework for
creating MD-SPLs. For many in the domain (e.g. [VG07b]), including
us [ARCR09, ACR09], these model transformations may require several
stages and may include horizontal and vertical transformations. At each
transformation stage, domain application models are automatically trans-
formed to include new concerns from a particular abstraction level or more
implementation details from lower abstraction levels.
Several approaches to create SPLs have emerged that are based on MDD. In
this section we discuss four of the most representative works presented in the
area. These approaches are: Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach [CA05],
Wagelaar's approach [Wag05, Wag08b, Wag08a], Loughran et al.'s ap-
proach [LSGF, SLFG08], and, Voelter and Groher's approach [VG07b].
We have chosen to present each work following two aspects, see Figure 3.4.
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The ﬁrst one, located at the problem space [CE00], is related to the mech-
anisms the approaches use for expressing variability and conﬁguring prod-
ucts. The second one, located at the solution space [CE00], is related to the
core assets development and the mechanisms for deriving products. These
two aspects deserve our attention given that they are at the core of the re-
search problems exposed in this thesis, which we aim to resolve with our
proposal (Chapter 4).
Figure 3.4: .
At the end of this section, we present a discussion emphasizing on the ad-
vantages and drawbacks of the diﬀerent mechanisms used by the presented
approaches. Therefore we will remark by comparison where our work presents
a contribution to the domain.
3.6.1 The Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's Approach [CA05]
Problem Space: Expressing Variability and Conﬁguring Products.
To express variability Czarnecki and Antkiewicz propose an approach where
variation points and variants are captured by means of feature models. They
extend the FODA approach by adding cardinality and attributes for features
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between others, see Section 3.4.1. Products are conﬁgured by creating feature
conﬁgurations.
Solution Space: Core Assets Development and Products Deriva-
tion.
The main core assets built by product line architects to derive products in
Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach are template models and model trans-
formations.
Template models are expressed using UML and represent all the possible el-
ements required to create product line members. For example, to represent
a family of UML 2.0 activity models, both the model template and the tem-
plate instances are expressed using the UML 2.0 activity modeling notation.
A template model is a superimposition of all the possible model elements
required to derive diverse products according to feature conﬁgurations.
Template models are annotated by product line architects using presence
conditions and meta-expressions. The annotations are deﬁned in terms of
features from a feature model which capture the variability of the product
line under development. Presence conditions indicate whether an element
should be present in or removed from a template instance because of the
presence of a particular feature in feature conﬁgurations. Meta-expressions
indicate how to compute attributes of model elements, such as the name of
an element or the return type of an operation, based on values assigned to
feature attributes in feature conﬁgurations.
Product line architects also create model-to-model transformations to in-
stantiate automatically the template models and thus to derive conﬁgured
product line members. In these model-to-model transformations both the in-
put and output models conform to the UML 2.0 metamodel. Several model
transformations are created, each one is in charge of removing elements from
the template model and/or compute attributes of model elements according
to the annotations in the template model. Thus, based on a feature con-
ﬁguration, a template model can be instantiated automatically by using the
model transformations.
Decision models are not explicitly created to support the product deriva-
tion process. The resolution of variability is performed by product designers
creating feature conﬁgurations. However, the eﬀects on UML models are
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speciﬁed in the model annotations. This produces a high coupling between
the core assets and the required eﬀects to create products.
Thus, products are derived from UML models executing the created model
transformations. The execution order of the set of model transformations
is pre-deﬁned by product line architects. To assure the consistency of the
created template instances after the model transformations are executed,
the Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach proposes two additional processing
steps: patch application and simpliﬁcation. A patch is a transformation that
automatically ﬁxes a problem which may result from removing elements. It
is deﬁned for situations in which there exists a unique and intuitive solution
to a problem created by element removal. Simpliﬁcation involves removing
elements that have become redundant after removing other elements.
Figure 3.5 [CA05] presents an example of a UML class diagram with anno-
tations. In this example some of the annotations indicate the following: the
class Category is present in a template instance if the feature Categories
appears in a feature conﬁguration, a containment hierarchy for Category is
present if the feature MultiLevel is selected, the class Asset is present in
a template instance if the feature AssociatedAsset is chosen, the feature
PhysicalGoods implies the attribute weight in the class Product, and so
on.
Figure 3.5: Example of a UML Class Diagram with Annotations [CA05].
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3.6.2 The Wagelaar's Approach [Wag05, Wag08b,
Wag08a]
Problem Space: Expressing Variability and Conﬁguring Products.
The Wagelaar's approach focuses on variability related to technological plat-
forms. The author proposes an explicit platform model, which serves as a
vocabulary for describing technological platforms. The platform model is
expressed using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [Mic04].
Ontologies are commonly used to represent domain knowledge and to pro-
vide a controlled vocabulary in speciﬁc domains. OWL supports the nec-
essary concepts of a general ontology language such as classes, properties,
individuals and relationships between these individuals. In OWL domain
concepts are generally represented as simple named classes, which can have
subclasses. Class members or instances are called individuals. Properties
allow us to assert general facts about members of classes and speciﬁc facts
about individuals. A property is a binary relationship. Two types of prop-
erties are distinguished, datatype and object properties. Datatype properties
describe relations between instances of classes and primitive data types. Ob-
ject properties describe relations between instances of two classes.
To capture variation points and variants regarding particular technological
platforms, the author creates instances of the platform model, or platform
instances for short. Each platform instance is composed by a set of class
members or OWL individuals of the ontology representing the platform
model. Figure 3.6 [Wag08b] presents an example of a platform instance
for describing Java runtime environments. The JavaPackageManager is a
class member of the class platform:PackageManager, which is a class from
the platform model. This class member, or individual, represents a varia-
tion point with three possible variants, JavaWebApplet, JavaWebStart and
JavaMIDlet. Thus, a product line architect may create diﬀerent platform
instances for diﬀerent technological platforms.
The author proposes creating conﬁguration metamodels as a means to com-
plement the expression of variability having into account concerns diﬀerent
from technological platforms. Figure 3.7 [Wag08b] presents a metamodel cap-
turing possible variations of an instant messengers' SPL. In the ﬁgure, the
UserInterface metaconcept represents a variation point with three vari-
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Figure 3.6: Example of a Platform Instance for Describing Java Runtime
Environments [Wag08b].
ants, AWTUserInterface, SwingUserInterface and LCDUIUserInterface.
The Packaging metaconcept represents a variation point with three vari-
ants, WebAppletPackaging, IpkgPackaging and MIDletPackaging. The
JabberTransport metaconcept represents a variation point with two vari-
ants, DefaultJabberTransport and MEJabberTransport. Therefore, a
product designer could, for instance, conﬁgure an instant messenger with
a SwingUserInterface, while also s/he selects the WebAppletPackaging
as packaging method and the DefaultJabberTrasport as selected jabber
transporter.
The approach suggests extending conﬁguration metamodels with annota-
tions based on platform instances. This linking between metaconcepts and
technological platform constraints allows imposing certain platform depen-
dency constraints to the choices provided by the conﬁguration metamodel.
Products are conﬁgured by creating conﬁguration models. Thus, whenever
a model element is included in a conﬁguration model, the platform depen-
dency constraints related to the metaconcept to which such a model element
conforms, apply.
Solution Space: Core Assets Development and Products Deriva-
tion.
Similarly as in the Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach, product line mem-
bers are derived from UML class models which are created as templates. Each
template model is created for a group of variants included in a conﬁguration
metamodel. A template model represents a superimposition of all the pos-
sible classes, properties and operations required to include their respective
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Figure 3.7: Example of a Conﬁguration Metamodel in the Wagelaar's Ap-
proach [Wag08b].
variants in a ﬁnal product. Figure 3.8 [Wag08b] presents an example of a
template model. This template model is created for the JabberTransport
variation point from Figure 3.7. Then, a template instance is derived from
this template model according to the variant selected for a product designer:
DefaultJabberTransport or MEJabberTransport. Some of the class ele-
ments, their properties and operations are annotated. These annotations
are used during the process of transforming the template models into ﬁnal
products.
Product line architects create several groups of model transformations to de-
rive products from template models. Each group is in charge of transforming
one template model into a part of a ﬁnal product that runs on a particular
technological platform. Thus, when a product designer creates a conﬁgura-
tion model and selects a target technological platform, the template models
related to the selected variants are transformed using the respective group of
model transformations created for the selected target technological platform.
Decision models are not explicitly created to support the product deriva-
tion process. The resolution of variability is performed by product designers
creating conﬁguration models and selecting a target technological platform.
The eﬀects on template models, which are used as starting core assets to
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Figure 3.8: Example of a Template Model in the Wagelaar's Ap-
proach [Wag08b].
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derive products, are speciﬁed in the model transformations. Therefore, the
eﬀects must be expressed in terms of the model transformations: what model
transformations must be used?, and, what is the execution ordering required
to include selected variants?
The selection of the groups of model transformations to be used is deﬁned
from the selected variants, i.e. the model elements included in the conﬁgura-
tion models, and the selected target technological platform. The execution
ordering of the model transformations is predeﬁned by creating a type of
abstract execution ordering. The abstract execution ordering deﬁnes the
required sequence of calls to abstract transformation rules. The concrete
transformation rules are executed once the groups of model transformations
to be used are deﬁned from the selected variants and the selected target
technological platform.
To replace the abstract transformation rules by the concrete transformation
rules at execution time of the model transformations, the authors propose a
composition technique that they call module superimposition. To apply this
technique, transformation rules must be grouped in modules. This technique
allows modifying an execution ordering, which include transformation rules
from a module "m-1", overriding it to include: (1) new calls to transformation
rules from a module diﬀerent to "m-1", and (2) calls to transformation rules
with the same names and the same parameters that the included in the mod-
ule "m-1", but from a module diﬀerent to "m-1". This mechanism has been
implemented to work on the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [JK05].
3.6.3 The Loughran et al.'s Approach [LSGF, SLFG08]
Problem Space: Expressing Variability and Conﬁguring Products.
Loughran et al. propose an approach where variability is expressed using
cardinality-based feature models. Products are conﬁgured creating feature
conﬁgurations.
The main purpose of Loughran et al. is to provide support for composition
of software components based on feature conﬁgurations. Conﬁguration of
products could be performed by product designers in one or several stages.
However, the authors only consider one conﬁguration stage to capture domain
(non-architectural) choices.
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Figure 3.9: Example of a Reference Architecture in the Loughran et al.'s
Approach [SLFG08].
Solution Space: Core Assets Development and Products Deriva-
tion.
Product line members are derived from component models of UML 2.0. A
set of component models is created for each feature in the feature model. Ad-
ditionally, a set of common components is created. Common components are
present in every product of the product line. Figure 3.9 [SLFG08] presents
an example of a feature model (top) and a reference architecture model (bot-
tom) including the set of components related to the diﬀerent features. Thus
for example, if the Keypad feature is selected in a feature conﬁguration, the
KeypadReader component must be connected to the common component
LockControlMng to derive a ﬁnal product.
Loughran et al. propose a language, VML, to express how software compo-
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1 Concern LockControl {
2 VariationPoint Authent icat ionDevice {
3 Kind : a l t e r n a t i v e ;
4 Variant Keypad {
5 SELECT:
6 connect (KeypadReader , LockControlMng )
7 using interface ( IAccess ) ;
8 UNSELECT:
9 remove(KeypadReader ) ;
10 }
Listing 3.1: Example of a VML Speciﬁcation.
nents must be composed according to feature conﬁgurations. VML includes
constructors that correspond to possible operations on components such as
connect(component-1, component-2) or disconnect(component-1, component-
2). VML also supports to specify the links between features and components,
indicating how the components of the reference architecture model must be
composed according to features selected in feature conﬁgurations. For ex-
ample, it is possible to specify that the KeypadReader component must be
connected to the common component LockControlMng using the interface
IAccess if the Keypad feature was selected in a feature conﬁguration. List-
ing 3.1 presents the VML speciﬁcation for this example.
Therefore, VML allows for creating decision models using its well structured
constructors. Using the VML constructors it is possible to relate (1) a set
of eﬀects on the reference architecture and (2) features in a determinate
state (selected/unselected). For instance, from Listing 3.1, if SELECTED the
Keypad feature, then execute commands from line 6; if UNSELECTED the Key-
pad feature, then execute commands from line 8. Commands from line 6 and
line 8 imply eﬀects on the reference architecture. Using the VML construc-
tors it is not possible, however, relating (1) a set of eﬀects on the reference
architecture model and (2) a subset of features in determinate states. For
instance, if SELECTED the Keypad feature "and" UNSELECTED the CardReader
feature, then execute a set of commands.
To transform VML speciﬁcations into a set of model transformations in
charge of transforming reference architecture models into ﬁnal products the
authors have created a High Order Transformation (HOT). A HOT is a model
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transformation that generates other model transformations. For executing
the created HOT, the authors propose ﬁrst to transform VML speciﬁca-
tions into models that conform to a VML metamodel. Thus for instance, for
the line 6 of the VML speciﬁcation from Listing 3.1, the HOT generates a
transformation rule to transform the reference architecture model from Fig-
ure 3.9 into a model including the connection between the KeypadReader
and LockControlMng components by using the IAccess interface.
Thus, when a product designer creates a feature conﬁguration, the generated
model transformations are executed and the ﬁnal product is derived. The ex-
ecution ordering of the generated model transformations must be predeﬁned,
and they are ﬁxed, to avoid inconsistencies in the ﬁnal product.
3.6.4 The Voelter and Groher's Approach [VG07b]
Problem Space: Expressing Variability and Conﬁguring Products.
The Voelter and Groher's approach proposes to create metamodels in con-
junction with cardinality-based feature models to capture and express vari-
ability. This approach supports the explicit and separated modeling of vari-
ability in metamodels and feature models.
Product line architects create diﬀerent metamodels during domain engineer-
ing; each metamodel captures concerns related to diverse concerns. One
metamodel is the domain metamodel and serves as a vocabulary that is fa-
miliar to the practitioners of the system's domain. A domain model does
not include concepts regarding details of the structure or processing of the
system. Others metamodels are the architectural metamodel, which contains
software architectural concerns, and the platform metamodel, which contains
technological platform concerns.
Regarding feature models, only one feature model is created grouping diﬀer-
ent concerns.
This approach is particularly interested in staged-conﬁguration and staged-
derivation of products. To conﬁgure a product, ﬁrst a product designer
creates a model that conforms to the domain metamodel. After, another
product designer selects features from the feature model including choices
from concerns diﬀerent to the general application domain.
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Solution Space: Core Assets Development and Products Deriva-
tion.
Products are derived from (1) domain models, (2) reusable models that con-
form to the architectural and platform metamodels, (3) reusable pieces of
source code, (4) and model transformations in charge of adapting the reusable
models and pieces of code according to domain models and the valid feature
conﬁgurations.
For each feature in the feature model the authors suggest to create a set of
reusable models, source code and model transformations. Model transforma-
tions are created to transform (1) domain models into architectural models,
(2) architectural model into platform models, and ﬁnally, (3) platform mod-
els into source code. Thus, if a feature is selected in a feature conﬁguration,
the domain model is incrementally transformed using the model transfor-
mations associated to the selected feature. The model transformations not
only create new model structures in the architectural and platform domains,
but they also take the reusable models and weave them to the new crated
model structures. Similarly, in the latest transformation, the model-to-text
transformations create source code and reuse pieces of code to create ﬁnal
products.
For the implementation of this approach, the authors use the oAW frame-
work, including its AOP mechanism (see Section 2.5.2). Thus, decision mod-
els are created in form of textual descriptors, oAW workﬂows, to support
the product derivation process. In these descriptors the authors indicate the
model transformations that must be executed, and the required execution or-
dering according to selected features. For modifying the execution ordering
having into account feature conﬁgurations, the authors have created a new
oAW component. This component allows for querying a feature conﬁgura-
tion at model transformation execution time, and weaving an oAW aspect if
a particular feature appears in the conﬁguration (selected or unselected).
Listing 3.2 presents an example of an oAW workﬂow using the created com-
ponent. The baseModelTransformation from line 6 transforms a domain
model into an architectural model. For this the ﬁrst rule to be executed is
transformationRuleBase(domainModel) (line 9). The normal call graph
of this rule is modiﬁed if the featureExample is selected. This is spec-
iﬁed in line 2. If the feature appears selected in a feature conﬁguration
the transformationAdvice is executed, modifying thus the base execution
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1
2 <feature isSelected=" featureExample ">
3 <transformationAspect adviceTarget="baseModelTransformation ">
4 <extensionAdvice value=" trans format ionAdvice " />
5 </transformationAspect>
6 </feature>
7
8 <transform id="baseModelTransformation ">
9 <invoke value=" trans format ionRuleBase ( domainModel ) " />
10 <outputSlot value=" arch i t ec tureMode l " />
11 </transform>
Listing 3.2: Example of a Workﬂow Using the Voelter and Groher's Compo-
nent.
ordering. For details of how the AOP mechanism of oAW works see Sec-
tion 2.5.2 and [OAW09a].
3.6.5 Discussion
In this section, we emphasize on the advantages and drawbacks of the pre-
sented approaches. We tackle this discussion regarding the mechanisms for
expressing variability and conﬁguring products, and, we review if the ap-
proaches consider (1) metamodeling and feature modeling, (2) multi-staged
conﬁguration of products and (3) expression of possible ﬁne-grained varia-
tions between product line members, and ﬁne-grained conﬁguration of prod-
ucts.
Regarding the mechanisms to develop core assets and to derive products, we
review how the approaches (1) create and use decision models, and (2) how
they tackle the derivation of ﬁne-grained conﬁgured products.
Metamodeling and Feature Modeling.
Metamodeling and feature modeling are the most common mechanisms used
in MD-SPL approaches for capturing and expressing variability. Both meta-
modeling and feature modeling can be used for capturing not only structural
but also behavioral variations. However they are diﬀerent in many ways. On
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the one hand, metamodels facilitate the modeling of variations at language
level. Product designers who are domain experts are capable of conﬁguring
diﬀerent products by creating diverse and rich domain application models.
Thus, metamodeling implies a constructive approach that requires a high
level of expertise. On the other hand, feature modeling allows conﬁguring
products only by selecting features, hiding the complexity of building com-
plex models; this is a selection-based approach that requires only domain
knowledge.
Regarding the use of alternative mechanisms for capturing and expressing
variability, such as ontology models, they seem to be very useful and still re-
quire much exploration to become well exploited in the MD-SPL Engineering
ﬁeld. As part of our future work (see Chapter 6), we plan to explore how we
can incorporate the use of ontology models into our approach.
Using feature modeling and metamodeling together, such as Voelter and
Groher propose, gives to MD-SPL approaches the advantage of counting with
the ﬂexibility and power of expression of metamodels, and the simplicity, well-
known and well-deﬁned structure of feature models. To use feature modeling
and metamodeling together it is necessary to establish relationships between
them.
Multi-Staged Conﬁguration of Products.
MD-SPL approaches such as those presented by Czarnecki and Antkiewicz,
Wagelaar, and Loughran et al. only consider one-stage activity for conﬁg-
uration of products. The Loughran et al.s' approach focuses on capturing
variations including only domain (non-architectural) concepts. The software
architecture of products is predeﬁned and it cannot vary. The Wagelaar's ap-
proach is more focused on technological platform variations and the Czarnecki
and Antkiewicz's approach is only worry about problem space variations. All
these approaches have the advantage to focused on the domain level where
they are experts (e.g. architectural domain or platform technology domain),
but this limits the scope of product lines because it is not possible to conﬁgure
variations from other domains.
Voelter and Groher's approach supports the explicit and separated model-
ing of variability. Products may be conﬁgured at diﬀerent binding times
where at each stage speciﬁc variants are chosen creating domain models or
feature conﬁgurations. Then, e.g. design or technology decisions may be left
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open or postponed to the latest possible binding time in the conﬁguration
process. Furthermore, multi-stage conﬁguration facilitates the intervention
of product designers with diﬀerent domain-knowledge at diﬀerent binding
times [CHE05]. For instance, assume we want to create an MD-SPL from
diverse class models that are transformed into models of relational database
schemas, and then into source code of product line members. To make the
scope of the product line wider, a feature model is created with one feature
group, Primary Key Structure, which groups two alternative grouped fea-
tures, With Primary Key and Without Primary Key. Thus, two diﬀerent
product designers could conﬁgure products at diﬀerent binding time by cre-
ating class models and feature conﬁgurations. If the feature With Primary
Key is selected, all the class elements are transformed into table elements
with one primary key. If the feature Without Primary Key is selected, all
the class elements are transformed into table elements without a primary
key.
Coarse- and Fine-Grained Variations and Conﬁgurations.
The MD-SPL approaches we have presented capture and express the possible
variations between members of a product line by creating separate metamod-
els and/or variability models. This allows product line architects to capture
and express coarse-grained variations between products. For example, using
the above example of the MD-SPL created from diverse class models that are
transformed into models of relational database schemas, a ﬁrst product has
a coarse-grained variation in relation with a second product if all the tables
storing data of the ﬁrst product have a primary key, and none of the tables
storing data of the second product have a primary key.
Coarse-grained variations between members of a product line are obtained
from the coarse-grained conﬁguration that product designer can create using
separate metamodels and variability models. A coarse-grained conﬁguration
consists of models that conform to metamodels, and instances of variabil-
ity models. Thus, for instance, a ﬁrst product can be coarse-grained con-
ﬁgured by creating a class model and selecting the variant With Primary
Key. A second product can be coarse-grained conﬁgured by using the same
class model created to conﬁgure the ﬁrst product, and selecting the variant
Without Primary Key. When products are derived, a coarse-grained varia-
tion between them appears: all the tables storing data of the ﬁrst product
will have a primary key, and none of the tables storing data of the second
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product will have a primary key.
The presented MD-SPL approaches lack of mechanisms to capture and ex-
press ﬁne-grained variations between products. For instance, a ﬁrst product
has a ﬁne-grained variation in relation with a second product if tables storing
data of both products have primary key, but the two products diﬀer in their
particular tables which have primary key.
Along with the need of expressing the possible ﬁne-grained variations between
members of a product line is the need of deﬁning a mechanism for creating
ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations. A ﬁne-grained conﬁguration must allow product
designers to conﬁgure model elements individually based on variability mod-
els. For example, a ﬁne-grained conﬁguration must allow indicating that the
feature With Primary Key aﬀects individually a class Student, while the
feature Without Primary Key aﬀects individually a class Professor. This
also requires a mechanism to restrict the valid ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations.
For example to indicate that the features With Primary Key and Without
Primary Key could aﬀect Class elements individually, but it is not valid that
they aﬀect Attribute elements from class models.
In the next chapter we present the mechanisms we propose for dealing with
ﬁne-grained variations, ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations and for constraining their
creation.
Core Assets Development and Decision Models.
Approaches such as the Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach and the Wage-
laar's approach couple their core assets and their variability models. The
Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach propose to annotate UML models with
features. The Wagelaar's approach relates the model transformations with
the platform instances created to express possible variations in particular
technological platforms. The coupling of core assets and variants makes dif-
ﬁcult the maintenance and reuse of transformation rules, other core assets
such as UML models, and variability models. For avoiding this problem
decision models are a good proven solution.
The Loughran et al.s' approach and the Voelter and Groher's approach are
representative examples of approaches using explicit decision models. The
Loughran et al.'s approach uses its deﬁned language VML to create decision
models. The Voelter and Groher's approach takes advantage of the oAW
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framework for creating decision models by means of oAW workﬂows. Both
the Loughran et al.'s approach and the Voelter and Groher's approach, how-
ever, have some limitations to create decision models.
On the one hand, the Loughran et al.'s approach only has into account the
individual selection of features to adapt the architectural model of prod-
uct line members. This approach does not take into account that several
features selected together may imply diﬀerent adaptation than the required
when features are selected separately. Thus, this approach does not study
the eﬀects that diﬀerent combinations of features may have in reference ar-
chitectural models. On the other hand, the Voelter and Groher's approach
is restricted to use a platform-dependent language to create decision models.
This is the Xtend language provided by oAW. This limits the portability of
the approach.
Product Derivation.
An important characteristic required in MD-SPL approaches is the ability
to select transformation rules and modify their execution ordering according
to selected variants. The Czarnecki and Antkiewicz's approach does not
provide this characteristic. Instead, the approach proposes executing always
a predeﬁned set of transformation rules which from source annotated models
generate target models. Since the approach does not provide a mechanism to
indicate a required execution ordering, they have to use a post-transformation
process to eliminate inconsistencies in target models. This mechanism is very
restricted dealing only with well-identiﬁed inconsistencies in UML models.
The Wagelaar's approach and the Voelter and Groher's approach provide
mechanisms for selecting transformation rules and modifying their execution
ordering according to selected variants. These mechanisms are however at-
tached to particular model transformation languages. On the one hand, the
Wagelaar's approach implements its mechanism using the ATL language. On
the other hand, the Voelter and Groher's approach implements its mechanism
using the Xtend language.
The Loughran et al.'s approach in turn provide a mechanism for selecting
transformation rules according to selected features, but it does not provide
a mechanism for modifying their execution ordering. Thus, transformation
rules are always executed in a predeﬁned ordering. This mechanism works
well in systems where the execution ordering of transformation rules does
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not aﬀect the resultant target models. This is however a characteristic that
limits the generation of real software systems, where the selection of diﬀerent
variants necessarily requires adaptation of the execution ordering of model
transformations.
Comparison Summary.
Table 3.2 presents a comparison summary based on the discussion presented
in this section.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the Software Product Line Engineering
paradigm. We were focus on the management of variability through the
whole development lifecycle of SPLs. We described the Domain Engineering
process and the Application Engineering process as the core processes in SPL
Engineering. On the one hand, we explained how the Domain Engineering
process involves activities for capturing and expressing variability in SPLs,
and for developing the core assets which are reused for derivation of products.
On the other hand, we explained how the Application Engineering process
involves activities for conﬁguring and deriving products.
We introduced MDD-based SPLs (MD-SPLs), which are the type of SPLs
on which we are specially interested. We have presented four approaches for
creating MD-SPLs explaining their mechanisms for expressing variability and
conﬁguring products, and developing core assets and deriving products. At
the end of this section, we presented a discussion remarking the advantages
and drawbacks of these approaches.
The next chapter presents our proposal of MD-SPL approach including the
mechanisms we developed for sorting out the drawbacks found in related
work.
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Table 3.2: Related Work's Comparison Table
Czarnecki Wagelaar Loughran Voelter
and et and
Antkiewicz al. Groher
Metamodeling for expressing
variability and modeling for
conﬁguring products No Yes No Yes
Multi-staged conﬁguration
of products No No No Yes
Expression of ﬁne-grained
variations and creation of
ﬁne-grained
conﬁgurations No No No No
Creation of explicit
decision models No No Yes Yes
Decision models take
into account the eﬀects that
possible feature combinations
may have in ﬁnal products n/a n/a No Yes
Decision models are independent
of particular implementation
languages n/a n/a Yes No
Selection of transformation
rules according to selected
variants No Yes Yes Yes
Modiﬁcation of transformation
rules' execution ordering
according to selected variants No Yes No Yes
Mechanisms for modifying
execution ordering of
transformation rules independent
of particular model
transformation languages n/a No n/a Yes
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Chapter 4
Binding Models, Constraint
Models and Decision Models
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we have presented how MDD can be used to enhance SPL
Engineering. We have shown that models and model transformations can be
used to support respectively the conﬁguration and derivation of product line
members. We have also discussed how current MD-SPL approaches (1) have
some limitations to express variability and conﬁgure products, and (2) do not
provide appropriated mechanisms to derive products that facilitate the main-
tenance, reuse and evolution of reusable core assets such as transformation
rules.
This chapter ﬁrst introduces a case study which is used through the descrip-
tion of our approach, Section 4.2. We then present the base strategy we use
in the processes of expressing variability and conﬁguring products supported
on metamodels and feature models, Section 4.3. After, we present FieSta,
our MD-SPL approach. We present our proposal to improve the power of
expression of variability, Section 4.4, where we introduce our mechanism to
capture and express ﬁne-grained variations between products of a MD-SPL.
Finally, we present our mechanisms for deriving conﬁgured products sup-
ported on decision models, Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. At the end of this
chapter, we present limitations of FieSta, Section 4.7.
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4.2 Case Study
In order to better explain the general concepts, the problems related to this
thesis and our approach to achieve the thesis objectives and validate our
results, through this document we use an example that is part of a product
line of Smart Home systems.
The Smart Home case study is taken from the domain of home automa-
tion. "A smart home is a building for living equipped with a set of electri-
cal and electronic sensors and actuators in order to allow for an intelligent
sensing and controlling of the building's devices: windows, heaters, lights,
etc." [EFG+08].
The objective of this case study is to generate software that can be tested in
our own simulation environment. This environment serves for demonstration
and validation of the model-driven product line engineering mechanisms and
tools developed as part of this thesis, which has been developed in the context
of the AMPLE project [AMP09].
4.2.1 Smart-Home System's Domain
Currently homes are equipped with a wide range of electronic and electrical
devices such as light arrays, temperature sensors and thermostats, electri-
cally steered blinds and windows, door sensors and door openers etc. A
Smart-Home software system coordinates and controls such devices enabling
inhabitants to manage them from a common user interface.
A Smart Home system shall oﬀer high level functionality in which several
sensors and actuators are working together. Sensors are physical devices
that measure properties of the environment and make them available to the
Smart-Home system. Actuators activate devices whose state can be moni-
tored and changed. All installed devices, including sensors and actuators,
are part of the Smart-Home network. The status of devices can either be
changed by inhabitants via the user interface or by the system using prede-
ﬁned policies. Policies let the system act autonomously in case of certain
events. For example, in case of low indoor temperature, windows get closed
automatically.
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The architectural structure of buildings (e.g. the number of ﬂoors, rooms or
windows), the sensors and actuators as well as other devices, their location
inside the buildings, and the policies that let the system act, are particular
for each Smart-Home system and must be deﬁned by Smart-Home system's
designers. Thus, Smart-Home systems can be created with the necessary
and suﬃcient software components to respond to particular requirements of
Smart-Homes' owners. At run time of a Smart-Home system, the system
is then ready to respond to external or internal stimulus depending on the
deﬁned structure of the building, its devices and the policies acting on them.
Some of the functions that Smart-Home systems must provide are the fol-
lowing:
• Climate control system. Climate control devices must be orches-
trated to keep a preferred temperature in the rooms of the house.
• Security system. Door and window sensors and motion detectors
should be used to detect if people who are not allowed to enter the
house try to do it. If the house detects any attempt of intrusion, it
should take emergency actions.
• Energy saving. House devices should be orchestrated to use the least
amount of energy as possible.
4.2.2 Case Study Requirements
Several types of houses, diﬀerent customer demands, the need for short time-
to-market, and saving of costs are the main causes for variability and motivate
the need for product lines of Smart-Home systems. For our particular case
study, we characterize a Smart-Home system's product line according to the
following three sources of variability:
• Architectural structure. Each house may have a particular archi-
tectural structure with several ﬂoors, rooms, stairs, doors and windows.
• Smart-Home's Facilities. Each house may be equipped with several
facilities related to controlled devices.
• Software Architecture. Each Smart-Home system has a technol-
ogy platform integrating their devices under diﬀerent software archi-
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tectures.
The objective of this case study is to develop diverse Smart-Home systems
which (1) are able to manage particular variants of Smart-Homes and (2)
only include the necessary software components to satisfy the requirements
of Smart-Homes' owners. It is not our interest to develop only one Smart-
Home system which can be dynamically conﬁgured to support the considered
variability. The following subsections describe in more detail the particular
variants related to each of the three source of variability our product line
considers.
Architectural structure.
The structure of houses is the most evident source of variation. The descrip-
tion of a house includes structural elements as ﬂoors and rooms. In our case
study, we take into account the following structural elements: ﬂoors, rooms,
staircases, doors and windows. Thus, houses can have diﬀerent number of
ﬂoors; ﬂoors can have diﬀerent number of rooms; rooms can have diﬀerent
number of windows or doors; staircases connect the diﬀerent ﬂoors in the
house, and so on. Therefore, the conﬁguration of the architectural structure
of houses must be performed by building architects.
Smart-Home's Facilities
We take into account the need of incorporating houses automation facilities
that are orthogonal to the house structure. By orthogonal we mean facilities
that aﬀect multiple structural entities. These facilities let the house act
autonomously according to deﬁned policies.
Thus, houses include electrical and electronic devices such as automatic
lights, electric windows, security devices as alarms, security systems for au-
thentication, among others. These devices, and therefore their behavior, are
related to optional facilities that the designer has to select and bind to other
elements that already exist in the house. For instance, the automatic lights
can be bound to all rooms in the house or the security alarm system can be
bound only to the main door entrance.
For this case study we consider two groups of facilities. The ﬁrst group is
related to the access control facilities. The second one is related to environ-
mental control facilities.
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• Access Control. This facility should assure that only inhabitants
and authorized visitors may go into the house. Two alternative op-
tions must be provided to control the access of inhabitants: (1) keypad
authentication and (2) ﬁngerprint authentication.
• Environmental Control. This facility must add the capability of
measuring the indoor temperature and take some actions according to
predeﬁned rules. Two alternative options must be provided to envi-
ronmental control: (1) automatic windows and (2) air conditioning.
Automatic windows must be automatically opened if the temperature
in a room rises above a certain threshold and closed if the temperature
falls below a certain threshold. Similarly, air conditioning is turned on
if the temperature in a room rises above a certain threshold and turned
oﬀ if the temperature falls below a certain threshold.
The conﬁguration of Smart-Homes' facilities must be in charge of experts
who know the domain of conﬁguring houses including devices such as sen-
sors and actuators. Facilities designers must also support houses' owners
to take decisions about distribution of devices, for example to save costs of
construction and maintenance of Smart-Home systems.
Software Architecture.
We build Smart-Home systems using a component-based development strat-
egy. We create components to manage the diﬀerent devices included in
Smart-Home systems. For our case study we use OSGi (Open Services Gate-
way Initiative) [OSG09] as our base components integration platform because
it is currently the preferred platform for home automation.
We classify software components according to their type, Periodic or Service
components, and their instantiation mode, on Deployment or on Invocation.
Thus, regarding the architecture of Smart-Home systems, this can vary de-
pending of the type of components we create to manage the devices, and the
instantiation mode the components implement.
• Components Type: Periodic or Service Components. On the
one hand, periodic components are active components oﬀering exactly
one service. The infrastructure invokes this service periodically after a
conﬁgurable time period. Periodic components have their own threads
of control and they are started once the component is activated. On the
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other hand, service Components are passive components oﬀering ser-
vices to other components. The type of a component depends on the
particular services the component will provide. For instance, a com-
ponent providing a service to open/close automatic windows according
to the temperature of rooms is a good candidate to be a periodic com-
ponent. This component could check periodically the temperature of
rooms to open/close the automatic windows. A component providing
services to open/close doors only when inhabitants arrive is a better
candidate to be a service component.
• Instantiation Mode: on Deployment or on Invocation. A com-
ponent can be instantiated either when it is deployed or when one of
their services is invocated.
The conﬁguration of the software architecture of Smart-Home systems must
be in charge of software architects who have experience in taking software
design decisions.
Thus, for each diﬀerent source of variability, one expert with particular skills
is required to conﬁgure a Smart-Home system. In our case study these are
the building architect, the facilities designer and the software architect. As
presented before in Section 3.4.1, this is one of the main reasons that imply
the use of staged-conﬁguration mechanisms. In each stage, an expert with
particular skills must be involved in the conﬁguration process.
4.3 Variability Expression and Product Conﬁg-
uration
As presented in Chapter 3, the most common mechanisms used to capture
variability and conﬁgure products in MD-SPLs are metamodels and feature
models. As part of our approach to create MD-SPLs, playing the role of
product line architects we use metamodels and feature models as our base
core assets. Playing the role of product designers, we conﬁgure products
creating models that conform to metamodels and feature conﬁgurations.
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4.3.1 Metamodels
Because we use a multi-staged approach for conﬁguration and derivation
of products, we separate domain-speciﬁc concepts in several metamodels.
The ﬁrst one is the domain metamodel which serves as a vocabulary that
is familiar to the practitioners of the system's domain. A domain model
does not include concepts regarding details of the structure or processing
of the system. The other metamodels contain facilities and architectural
concepts which are orthogonal to the concepts in the domain metamodel.
This concepts represent variability that aﬀect multiple domain concepts and
their subsequent processing (i.e. transformation and generation) stages.
Each metamodel has as main objective to capture the variability that char-
acterizes a product line; however, they play diﬀerent roles during the product
line development lifecycle. Product designers use the ﬁrst metamodel, the
domain metamodel, during the conﬁguration process. This metamodel is the
reference to create domain models, which are the starting point to derive
product line members.
We create three metamodels to capture, separately, the three sources of vari-
ability that characterize our Smart-Home system's product line (see Sec-
tion 4.2.2):
• Domain Metamodel. This metamodel includes concepts regarding
architectural structure of houses.
• Smart-Home's Facilities Metamodel. Each house may be
equipped with several facilities related to controlled devices.
• Software Architecture. Each Smart-Home system has a technol-
ogy platform integrating their devices under diﬀerent software archi-
tectures.
Besides these three metamodels, we create another metamodel: the com-
ponent metamodel. This metamodel includes only concepts regarding
component-based development. This metamodel is important to represent
the problem domain in terms of software components.
The ﬁrst stage to conﬁgure a product starts with the creation of domain
model; i.e.the model that represents a particular building. Figure 4.1
presents the staged-transformations a domain model suﬀers after it is cre-
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ated by a product designer, in this case a building architect. The model
transformation rules are used in four stages. The ﬁrst set of rules is deﬁned
from the domain metamodel to the facilities metamodel. The second set is
deﬁned from the facilities metamodel to the components metamodel. The
third set is deﬁned from the components metamodel to the architecture meta-
model. Finally, the fourth set of rule transformations includes model-to-text
transformations which produce the source code of product line members. We
create model-to-text transformation rules from the facilities and the archi-
tecture metamodel to Java source code. Next sections present the details
about the model transformations, and the possible variations these model
transformations can have according to the SPL variability.
Figure 4.1: Staged-Transformations to Derive SPL Members.
In the following we present our four metamodels in detail.
Domain Metamodel.
The ﬁrst metamodel is the domain metamodel which includes domain appli-
cation concepts that facilitate the creation of models representing the struc-
ture of houses. Figure 4.2 presents the domain metamodel. Using this meta-
model we can create houses with several architectural structures including
several Floor, Room, Door and Window elements.
Figure 4.3 shows a domain model example that conforms to the domain meta-
model. The model deﬁnes firstFloor and secondFloor. These conform to
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Figure 4.2: The Domain Metamodel.
the Floormetaconcept. In the firstFloor there are two rooms, livingRoom
and kitchen. In the secondFloor there is another room, mainRoom, which
has two windows, mainRoomW1 and mainRoomW2. There are also two doors.
The ﬁrst door, livingRoomD1, is in the livingRoom. The second door,
mainRoomD2, is in the mainRoom.
Figure 4.3: Example of a Domain Model.
Facilities Metamodel.
The facilities metamodel is presented in Figure 4.4. This metamodel is
at the same level of abstraction as the domain metamodel. The facilities
metamodel includes, however, metaconcepts of Smart-Homes' facilities such
as environmental control and authentication devices. Based on this meta-
model it is possible to add facilities to Smart-Homes. The Window meta-
concept is now specialized in Automatic and Manual metaconcepts. Thus,
windows can be conﬁgured as automatic or manual windows. The Room
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metaconcept contains one EnvironmentalControl metaconcept, which is
specialized in the WindowsController and AirConditioning metaconcepts.
Thus rooms can be conﬁgured to manage air conditioning or automatic win-
dows as environmental control. Finally, the Door metaconcept contains the
LockDoorControl metaconcept, which is specialized in the Fingerprint and
Keypad metaconcepts. Thus, doors can be conﬁgured to manage ﬁngerprint
or keypad as lock door control.
Figure 4.4: The Facilities Metamodel.
Components Metamodel.
The (software) components metamodel, is used to represent concepts of
Component-Based development. This metamodel includes more implementa-
tion details than the domain metamodel and the facilities metamodel. That
is because we said this metamodel is at a lower abstraction level than the
two previously presented metamodels.
Figure 4.5 presents our components metamodel. We take the basic concepts
from the UML2 metamodel to create a simpliﬁed metamodel of components.
A Component is a modular, replaceable, and deployable piece of software
which interacts with its environment via interfaces or ports [LH05]. We spe-
cialize the Component metaconcepts in the Periodic metaconcept. Thus,
we can create Periodic (Component) elements when the component is can-
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didate to be a periodic component in the ﬁnal software architecture of a
Smart-Home system. A Port serves as a contract between the elements it
connects. Ports are usually of the type Interface. In UML2, interfaces
can be either Provided or Required ones. Provided interfaces specify the
providedOperations that a component oﬀers to their clients. Required in-
terfaces specify the requiredOperations that a component needs to perform
its functions. In UML2 Provided and Required interfaces are related using
Connectors. To simplify our metamodel we connect Provided and Required
interfaces creating a directed relationship between them, useProvided. Fi-
nally, a Component owns a unique identiﬁer, componentName, and a set of
Property elements.
Figure 4.5: The Components Metamodel.
The Architecture Metamodel.
The architecture metamodel is at the same level of abstraction than the
components metamodel is. However, the architecture metamodel includes
new metaconcepts to represent the variants identiﬁed regarding architectural
design. Figure 4.6 presents the architecture metamodel. The Component
metaconcept is now specialized also in Service, thus components can be
conﬁgured to be either periodic or service components. Furthermore, the
Component metaconcept includes the property instantiationMode to indi-
cate when a component is instantiated, ON_INVOCATION or ON_DEPLOYMENT.
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Figure 4.6: The Architecture Metamodel.
4.3.2 Feature Models
Because of the diﬀerent sources of variability, MD-SPL approaches must
allow product designers to conﬁgure a product giving its domain model,
and selecting variants from the sources of variability. For instance, in our
case study those are the variants from Smart-Home's facilities and software
architecture.
Figure 4.7 presents an example of how limited the conﬁguration and the
derivation of Smart-Home systems will be in case of only allowing product
designers to conﬁgure a product by means of a speciﬁc domain model. In
the example, from a building representing the architectural structure of a
Smart-Home, only one possible Smart-Home system could be derived, with-
out including variants from concerns diﬀerent to buildings' structure.
Figure 4.7: Example of Conﬁguration without Variability Models.
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We use feature modeling to allow product designers conﬁguring products
from sources other than the application domain. Likewise metamodeling,
feature modeling can be used for capturing not only structural but also be-
havioural variations. Metamodeling facilitates the conﬁguration of products
by creating rich models using a constructive approach that requires a high
level of expertise. Feature modelling facilitates the conﬁguration of products
by selecting features, hiding the complexity of building models from scratch;
this is a selection-based approach that requires only domain knowledge.
We create our feature models based on the Czarnecki et al.'s meta-
model [CHE04], which is itself based on FODA [KCH+90].
Figure 4.8 presents our simpliﬁed feature metamodel. Such as in the Czar-
necki et al.'s metamodel, a FeatureGroup expresses a choice over the set of
GroupedFeatures in the group and its cardinality deﬁnes the restriction on
the number of choices. A GroupedFeature does not have cardinality and
a SolitaryFeature is a feature that is not grouped by any FeatureGroup.
Examples of feature models are given in the next subsection using our case
study.
Figure 4.8: Simpliﬁed Feature Metamodel.
For our case study's SPL, playing the role of product line architects, we
create a feature model that represents variants of Smart-Homes' facilities,
and another one that represents variants of architectural (software) design.
Thus, product designers are able to conﬁgure products by creating feature
conﬁgurations including choices of Smart-Homes' facilities and (software) ar-
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chitecture. These feature conﬁgurations are inputs to the product derivation
process. They are used to select the transformation rules to be used in each
stage of the model transformation chain.
The Facilities Feature Model.
As we introduced in Section 4.2.2, we take into account the need of incor-
porating the house automation facilities that are orthogonal to the house
structure. We consider particularly two groups of facilities: access control
facilities and environmental control facilities.
Figure 4.9 presents our Smart-Homes' facilities feature model. One
FeatureGroup appears for each group of facilities. The Lock Door Control
feature groups the features Fingerprint and Keypad and has cardinality
[0..1], which implicitly means that Door elements can have either key-
pad, ﬁngerprint, or none of them as lock door control mechanism. The
Environmental Control feature groups the features Air Conditioning and
Automatic Windows and also has cardinality [0..1], which implicitly means
that Room elements can have either automatic windows, air conditioning, or
none of them as lock environmental control mechanism. We say implic-
itly because there is no semantics in traditional feature models, neither in
metamodels, to formally denote that features represent variants that aﬀect
particular model elements.
Figure 4.9: Smart-Homes' Facilities Feature Model.
The Architecture Feature Model
Figure 4.10 presents our architecture feature model. Given that we have clas-
siﬁed software components according to their type, and their instantiation
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mode, we create one FeatureGroup for each classiﬁcation. The Component
Type feature groups the features Periodic and Service and has cardinal-
ity [1..1], which implicitly means that Component elements can be either
periodic or service components. The Instantiation mode feature groups
the features Deployment and Invocation and also has a cardinality [1..1],
which implicitly means that Component elements can be instantiated either
on deployment or on invocation.
Figure 4.10: Architecture Feature Model.
Figure 4.11 summarizes the processes of (1) expressing the variability in
our case study SPL and (2) conﬁguring a Smart-Home system, by using
only metamodels and feature models. First, a building architect creates a
Domain Model based on the Domain Metamodel. Then, a facilities designer
creates a feature conﬁguration based on the facilities feature model. The
facilities feature model aﬀects the transformation of the Domain Model into
the Facilities Model. According to selected facilities features, particular
transformation rules must be executed to transform domain models into fa-
cilities models. For instance, if the feature Automatic Windows is selected,
a particular transformation rule is executed to transform Window elements
into Automatic Windows elements. If the feature Automatic Windows is
not selected, another diﬀerent transformation rule is executed to transform
Window elements into Manual Window elements. The Facilities Model is
transformed into a Components model and then a software architect cre-
ates another feature conﬁguration based on the architecture feature model.
The Architecture Feature Model Configuration aﬀects the transforma-
tion of the Components Model into the Architectural Model. Finally, the
Architectural Model and the Facilities Model are used to generate the
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ﬁnal Java Source Code. The next section details the process of deriving
products using the described model transformation stages.
Figure 4.11: Summary of the Smart-Home Systems' Conﬁguration Process.
Figure 4.12 presents an example of the staged conﬁguration of two diﬀerent
Smart-Home systems. In the example we only present two stages. In the
ﬁrst stage a building architect conﬁgures the architectural structure of a
building. In the second one a facilities designer creates two conﬁgurations to
derive two diﬀerent Smart-Home systems from the same building: on the left
the conﬁguration indicates that the Smart-Home system will have keypad as
lock door control in all the doors, on the right the conﬁguration indicates
that the Smart-Home system will have automatic windows as environmental
control, which implies that all the windows will be automatic windows.
Figure 4.12: Example of Conﬁguration with Variability Models.
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4.4 Binding Models and Constraint Models
The base mechanisms we have introduced until now in this chapter allow
product line architects to capture and express the possible variations between
members of a product line by separately creating metamodels and feature
models. This allows us to capture and express coarse-grained variations
between products. For example, a ﬁrst Smart-Home system has a coarse-
grained variation in relation with a second Smart-Home system if all the
Windows in the ﬁrst Smart-Home system are Automatic Windows, and none
of the Windows in the second Smart-Home system are Automatic Windows.
We obtain coarse-grained variations between members of our product line
example by creating coarse-grained conﬁgurations. A coarse-grained con-
ﬁguration consists of models that conform to metamodels, and instances
of feature models. Thus, for instance, a ﬁrst Smart-Home system can be
coarse-grained conﬁgured by creating a domain model and selecting the fea-
ture Fingerprint. A second Smart-Home system can be coarse-grained
conﬁgured by using the same domain model, and selecting the feature
Keypad. When Smart-Home systems are derived, a coarse-grained varia-
tion between them appears: all the Doors in the ﬁrst Smart-Home system
have Fingerprint as lock door control mechanism, and all the Doors in the
second Smart-Home system have Keypad as lock door control mechanism.
We propose to improve the power of expression of variability providing a
mechanism to capture and express that we have named ﬁne-grained vari-
ations between products of a MD-SPL. For instance, a ﬁrst Smart-Home
system has a ﬁne-grained variation in relation with a second Smart-Home
system if both systems have automatic windows, but they diﬀer in the par-
ticular windows which are automatic.
Additionally, we propose a mechanism to create ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations,
which allows us to conﬁgure model elements individually based on fea-
tures. For example, by creating a ﬁne-grained conﬁguration we could con-
ﬁgure the mainRoom to manage Air Conditioning as environmental control
and the livingRoom to manage Automatic Windows as environmental con-
trol [ACR09].
The mechanisms we propose are based on that we have named constraint
models and binding models. To facilitate the understanding of our proposal,
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ﬁrst we introduce our mechanism for conﬁguring products by using binding
models, after we present our approach to improve the power of expression of
variability in MD-SPLs by using constraint models.
4.4.1 Binding Models
We call a binding the relationship between a model element and a feature.
For example, to express that the leavingRoom (see Figure 4.3) has Air
Conditioning as environmental control mechanism (see Figure 4.9). A bind-
ing B is a pair composed by a model element E and a feature F , B = [E,F ],
where F is either a SolitaryFeature or a GroupedFeature. For example,
a product designer can create a binding relating the livingRoom and the
Automatic Windows feature, B = [livingRoom, Automatic Windows].
We deﬁne a binding model as the set of bindings deﬁned by a product
designer between a model that conforms to a metamodel and a feature
model, which conforms to a feature metamodel. Figure 4.13 presents a
binding model example for our case study. This binding model is created
between the domain model from Figure 4.3 and the facilities feature model
from Figure 4.9. binding1 conﬁgures the livingRoomD1 to have Keypad
as Lock Door Control. binding2 denotes the designer selection of Air
Conditioning in the livingRoom as environmental control system. Finally,
the binding3 deﬁnes that the mainRoomW1 is conﬁgured to be an Automatic
Windows. We include in Chapter 5 a complete example of the conﬁguration
and derivation of a Smart-Home system of our case study. The example also
includes a binding model between a component model and the architecture
feature model.
4.4.2 Constraint Models
Product line architects must use constraint models to restrict the bindings
among model elements and features. For example, to express that only do-
main models can be bound to facilities models, or that maximum three Room
elements can be bound to the feature Air Conditioning.
A constraint model is a set of constraints. A constraint C = [M,F,A,D] is
a tuple composed of a metaconcept M , a feature F , and two properties A
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Figure 4.13: Binding Model Example.
and D. A constraint C expresses the fact that model elements that conform
to the metaconcept M can be bound to the feature F . Each constraint is
unique in a constraint model; this means, only one constraint includes a pair
[M,F ].
Our constraints serve to avoid inconsistencies during the conﬁguration and
derivation processes. Constraints must prevent the following:
• Any model is bound to any feature model. For example in our case
study, only domain models can be bound to the facilities feature models
and only components models can be bound to the architecture feature
model.
• Model elements that conform to any metaconcept are bound to any fea-
ture. For example, for a requirement of the product line (R1) specifying
that only windows can be automatic, a constraint must prevent that,
e.g. Door elements are associated to the Automatic Windows feature.
• Any number of model elements that conform to a metaconcept is bound
to any number of features. For example, since the installation of au-
tomatic windows could be expensive, in a product line for econom-
ical Smart-Homes a product line architect may deal with a require-
ment (R2) which speciﬁes that only (maximum) one window can be
automatic. Thus, a constraint must prevent more than one Window
element being bound to the Automatic Windows feature.
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• Model elements and features are bound without taking into account
properties inherent in functional requirements. For example, for a re-
quirement of the product line (R3) which speciﬁes that automatic win-
dows must have sensors, a constraint must prevent Window elements
without an associated Sensor element being conﬁgured as Automatic
Windows.
• Model elements and features are bound without taking into account
conﬁguration's prerequisites. For example, for a requirement of the
product line (R4) which speciﬁes that automatic windows only can be
selected from rooms which are not conﬁgured to have air conditioning.
A constraint must prevent Window elements with their rooms associ-
ated to the Air Conditioning feature being conﬁgured as Automatic
Windows.
Therefore for our case study, regarding the requirement (R1), a product
line architect could deﬁne a constraint between the Window metaconcept
and the Automatic Windows feature, constraint1= [Window, Automatic
Windows, A,D]. The constraint describes that, during the conﬁguration of
a product, product designers can bind Window elements, for example the
mainRoomW2 with the feature Automatic Windows (see Figure 4.13). Another
constraint can be created between the Door metaconcept and the Lock Door
Control feature, constraint2= [Door, Lock Door Control, A,D]. The
constraint describes that product designers can bind Door elements with
either the feature Keypad or the feature Fingerprint. Figure 4.14 presents
these constraints. In Chapter 5 we present the constraint models we created
for our Smart-Home systems' SPL.
Figure 4.14: Constraint Model Example.
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Semantics of constraints can be diﬀerent. For example, a product line ar-
chitect could also deﬁne a constraint between the Room metaconcept and
the Automatic Windows feature, constraint3. The constraint describes
that product designers may bind Room elements with the feature Automatic
Windows to indicate that all the windows in the bound room are automatic
windows. Product line architects can add descriptions to constraints to help
product designers during the creation of bindings. Thus, for constraint1
we added the description: A window may be an automatic window; for
constraint3: All the windows in a room may be automatic windows.
4.4.3 The Cardinality Property
To fulﬁll the requirementR2 presented before, which speciﬁes that only (max-
imum) one window can be automatic, our approach includes the deﬁnition
of the cardinality property (A).
The cardinality property has a similar form to feature cardinality. We deﬁne
the cardinality as a UML-like cardinality A = [i..j], where i <= j, i and j
are natural numbers, and j can be denoted by ∗ to express an unbounded
number. Cardinality (A) adds semantics to a constraint C = [M,F,A,D]
by expressing the fact that the designer can create a restricted number of
bindings between model elements that conform to M and the feature F (a
number between i and j).
The requirement (R2) is an example where cardinality is required to limit
the number of bindings among model elements and features. This indicates
that only (maximum) one window can be automatic.
The next two sub-sections present the semantics of the cardinality property
in a constraint. The semantics depend on the type of feature included in the
constraint, i.e. group, grouped or solitary. The introduction of the cardinality
property particularizes the cardinality of the original features in the feature
model.
Cardinality on Solitary and Grouped Features.
In a constraint C = [M,F,A = [i..j], D] where F is a solitary or grouped
feature, the meanings of i and j are respectively the minimum and maxi-
mum number of model elements that conform to M that can be bound to F .
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For example, if a product line architect wants to restrict to 0 or 1 the num-
ber of automatic windows, s/he must add the cardinality A = [0..1] to the
constraint1 presented in Figure 4.14. Thus, maximum one window could
be automatic, e.g. the mainRoomW2 (see Figure 4.13).
Cardinality on Group Features.
In a constraint C = [M,F,A = [i..j], D] where F is a group feature, the
meanings of i and j are respectively the minimum and maximum number of
features grouped by F that can be bound to a particular model element that
conforms to M .
For example, for a requirement of the product line specifying that lock doors
control can be managed by using either keypad or ﬁngerprint, the product line
architect creates a constraint using the Room metaconcept and the Lock Door
Control feature, constraint2= [Door, Lock Door Control, A,D] (see Fig-
ure 4.14). The architect sets the cardinality A = [0..1], constraining to zero
or one the number of grouped features (Fingerprint, Keypad) that can be
bound to a Door element. Thus a door, e.g. the livingRoomD1 (Figure 4.13),
can be bound to only one of the features Keypad or Fingerprint.
When a group feature F has the cardinality [n..m], the cardinality of a con-
straint C = [M,F,A,D] has to be inside the limits of the cardinality of F .
It implies that for A = [i..j], i ≥ n and j ≤ m. This ensures that constraint
models are consistent with feature models used for their construction.
4.4.4 The Structural Dependency Property
The structural dependency property D in a C = [M,F,A,D], denotes con-
ditions that model elements have to satisfy in order to be bound to speciﬁc
features. An example from requirement R3 presented before is: automatic
windows must have sensors. In this case, the model elements we identi-
ﬁed in the conditions are Window and Sensor, and the feature is Automatic
Windows. Thus, to bind a Window element to the Automatic Windows fea-
ture, allowed by the constraint1, the Window element should have a Sensor
element.
Another example is a requirement specifying that only one room can have
automatic windows. This requirement particularizes the requirement (R1),
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specifying that windows must be localized in the same room. Then, only
Window elements from the same Room element can be bound to the Automatic
Windows feature.
We also use the dependency property to describe dependencies between bind-
ings. For example, the requirement (R4), which speciﬁes that automatic win-
dows only can be selected from rooms which are no conﬁgured to have air
conditioning, implies that a Window element can be bound to the Automatic
Windows feature only if the Room element where the window is located is not
bound to the Air Conditioning feature.
We express the value of the property D as a set of OCL sentences. For
example, for the requirement (R3) a product line architect must set the
structural dependency property of the constraint1 to D = {sensor →
notEmpty()}.
4.4.5 The Constraint Metamodel and The Binding
Metamodel
The Constraint Metamodel.
We have created a constraint metamodel to facilitate the creation of con-
straint models. Our constraint metamodel is based on our feature meta-
model (see Figure 4.8). We extended its semantics to include the constraints
for managing binding models.
Figure 4.15 presents our constraint metamodel. The main new concepts and
attributes added to our feature metamodel are the following:
• GroupConstraint. It allows us to create constraints including group
features.
• Constraint. It allows us to create constraints including solitary or
grouped features.
• fineMin and fineMax attributes. They allow us to relate the cardinal-
ity property to constraints.
• OCLExpression. It represents the structural dependency property of
constraints.
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• Metaconcept. It represents metaconcepts related to constraints.
Figure 4.15: Constraint Metamodel.
Thus, in a constraint C = [M,F,A,D], C conforms either to
GroupConstraint or Constraint, M conforms to MetaConcept; F con-
forms to either Grouped or CointainableByF (Group or Solitary), i and
j (from A = [i, j]) conforms to fineMin and fineMax, and D conforms to
OCLExpression.
The Binding Metamodel.
To introduce the concept of binding, we create a binding metamodel, Fig-
ure 4.16. This metamodel extends our constraint metamodel with concepts
for binding model elements to features. Thus, associated to a RootFeature,
a set of Configurations can be created. A Configuration groups a set
of bindings between Features and model elements. We maintain the in-
formation of model elements as properties of the Binding metaconcept,
metaconceptName and elementName.
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Figure 4.16: Binding Metamodel.
4.4.6 Validating Binding Models against Constraint
Models
We say a binding B = [E,F1] satisﬁes a constraint C = [M,F2, A,D] when E
conforms toM , F1 = F2 and B satisﬁes the restrictions deﬁned by the proper-
ties A andD. We note this relationship B
s→ C. For example, binding3 from
Figure 4.13 satisﬁes the constraint1 from Figure 4.14 because mainRoomW2
conforms to Window and B satisﬁes the restrictions deﬁned by the properties
A and D of the constraint1. The validation of a binding model against a
constraint model implies that every existing binding satisﬁes one constraint
in the constraint model.
We validate existing bindings in a binding model automatically against
a set of OCL-type sentences that we generate from each constraint in a
constraint model. For example, if the feature involved in the constraint
C = [$metaConcept, $feature, [$fineMin, $fineMax], D] is a grouped or
solitary feature, we generate the sentence in Listing 4.1. The dollar symbol $
denotes variables and the operator aCollection.between(a,b) is equivalent
to the expression (aCollection.size≥a) && (aCollection.size≤b).
Listing 4.2 presents the particular sentence generated for the
constraint= [Window,Automatic Windows, [0..1],D], where D = bind-
ings.select(b|b.elementName=="mainRoomW1").between(0,0). In this case
D speciﬁes that cannot exists any binding where the mainRoomW1 is involved.
For the generation of OCL-type sentences we have created model-to-text
transformation rules. These transformation rules generate Check expres-
sions. Check is a language included in the oAW framework which allows us
to validate models against OCL-type expressions [OAW09a]. We generate
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1
2 Context Conf igurat ion inv :
3 b ind ings . select (b | b . feature . name==$ f ea tu r e and
4 b . metaConceptName==$metaConcept ) .between( $fineMin , $fineMax ) and $D ;
Listing 4.1: Example of a Generated OCL-Type Sentence.
1
2 Context Conf igurat ion inv :
3 b ind ings . select (b | b . feature . name=="Automatic Windows"
4 and b . metaConceptName=="Window" ) .between ( 0 , 1 )
5 and b ind ings . select (b | b . elementName=="mainRoomW1" ) .between ( 0 , 0 ) ;
Listing 4.2: Example of a Generated OCL-Type Sentence.
Check expressions from the constraint models we create using the constraint
models creator that we present in Chapter 5. Therefore, product designers
are able to validate binding models against the generated Check expressions.
We present details of the model-to-text transformation rules in charge of cre-
ating Check expression in Appendix A. In Chapter 5 we present a complete
example of the staged conﬁguration and derivation of Smart-Home systems
of our MD-SPL. This example includes examples of the generated Check
expressions for our constraint models.
4.5 Core Assets Development and Product
Derivation
We have introduced metamodels and feature models as the core assets to
express variability and conﬁgure products. Similar to many other MD-SPL
approaches, we use model transformation rules as the main core assets to
derive product line members.
In the next two subsections we present (1) the transformation rules we have
created for our case study and (2) the mechanism we use to create decision
models, i.e., models where we relate the created transformation rules to
features conﬁgurations and we deﬁne the required execution ordering of such
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transformation rules to derive conﬁgured products.
4.5.1 Rule Transformations in the Smart-Home sys-
tems' SPL
As we introduced before (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.11), the rule transfor-
mations we have created for our case study are used in four stages. The ﬁrst
set of rules is deﬁned from the domain metamodel to the facilities metamodel.
They are created taking into account the facilities feature model. The second
set is deﬁned from the facilities metamodel to the components metamodel.
The third set is deﬁned from the components metamodel to the architecture
metamodel. These, in turn, are created taking into account the architec-
ture feature model. Finally, the fourth set of rule transformations includes
model-to-text transformations which produce the source code of product line
members.
First Stage: Domain-to-Facilities Transformation Rules.
The purpose of these transformation rules is adding to domain models infor-
mation about Smart-Homes' facilities. These are horizontal model-to-model
transformations. It means, they transform models inside the same abstrac-
tion level, the application domain abstraction level, but adding concerns
related to Smart-Homes' facilities.
In this stage we create two sets of transformation rules: the base and
the speciﬁc ones. On the one hand, base transformation rules do not
depend of any variant of the product line. Thus, they are always ex-
ecuted during the transformation process. For instance, we create a
base transformation rule to transform DomainMetamodel::House elements
into FacilitiesMetamodel::House elements. Similarly, we create a base
transformation rule to transform DomainMetamodel::Floor elements into
FacilitiesMetamodel::Floor elements.
On the other hand, we create speciﬁc transformation rules taking into ac-
count the possible features which can aﬀect the transformation process. In
this case, those are features from the facilities feature model. For instance,
we create two transformation rules to transform DomainMetamodel::Window
elements. The ﬁrst one, taking into account the Automatic Windows fea-
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ture, creates FacilitiesMetamodel::Automatic (Window) elements and one
FacilitiesMetamodel::WindowsController element for each created Room
element. The second one, taking into account the Air Conditioning fea-
ture, creates FacilitiesMetamodel::Manual (Window) elements and one
FacilitiesMetamodel::AirConditioning element for each created Room
element. Therefore, if the feature Automatic Windows is selected the ﬁrst
transformation rule must be executed; if the feature Air Conditioning is
selected the second transformation rule must be executed.
Similarly, we create two diﬀerent transformation rules to trans-
form DomainMetamodel::Door elements. The ﬁrst one cre-
ates FacilitiesMetamodel::Door elements containing each one
a DomainMetamodel::Fingerprint element; the second one cre-
ates FacilitiesMetamodel::Door elements containing each one a
DomainMetamodel::Keypad element. The model-to-model and the
model-to-text transformation rules we have created for our case study are
available in the web-site of our research group under the link MD-SPL
Engineering [Sof09].
Second Stage: Facilities-to-Components Transformation Rules.
The second set of transformation rules are deﬁned from the facilities meta-
model to the components metamodel. These are vertical model-to-model
transformations since they transform models between diﬀerent abstraction
levels. The source abstraction level is the application domain abstraction
level, the target one is the abstraction level including concerns related to
software components.
We create only base transformation rules given that there are no feature
models aﬀecting this transformation stage. However, in this particular case,
not all the base transformation rules are always executed. Their execution
depends of the facility models to be transformed. For instance, only if exists
at least one FacilitiesMetamodel::WindowsController element, then a
base transformation rule in charge of creating a component which serves as
controller for the automatic windows is executed.
Figure 4.17 presents an example of a derived component model. This model
is presented using the UML2 syntax. Periodic components in this model
can (or cannot) become Periodic components after the next transformation
stage, which creates architecture models. The components inside dashed
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squares are not always created. The conditions to create such components
are the following:
• The rule to create the WindowController component, its
ports and interfaces, is only executed if exists at least one
FacilitiesMetamodel::WindowsController element in the source
model.
• The rule to create the AirConditioningController component,
its ports and interfaces, is only executed if exist at least one
FacilitiesMetamodel::AirConditioning element in the source
model.
Figure 4.17: Example of a Smart-Home Systems' Components Model.
The GUI component corresponds to the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of
the Smart-Home systems. This component requires services of all the other
components. In this ﬁgure we only include one of its Required interfaces,
IDoorController. In Chapter 5 we present a complete example of the staged
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conﬁguration and derivation of Smart-Home systems of our MD-SPL. This
example includes the description of a particular component model derived
for a particular conﬁguration.
Third Stage: Components-to-Architecture Transformation Rules.
The purpose of these transformation rules is adding to component models
information about the type of the components, periodic or service, and their
instantiation mode, on invocation or on deployment. These are horizontal
model-to-model transformations given that models are transformed inside
the same abstraction level.
In this stage we create base and speciﬁc transformation
rules. For instance, we create a base transformation rule
to transform ComponentMetamodel::Interface elements into
ArchitectureMetamodel::Interface elements.
We create speciﬁc transformation rules having into account the possible
features which can aﬀect the transformation process. In this case, those
are features from the architecture feature model. For instance, we create
two transformation rules to transform ComponentMetamodel::Component
elements. The ﬁrst one, having into account the Service fea-
ture, creates ArchitectureMetamodel::Service (Component) elements.
The second one, having into account the Periodic feature, cre-
ates ArchitectureMetamodel::Periodic (Component) elements from
ComponentMetamodel::Periodic elements. Therefore, if the feature
Service is selected the ﬁrst transformation rule must be executed; if the
feature Periodic is selected the second transformation rule must be exe-
cuted.
Similarly, we create two diﬀerent speciﬁc transformation rules to
transform DomainMetamodel::Door elements. The ﬁrst one cre-
ates FacilitiesMetamodel::Door elements containing each one
a DomainMetamodel::Fingerprint element; the second one cre-
ates FacilitiesMetamodel::Door elements containing each one a
DomainMetamodel::Keypad element.
Fourth Stage: Model-to-Text Transformation Rules.
The model-to-text transformation rules produce the source code of prod-
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uct line members. These transformation rules have as input an architecture
model and a facilities model. On the one hand, the architecture model is
transformed into the source code of OSGi components (Bundles) as the pre-
sented in Figure 4.17. For this transformation we reuse pieces of code already
written. Thus, the transformation rules are only in charge of connecting the
already created pieces of code representing components.
On the other hand, the facilities model is transformed into an extra OSGi
component, HouseStructure, which manages the structural design of the con-
ﬁgured Smart-Home. Thus, if the Smart-Home has been conﬁgured to have
one ﬂoor and two rooms, the HouseStructure component maintains this struc-
ture to provide the required services to the conﬁgured structural element.
These model-to-text transformation rules are available along with the model-
to-model transformation rules in the web-site of our research group under the
link MD-SPL Engineering [Sof09].
Figure 4.18 presents an example of the Graphical User Interface correspond-
ing to one conﬁgured Smart-Home System. The Smart-Home system was
conﬁgured to have one ﬂoor with one room, the Main Room. This room has
Automatic Windows as Environmental Control. The only door in the Main
Room has Fingerprint as Door Lock Control.
4.5.2 Creating and Using Decision Models
In the previous section we explained that we create speciﬁc transformation
rules having into account the possible features which can aﬀect a model
transformation stage. For instance, in the ﬁrst transformation stage those
are features from the facilities feature model.
Given that one objective of our MD-SPL approach is to automate completely
the process of transforming models, we have the need of using a mechanism
which allows selecting and executing automatically the base transformation
rules and only some speciﬁc transformation rules. These are speciﬁc rules
related to selected features in feature conﬁgurations. This mechanism must
also ensure the correct execution ordering, also called execution scheduling, of
the selected transformation rules. By correct we mean an execution ordering
which allows deriving the desired conﬁgured product.
We propose the use of explicit decision models in the context of MDD as
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Figure 4.18: Example of a Smart-Home System.
a mechanism for composition of transformation rules based on feature con-
ﬁgurations [ARCR09]. This mechanism can be used in conjunction with
transformation languages which provide facilities for composition of trans-
formation rules. In particular we used the oAW modeling framework and the
Xtend and Xpand model transformation languages, which provide a mech-
anism based on Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) for composition of
transformation rules (see Section 2.5.2).
Our decision models are useful to capture (1) the relationships between fea-
tures and speciﬁc transformation rules, and (2) the required execution order-
ing of transformation rules to create products based on feature conﬁgurations.
Our basic idea to obtain a ﬁnal execution scheduling is to construct a base-
line ordering, which is modiﬁed according to valid feature conﬁgurations. A
base-line ordering describes a sequence of calls to base transformation rules.
Our mechanism to adapt the base-line ordering is supported by AOP ideas.
We capture in decision models information about aspects that must be woven
with a base-line ordering to adapt it. Aspects maintain the information of
what base transformation rules must be intercepted (joinpoints) and what
speciﬁc transformation rules must then be executed (advices) according to
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Table 4.1: Examples of Conditions on Feature Conﬁgurations which Imply
to Adapt a Base-Line (Transformation Rules') Ordering
Condition Joinpoint Advice
Feature One Selected Rule A Rule A'
Feature Two Unselected Rule B Rule B'
Feature One Unselected
and
Feature Three Selected Rule A Rule C
deﬁned conditions on feature conﬁgurations.
Table 4.1 presents examples of conditions on feature conﬁgurations that we
can capture in our decision models. These conditions imply modifying a
base-line ordering. In the ﬁrst column we present examples of conditions,
in the second column we present the name of the base rule in the base-line
ordering to be intercepted (joinpoint), in the third column we present the
name of the speciﬁc rule (advice) to be executed if the condition appears
in a feature conﬁguration. Thus, if the Feature One appears Selected in
a feature conﬁguration, no matter the other features, the Rule A must be
intercepted and the Rule A' must be executed instead. If the Feature Two
appears Unselected in a feature conﬁguration, no matter the other features,
the Rule B must be intercepted and the Rule B' must be executed instead.
We can also capture more complex conditions. For instance, in row three,
we express that if the Feature One appears Unselected and the Feature
Three appears Selected in a feature conﬁguration, no matter the other
features, the Rule A must be intercepted and the Rule C must be executed
instead.
For example in the context of our case study, during the derivation of
a Smart-Home system, if the feature Automatic Windows is selected in a
feature conﬁguration, the base sequence to transform domain models into
facilities models must be modiﬁed. This modiﬁcation is done in a de-
ﬁned point to include an alternative step where the transformation rule
in charge of creating automatic windows is called. Figure 4.19 presents
a small part of our decision model to transform domain models into fa-
cilities models. We ﬁrst deﬁne a base-line ordering which includes the
execution of the transformation rules domainFloorsToFacilitiesFloors
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and domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows. We after create an aspect
which indicates that if the feature Automatic Windows is selected in
a feature conﬁguration, the execution of the base transformation rule
domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows must be intercepted and the speciﬁc
transformation rule windowsToAutomaticWindows must be then executed.
Figure 4.19: Example of a Decision Model to Create Smart-Home Systems.
Our decision models also allow us to capture the diﬀerent transformation
stages included in a product line derivation process. For our case study these
are four transformation stages, from domain models until to obtain Java
source code. This type of composition, which compose transformation rules
using the output model of a rule as the input model of another rule is called
external composition [Wag08a]. Figure 4.20 presents the part of our decision
model capturing the external composition required for deriving Smart-Home
systems given our four transformation stages. We create this model using
the decision model editor we present in Chapter 5. In Section 4.7 we discuss
limitations of our mechanism to derive products based on decision models.
The Decision Metamodel.
Figure 4.21 presents the decision metamodel we have created to cre-
ate decision models. A model transformation Workflow contains
a sequence of TransformationPrograms. A TransformationProgram
is either a Model2Model or a Model2Text transformation. Each
TransformationProgram uses a set of TransformationRules and a set of
Aspects to perform its process of transformation. As introduced before, we
classify TransformationRules in Base and Specific ones. An Aspect spec-
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Figure 4.20: Decision Model including External Composition.
iﬁes its advice, which is a Specific transformation rule, and its joinpoint,
which in turn is a Base transformation rule. A Workflow must have into
account a set of ExecutionConditions, which depends of a set of Features
with a particular SelectionType, SELECTED or NOT_ SELECTED. Finally, an
Aspect must be woven if its executionCondition appears in a feature con-
ﬁguration.
Creating Executable Model Transformation Workﬂows from Deci-
sion Models.
As we mentioned before, we use the oAW modelling framework and the
Xtend and Xpand model transformation languages to implement our ap-
proach and case study. We then had the need of transforming our deci-
sion models into oAW workﬂows which include the required instructions (1)
to execute model transformations in diﬀerent stages (external composition),
and modifying a base-line ordering of a set of transformation rules (inter-
nal composition [Wag08a]). For transforming our decision models into oAW
workﬂows we created a model-to-text transformation. This model-to-text
transformation is presented in Appendix A. We use this model-to-text trans-
formation in the decision models editor (Chapter 5) to provide the facility of
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Figure 4.21: Decision Metamodel.
transforming decision models into executable oAW workﬂows.
Listing 4.3 presents a part of a sample generated oAW work-
ﬂow. This workﬂow speciﬁes that the transformation rule
domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows is intercepted (line 2-3 and line
9) and the transformation rule adviceWindowsToAutomaticWindows is
executed (line 5) if the feature Automatic Windows is selected in a feature
conﬁguration (line 1).
4.6 Deriving Products based on Constraint
Models and Binding Models
In Section 4.5.2 we introduced decision models in the context of MDD as our
mechanism for composition of transformation rules based on feature conﬁgu-
rations. We discussed how our decision models are useful to capture (1) the
relationships between features and speciﬁc transformation rules, and (2) the
required execution ordering of transformation rules to create products based
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1
2 <Feature s e l e c t e d="Automatic Windows">
3 <transformationAspect adviceTarget=
4 "domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows">
5 <extensionAdvice
6 value="adviceWindowsToAutomaticWindows" />
7 </transformationAspect>
8 </Feature>
9
10 <transform id="domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows">
11 <invoke value="domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows" />
12 </transform>
Listing 4.3: Example of a Generated oAW Workﬂow.
on feature conﬁgurations.
Our basic idea to obtain a ﬁnal execution scheduling was to construct a
baseline ordering, which is modiﬁed according to valid feature conﬁgura-
tions. Thus for example, during the derivation of a Smart-Home system, if
the feature Automatic Windows was selected in a feature conﬁguration, the
base sequence to transform domain models into facilities models was mod-
iﬁed to replace the rule domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows by the rule
windowsToAutomaticWindows.
Binding models imply to modify a base line ordering having into account
not only features from feature conﬁgurations, but also bindings from binding
models. Thus for example, if any Window element is bound to the feature
Automatic Windows in a binding model, the base sequence to transform
domain models into facilities models must be modiﬁed. This modiﬁcation
implies to replace the rule domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows by the rule
particularWindowsToAutomaticWindows. This rule must transform only
the DomainMetamodel::Window elements, which are bound to the Automatic
Windows feature, into FacilitiesMetamodel:Automatic window elements.
For instance, from the binding model presented in Figure 4.13, given that the
mainRoomW2 is the only window bound to the feature Automatic Windows,
this is the only window that must be transformed into an automatic window.
Table 4.2 presents examples of conditions on binding models that we can
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Table 4.2: Examples of Fine-Grained Conditions on Feature Conﬁgurations
which Imply to Adapt a Base-Line (Transformation Rules') Ordering
Condition Joinpoint Advice
Exists at least one binding B1 = [E1, F1]
that satisﬁes the constraint
C1 = [M1, F1, A,D] Rule A Rule A'(E1)
Feature Two Unselected and
exists at least one binding B2 = [E2, F2]
that satisﬁes the constraint
C2 = [M2, F2, A,D] Rule B Rule B'(E2)
capture in our extended decision models. These conditions imply modifying
a base-line ordering. In the ﬁrst column we present examples of conditions,
in the second column we present the name of the base rule in the base-line
ordering to be intercepted (joinpoint), in the third column we present the
name of the speciﬁc rule (advice) to be executed if the condition appears
in a binding model. We express conditions in terms of bindings that satisfy
constraints. Thus, row one in Table 4.2 expresses that if exists at least one
binding B1 = [E1, F1] that satisﬁes the constraint C1 = [M1, F1, A,D] in a
binding model, the Rule A must be intercepted and the Rule A' must be
executed instead using E1 as parameter. We can also capture conditions
which have into account not only bindings but also selection of features. For
instance, in row two, we express that if the Feature Two appears Unselected
and exists at least one binding B2 = [E2, F2] that satisﬁes the constraint
C2 = [M2, F2, A,D] in a binding model, the Rule B must be intercepted and
the Rule B' must be executed instead using E2 as parameter.
Figure 4.22 presents a small part of our decision model to trans-
form domain models into facilities models having into account bind-
ing models. Similarly as presented before in Section 4.5.2, we
ﬁrst deﬁne a base-line ordering which includes the execution of
the transformation rules domainFloorsToFacilitiesFloors and
domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows. We after create an aspect in-
dicating that if exist bindings satisfying the constraint1, which
describes that product designers can bind Window elements with
the feature Automatic Windows, the execution of the base trans-
formation rule domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows must be inter-
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cepted. After the interception is done, the speciﬁc transformation rule
particularWindowsToAutomaticWindows must be then executed. This rule
queries the binding model used to conﬁgure the product which is derived,
and transforms only the Window elements bound to the Automatic Windows
feature. In Section 4.7 we discuss limitations of our mechanism to derive
products based on decision models.
Figure 4.22: Example of a Decision Model to create Smart-Home Systems
Having into Account Binding Models.
4.6.1 The Extended Decision Metamodel.
We extended the decision metamodel that we presented before in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.23 presents our decision metamodel which allows us for deriving
products having into account binding models.
We still include the concepts of Workflow, TransformationProgram,
TransformationRule and Aspect. We modify, however, the con-
cept of ExecutionCondition. In this extended decision metamodel an
ExecutionCondition depends of a set of Variants, which we specialized
in CoarseCondition and FineCondition. A CoarseCondition represents a
feature that can be SELECTED/NOT_SELECTED. A FineCondition represents
a constraint.
Thus, based on a binding model, we can indicate that a Specific trans-
formation rule must be woven with a Base transformation rule when exist
bindings that satisfy the constraint denoted by a FineCondition element.
For instance, we can indicate that a speciﬁc transformation rule must be
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woven with a base transformation rule when the feature Air Conditioning
appears bound to a Window element.
Figure 4.23: Decision Metamodel Having into Account Binding Models.
4.6.2 Creating Executable Model Transformation
Workﬂows from Decision Models and Constraint
Models.
As we presented before, we transform our decision models into oAW work-
ﬂows which include the required instructions to (1) execute model transfor-
mations in diﬀerent stages (external composition), and modifying a base-line
ordering of a set of transformation rules (internal composition).
For transforming our decision models into oAW workﬂows having into ac-
count constraint models and binding models, we modiﬁed the model-to-
text transformation we introduce before in Section 4.5.2. This model-to-
text transformation allows us for generating executable oAW from decision
models where we indicate that binding models must by query locking for
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1
2 <fineFeature toFeature="Automatic" boundMetaconcept="Window">
<transformationAspect adviceTarget=
3 "domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows">
4 <extensionAdvice
5 value="particularWindowsToAutomaticWindows" />
6 </transformationAspect>
7 </fineFeature>
8
9 <transform id="domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows">
10 <invoke value="domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows" />
11 </transform>
Listing 4.4: Example of a Generated oAW Workﬂow.
bindings that satisfy particular constraints. Listing 4.4 presents a part of a
generated oAW workﬂow. This workﬂow speciﬁes that the transformation
rule domainWindowsToFacilitiesWindows is intercepted (line 2-3 and line
9) and the transformation rule particularWindowsToAutomaticWindows is
executed (line 5) if exist bindings that satisfy the constraint created between
the Automatic Windows feature and the Window metaconcept (line 1).
We created the oAW component which allows us for querying binding models
locking for bindings that satisfy a particular constraint. The line 1 from
Listing 4.4 shows a call to our oAW component. The component queries a
binding model which has been previously loaded in the execution context of
an oAW workﬂow. The model-to-text transformation we created to generate
oAW workﬂows from decision models is available in Appendix A.
4.7 Identiﬁed Limitations
In previous sections we discussed how our decision models are useful to cap-
ture (1) the relationships between features and/or bindings, and speciﬁc
transnformation rules, and (2) the required execution ordering of transforma-
tion rules to create products based on feature conﬁgurations and/or binding
models. Our idea to obtain a ﬁnal execution scheduling was to construct a
baseline ordering, which is modiﬁed according to execution conditions deﬁned
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in terms of feature conﬁgurations and/or binding models.
We have identiﬁed at least three limitations in our strategy of relating exe-
cution conditions to speciﬁc transformation rules. Two of them occur when
conditions only take into account feature conﬁgurations (see Table 4.1). The
other one occurs when conditions take into account not only feature conﬁg-
urations but also binding models (see Table 4.2).
Features Combinatory.
The ﬁrst limitation of our approximation lies in the fact that the number of
valid feature conﬁgurations that can be created based on one feature model
is big.
In our current approach we do not include mechanisms to guarantee neither
that for all possible valid feature conﬁgurations there is a set of transfor-
mation rules in charge of generating a runnable product, nor that in our
decision models we include execution conditions that take into account each
valid feature conﬁguration. Currently, this is a responsibility of product line
architects.
Features Interaction.
A feature interaction occurs when a feature modiﬁes or inﬂuences another
feature in deﬁning overall system behaviour [CKMM03]. For example, as-
sume a feature model including three features, A, B and C. If the feature A
interacts with the features B and C, the selection in a feature conﬁguration
of A along with B will imply to adapt a base line ordering of transformation
rules, the selection of A along with C will imply a diﬀerent adaptation, and,
it will be required another adaptation when only the feature A is selected.
The problem of dealing with feature interactions is an important problem
which currently deserves special attention in the ﬁeld of feature model-
ing [Rei09].
In our current approach, we take into account that the presence of one par-
ticular feature in diﬀerent valid feature conﬁgurations may imply diﬀerent
adaptations of a baseline ordering of transformation rules. For instance, in
Table 4.1 the presence of the Feature One in two diﬀerent possible feature
conﬁgurations implies a diﬀerent adaptation. In row one we specify that if
the Feature One appears Selected in a feature conﬁguration, no matter
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the other features, the Rule A must be intercepted and the Rule A' must be
executed instead. In row three, we express that if the Feature One appears
Unselected and the Feature Three appears Selected in a feature conﬁg-
uration, no matter the other features, the Rule A must be intercepted and
the Rule C must be executed instead.
Nevertheless, it is responsibility of product line architects (1) to identify fea-
ture interactions, (2) to deﬁne transformation rules for the diﬀerent scenarios
derived from feature interactions, (3) to deﬁne execution conditions for such
scenarios and (4) to create and relate transformations rules to the deﬁned
execution conditions. Our approach does not provide mechanisms to validate
that all possible feature interactions are taken into account.
Bindings Interaction.
When conditions take into account binding models (see Table 4.2), our ap-
proach allows product line architects to create decision models where deci-
sions consider bindings satisfying only one constraint. For instance, row one
in Table 4.2 expresses that if exists at least one binding B1 = [E1, F1] that
satisﬁes the constraint C1 = [M1, F1, A,D] in a binding model, the Rule A
must be intercepted and the Rule A' must be executed instead using E1 as
parameter. In this case we only consider bindings satisfying one constraint,
C1.
To understand why we cannot consider bindings that satisfy more than one
constraint, please assume the following scenario. Suppose we have a condition
expressing that if exists in a binding model at least one binding B1 = [E1, F1]
that satisﬁes the constraint C1 = [M1, F1, A,D] and at least one binding
B2 = [E2, F2] that satisﬁes the constraint C2 = [M2, F2, A,D], then the Rule
B must be intercepted and the Rule B' must be executed instead using E1
and E2 as parameter. Now suppose we have a binding model with two
bindings that satisfy C1, B1 = [E1, F1] and B1′ = [E1′ , F1], and two bindings
that satisfy C2, B2 = [E2, F2] and B2′ = [E2′ , F2]. In this case, it is not
possible to know the ordering of the parameters to execute the Rule B'. It
means, we are not able to know if we must invoke Rule B'(E1, E2), Rule
B'(E1′ , E2) or Rule B'(E1, E2′).
Therefore, if for each condition we consider bindings satisfying several con-
straints, we cannot guarantee that the speciﬁc rules (advices) will be executed
with the suitable parameters.
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4.8 Summary
In this chapter we ﬁrst introduced a case study of a Smart-Home systems'
SPL. We used this case study through the whole chapter for explaining the
mechanism we used to create MD-SPLs. We presented the base mechanisms
we use in the processes of (1) expressing variability and conﬁguring prod-
ucts, and (2) deriving conﬁgured products. These mechanisms included the
use of metamodels and feature models for expressing variability and con-
ﬁguring products, and decision models to derive product line members. We
presented the MDD mechanisms we propose in this thesis to improve the cre-
ation of MD-SPLs. These mechanisms include the use of constraint models
which include the cardinality and structural properties, binding models and
more expressive decision models. We have also described the metamodels
we created to support the creation of constraint, binding and decision mod-
els. We discussed our general strategy for validating binding models against
constraint models and for generating executable model transformation work-
ﬂows from decision models, which allow us to derive product line members.
Finally, we presented limitations of our approach for deriving products based
on decision models.
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Chapter 5
Validation and Tool Support
5.1 Introduction
Section 5.2 presents a validation of FieSta, our MD-SPL approach, using
examples of products that we are able to derive by means of our MD-SPL
mechanisms. We present results of conﬁguring and deriving products of two
MD-SPLs.
Then, we present our implementation strategy for FieSta. The implemen-
tation strategy deﬁnes the general process for the implementation of our
MD-SPL engineering mechanisms for creating product lines. Our implemen-
tation strategy includes (1) the required activities to create products, and (2)
the tools we have created to support these activities. We present the tool
support for expressing variability and conﬁguring products, Section 5.3, and
the tool support for deriving conﬁgured products, Section 5.4.
Our tool support assists product line architects and product designers during
the whole development lifecycle of MD-SPLs. We provide Eclipse plug-ins to
create MD-SPL projects, feature models, constraint models, binding models,
OCL-type expressions to validate binding models against constraint models,
and decision models. We also provide openArchitectureWare (oAW) com-
ponents to facilitate the processing of binding models and decision models
to derive products. The entire FieSta toolkit, the instructions for installing
it and two case studies, can be found in the web-site of our research group
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under the link MD-SPL Engineering [Sof09].
For the implementation of our tool support we chose EMF as modeling frame-
work, which means we express all our metamodels based on the Ecore meta-
metamodel (see Section 2). We opted to use oAW as our model transforma-
tion engine. We selected oAW because, as presented before in Section 2, this
is a complete MDD framework integrated with Eclipse that makes the read-
ing, instantiation, checking, and transformation of models possible. oAW has
been used successfully to create SPLs, and there is an active community of
SPL and MDD developers using and improving it.
The UML activity diagram in Figure 5.1 presents the general overview of the
implementation strategy for FieSta. Domain engineering and application en-
gineering organize the activities. For domain engineering, we built tools to
support product line architects in the creation of a special type of Eclipse
projects, MD-SPL projects. An MD-SPL project includes the required oAW
and EMF dependencies to create MD-SPLs and predeﬁne a hierarchical fold-
ers structure to manage and centralize the core assets used to derive prod-
ucts. Then, architects can create and manage in a common repository do-
main metamodels, feature models and constraint models, which capture
and express the possible ﬁne-grained variations aﬀecting the product line.
Product line architects also create transformations rules and decision
models, which are transformed into (executable) model transformation
workflows.
During Application Engineering product designers use the variabil-
ity identiﬁed and the core assets created during Domain Engineering,
metamodels, feature models, models and model transformation
workflows, to ensure the correct derivation of desired products. Product
designers create domain models and binding models, which must satisfy
the constraint models created before, to conﬁgure and derive products.
Finally, designers execute the generated model transformation workflows
using domain models and binding models as inputs, and transformation
rules for processing the inputs.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of Our Implementation Strategy to Create MD-SPLs.
5.2 Running MD-SPLs
5.2.1 The Smart-Home Systems' SPL
The SPL we use through this chapter is the SPL of Smart-Home systems that
was introduced in Chapter 4. We present examples of diverse Smart-Home
systems which can be derived from the Small Building in Figure 5.2. To
derive such Smart-Home systems we reuse a common set of base and speciﬁc
transformation rules that we developed as product line architects.
Figure 5.3 presents the stages to conﬁgure and derive products. To conﬁgure
diverse Smart-Home systems, on the one hand, facilities designers have three
features from the facilities feature model (see Figure 4.9): Fingerprint,
Keypad and Automatic Windows. On the other hand, software architects two
features from the architecture feature model (see Figure 4.10): Periodic and
Service. We have created speciﬁc transformation rules for deriving products
taking into account possible conﬁgurations the designers can create. For
instance, we created one speciﬁc transformation rule for creating automatic
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Figure 5.2: Examples of Buildings Created by Building Architects.
windows. This transformation rule is reused each time an automatic window
must be created.
In the second conﬁguration stage (see Figure 5.3), facilities designers re-
late facilities to structural elements of buildings. For example, the Small
Building can be conﬁgured to use Fingerprint in the Main Door as lock
door control and Keypad in the Back Door. Similarly, each window can be
individually conﬁgured as Automatic or Manual Window. Table 5.1 presents
the possible ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations a facilities designer can create from
the Small Building taking into account the variants Fingerprint, Keypad
and Automatic Windows. These are sixteen (16) possible Smart-Home sys-
tems.
Table 5.2 presents the possible conﬁgurations a designer can create taking
into account only coarse-grained variations, such as related approaches pro-
pose (see Section 3.6). In this case only four (4) possible Smart-Home systems
can be conﬁgured.
In the third conﬁguration stage (see Figure 5.3), software architects re-
late software architecture variants to model elements representing software
components. Table 5.3 presents the possible ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations a
software architect can create for the Smart-Home system from row one in
Table 5.1 (SH-1), taking into account the variants Periodic and Service.
There are four possible Smart-Home systems that can be conﬁgured. Thus,
from the Small Building, taking into account the variants Fingerprint,
Keypad and Automatic Windows, and the variants Periodic and Service,
product designers are able to conﬁgure sixty four (64) Smart-Home systems.
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Figure 5.3: Stages to Conﬁgure and Derive Products.
Table 5.4 presents the possible conﬁgurations a software architect can create
for the Smart-Home system from row one in Table 5.1 (SH-1), taking into
account the variants Periodic and Service, but taking into account only
coarse-grained variations. In this case, product designers only can conﬁgure
two (2) diﬀerent Smart-Home systems. Therefore, from the Small Building,
taking into account the variants Fingerprint, Keypad, Automatic Windows,
Periodic and Service, but considering only coarse-grained variations, prod-
uct designers can conﬁgure only eight (8) Smart-Home systems.
Using this small example, we showed how the concept of ﬁne-grained con-
ﬁguration allows product designers to extend the scope of MD-SPLs. From
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Table 5.1: Example of a Fine-Grained Conﬁguration for a Smart-Home Sys-
tem including Smart-Homes' Facilities
Smart-Home Window-1 Window-2 Main Door Back Door
SH-1 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad
SH-2 Automatic Automatic Fingerprint Fingerprint
SH-3 Automatic Automatic Keypad Fingerprint
SH-4 Automatic Automatic Fingerprint Keypad
SH-5 manual manual Keypad Keypad
SH-6 manual manual Fingerprint Fingerprint
SH-7 manual manual Keypad Fingerprint
SH-8 manual manual Fingerprint Keypad
SH-9 Automatic manual Keypad Keypad
SH-10 Automatic manual Fingerprint Fingerprint
SH-11 Automatic manual Keypad Fingerprint
SH-12 Automatic manual Fingerprint Keypad
SH-13 manual Automatic Keypad Keypad
SH-14 manual Automatic Fingerprint Fingerprint
SH-15 manual Automatic Keypad Fingerprint
SH-16 manual Automatic Fingerprint Keypad
Table 5.2: Example of a Coarse-Grained Conﬁguration for a Smart-Home
System including Smart-Homes' Facilities
Smart-Home Window-1 Window-2 Main Door Back Door
SH-1 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad
SH-2 Automatic Automatic Fingerprint Fingerprint
SH-3 manual manual Keypad Keypad
SH-4 manual manual Fingerprint Fingerprint
eight (8) Smart-Home systems that can be conﬁgured using coarse-grained
conﬁgurations, we have shown how we can conﬁgure sixty four (64) Smart-
Home systems using the concept of ﬁne-grained conﬁguration. These ﬁne-
grained conﬁgurations satisfy the constraints deﬁned in the constraint models
of our case study, which capture the possible variability of the MD-SPL.
Regarding the derivation of the conﬁgured products, we created transforma-
tion rules that guarantee we can generate valid products from the ﬁne-grained
conﬁgurations. We deﬁne a valid product as a runnable system that accom-
plish the requirements that product designer specify by means of ﬁne-feature
conﬁgurations, or binding models, which satisfy constraint models. How-
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Table 5.3: Example of a Fine-Grained Conﬁguration for a Smart-Home Sys-
tem including Software Components' Variants
Windows Doors Lock
Smart- Main Back Controller Controller
Home Window-1 Window-2 Door Door Component Component
SH-1.1 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Periodic Periodic
SH-1.2 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Service Service
SH-1.3 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Periodic Service
SH-1.4 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Service Periodic
Table 5.4: Example of a Coarse-Grained Conﬁguration for a Smart-Home
System including Software Components' Variants
Windows Doors Lock
Smart- Main Back Controller Controller
Home Window-1 Window-2 Door Door Component Component
SH-1.1 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Periodic Periodic
SH-1.2 Automatic Automatic Keypad Keypad Service Service
ever, taking into account the limitations presented in Section 4.7, it was our
responsibility as product line architects to create the transformations rules.
Our approach does not provide mechanisms to validate that exist transfor-
mation rules to guarantee that valid products are derived from ﬁne-grained
conﬁgurations.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 are examples of the Graphical User Interfaces cor-
responding to one (ﬁne-grained) conﬁgured Smart-Home Systems we derived.
The Smart-Home system was conﬁgured to have one ﬂoor with two rooms,
the Main Room and the Living Room. Figure 5.4 presents the Main Room
which has Air Conditioning as Environmental Control, and its door has
Fingerprint as Door Lock Control. In this case the product was conﬁg-
ured to have the Air Conditioning Controller (software) component as
a Service component. That is the reason why the air conditioning must be
turned on/oﬀ manually.
Figure 5.5 presents the Living Room which has Automatic Windows as
Environmental Control, and its door has Keypad as Door Lock Control.
The Living Room has three windows, two of them were (ﬁne-grained) con-
ﬁgured as Automatic Windows.
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Figure 5.4: Example One of the GUI of a Fine-Grained Conﬁgured Smart-
Home System.
Regarding the cost of production, the highest cost of producing members of
the MD-SPL of Smart-Home systems is concentrated in the activities of core
assets development (metamodels, feature models, transformation rules and
decision models development), which are responsibility of product line archi-
tects who must be also MDD developers. However, we achieve a good return
of investment since we obtain high quality in derived products and product
designers invest few time conﬁguring products. Given that the activities of
products conﬁguration are responsibility of several (specialized) product de-
signers, e.g. building architects, facilities designers and software architects,
designers are focus on particular concerns.
5.2.2 An MD-SPL of Stand Alone Applications to Man-
age Data Collections
Besides our Smart-Home systems' MD-SPL, we have also created a product
line of stand-alone applications to manage data collections. We call collection
manager system a product line member of this MD-SPL. For example, a col-
lection manager system manages students from a school, and their personal
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Figure 5.5: Example Two of the GUI of a Fine-Grained Conﬁgured Smart-
Home System.
information: name, address, e-mail, etc. Another product manages discs in
a music store, and their related information: name, artist, price, etc. At
the architecture level, products are structured in two tiers: the kernel and
the Graphical User Interface (GUI). The kernel tier implements functional
requirements to add elements into the collection and to order the collection.
The GUI tier implements visualization and interaction with the ﬁnal users
and the kernel component.
Kernel Commonalities. The kernel manages data associated to instances
of a business logic concept such as student or music store. We use an aggre-
gation structure to represent the business concept and its related attributes.
For example, a student assembles the set of attributes code, name, address,
and e-mail. Any modeled business concept has a name attribute and all the
products of the product line have functionality for adding data.
GUI Commonalities. Graphical User Interfaces use elements like panels,
lists, labels, and images, among others. All the GUI elements are grouped by
diﬀerent types of views. There are ﬁve types of views that are mandatory for
any product: (1) main, (2) list, (3) information, (4) order, and (5) creation
view. The main view is in charge of communicating the kernel and the
GUI by grouping all the other views. The list view displays data related
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to the name attribute of created instances of the business logic concept.
The information view is used to show the data related to all the attributes
of created instances of the business logic concept. The order view is used
to select an attribute that will be used as reference for ordering the data
displayed in the information and list views. The creation view is used to
enter data for new instances of the business logic concept. Figure 5.6 presents
the GUI of a product managing information of students.
Figure 5.6: Graphical User Interface of a Collection Manager System.
Kernel Variability.
The most evident source of variation is the business concept and its at-
tributes. As we presented before, products can be created to manage data
such as students, music stores, or address books. A product may (or may
not) provide functionality for ordering data. If it does, data can be ordered
using either the bubble or insertion algorithms.
GUI Variability.
The user can select two diﬀerent alternative views to present the data in the
information view. The ﬁrst one is a simple view with labels and text ﬁelds for
each attribute related to the problem space concept managed by the product.
Instances are displayed one-by-one such as presented in Figure 5.6. The
second one uses a grid component. Grid component facilitates the display of
many instances of the problem space concept at the same time.
Conﬁguring and Deriving a Collection Manager System's Example.
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Such as for the Smart-Home systems' MD-SPL, for the product line of stand-
alone applications to manage data collections we use a staged process for
capturing variability, conﬁguring and deriving products.
In this MD-SPL the most evident source of variation is the business concept
and its attributes. We have created a Problem Space Metamodel to capture
this structural variability. Figure 5.7 presents this metamodel (left) and an
example of a problem space model (right).
Figure 5.7: Problem Space Metamodel and Problem Space Model.
We capture in a feature model the variations regarding the type of algorithms
that can be used to order data of our collections. Figure 5.8 presents part of
the feature model including two variants, Bubble and Insertion.
Figure 5.8: Feature Model for The Product Line of Stand-Alone Applications
to Manage Data Collections.
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Thus, using the problem space model from Figure 5.7 and the feature model
from Figure 5.8, product designers are able to create ﬁne-grained conﬁgura-
tions where Attributes are related to the features Bubble or Insertion. For
instance, if the attribute Code is related to the feature Insertion, data will
be ordered by using the Insertion algorithm when the criteria for ordering
is the attribute Code. Figure 5.9 presents a collection manager system that
was conﬁgured to order data using the Bubble algorithm when the ordering
criteria is the attribute Name.
Figure 5.9: Graphical User Interface of a Fine-Grained Conﬁgured Collection
Manager System.
This case study, including detailed documentation of metamodels, constraint
models, decision models, and other core assets, is available along with the
case study of the product line of Smart-Home systems at http://qualdev.
uniandes.edu.co/wikiMain/doku.php?id=projects:md-slp_engineering.
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5.3 Variability Expression and Product Conﬁg-
uration
5.3.1 MD-SPL Project Creation
We built an Eclipse plug-in that allows product line architects creating a
particular type of Eclipse projects. This type of projects includes the required
oAW and EMF dependencies to create MD-SPLs and predeﬁne a hierarchical
folders' structure to manage and centralize the core assets associated to an
MD-SPL project. We named this plug-in the (MD-SPL) Project Creator.
Figure 5.10 presents on the left a screenshot of the Eclipse menu including
the option to create MD-SPL projects. On the right Figure 5.10 presents the
folders' structure of an empty MD-SPL project.
Figure 5.10: Screenshot of the Project Creator Plug-In.
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5.3.2 Metamodels and Feature Models Creation
Metamodels Creation.
Once an MD-SPL project has been created product line architects can create
metamodels and feature models.
Product line architects create metamodels by using MagicDraw [No 09],
which is a UML2 modeling tool that allows us for creating UML Class Mod-
els and exporting them into UML2 XMI ﬁles. Thus, from the UML2 XMI
ﬁles, product line architects generate Ecore models by using a component
provided by oAW to transforms UML2 class models into Ecore models.
The MD-SPL projects we create by using our Project Creator plug-in in-
clude an oAW workﬂow ﬁle which invokes the oAW component in charge of
transforming UML2 XMI ﬁles into Ecore models. To generate Ecore mod-
els, product line architects parameterize this oAW workﬂow ﬁle and then
execute it to obtain the Ecore model. Therefore, we allow product line archi-
tects to create metamodels from a classic UML perspective, which facilitates
the creation of domain metamodels.
Listing 5.1 presents an example of a parameterized oAW workﬂow ﬁle to
generate Ecore models from UML2 XMI ﬁles. In line 3 we deﬁne the location
of the UML2 model to be transformed. In line 4 we specify the target location
of the resultant Ecore model. Line 5 to line 8 describe some additional
properties required to perform the transformation.
The Feature Models Creator.
To create feature models we provide the Feature Models Creator, which is
an Eclipse plug-in. We decided to create our own Feature Models Creator
instead of using commercial tools such as pure::variants [Pur09] or tools which
are under development and do not provide mature APIs such as fmp [AC04].
Our Feature Models Creator includes a facility for validation of feature mod-
els. This plug-in validates that (1) the lower bound of features' cardinality
is minor or equal than the upper bound of features' cardinality and (2) soli-
tary features have cardinality between zero and one, this is, the cardinality
is [0..1] or [1..1].
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2 <ca r t r i d g e
3 f i l e="org / openarch i t ec tureware / u t i l / uml2ecore /
4     uml2ecoreWorkflow . oaw"
5 uml2ModelFile=" . . \ uml2Models\domainMetamodel . uml2"
6 outputPath=" . . \ ecoreModels \domainMetamodel . e co re "
7 nsUr iPre f i x="http :// domainModel"
8 inc ludedPackages="Data"
9 addNameAttribute=" f a l s e "
10 resourcePerTopleve lPackage=" f a l s e "/>
Listing 5.1: Example of an oAW Workﬂow to Generate Metamodels from
UML2 XMI ﬁles.
To perform the validation of a feature model, we modiﬁed the Eclipse contex-
tual menu that is related to ﬁles with extension .featuremetamodel, which is
the extension that the Feature Models Creator associates to feature models.
Thus, we provide the option to Validate Feature Models Structure, and we
are able to present messages to inform if any inconsistency was found in a
feature model.
Metamodels and Feature Models for The Smart-Home Systems'
SPL.
In Section 4.3 we introduced in detail the metamodels and feature models
for our case study of the Smart-Home systems' SPL (see from Figure 4.2
to Figure 4.10). Figure 5.11 presents the feature models created with the
Feature Models Creator for this case study. Figure on the left presents the
facilities feature model and the one on the right presents the architecture
feature model.
Figure 5.11: Feature Models for the Smart-Home systems' SPL.
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5.3.3 Constraint Models Creation
The Constraint Models Creator.
We built an Eclipse plug-in to create constraint models, the Constraint Mod-
els Creator. Figure 5.12 presents the view associated to the Constraint Mod-
els Creator. The ﬁgure shows the creation of constraints between the domain
metamodel and the facilities feature model from our Smart-Home systems'
SPL. Using our Constraint Models Creator product line architects can load
a metamodel and a feature model, create and delete constraints, cleane the
works' areas and then reloade a new metamodel and a new feature model,
and save a constraint model. The Constraint Models Creator allows for cap-
turing the minimum and maximum cardinality that deﬁnes the constraint's
cardinality property, and a description associated to the constraint.
Figure 5.12: Eclipse View of The Constraint Models Creator.
When a product line architect selects to save a constraint model, the plug-in
performs two activities. First, it saves a ﬁle with extension .constraintmeta-
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1
2 context Binding ERROR loc ( ) +
3 "There are  l e s s  than 1 Door element  bound"+
4 " to  the  f e a tu r e  Lock Door Control " :
5
6 ( this . metaConcept == 'Door ' &&
7 this . feature . parentFeature . name == 'Lock Door Control '
8 && ( ( Conf igurat ion ) this . eContainer ) . b inding .
9 select (b | b . name==this . name && this . metaConcept=='Door '
10 && this . feature . parentFeature . name=='Lock Door Control ' ) .
11 s ize >= 1 ) ;
Listing 5.2: Example of a Check ﬁle generated by The Constraint Models
Creator.
model containing the constraint model. Second, it saves a ﬁle with extension
.chk which contains the Check expressions to validate binding models against
the constraint model. Listing 5.2 presents an example of a Check expression
generated by the Constraint Models Creator. The expression is generated
from a constraint specifying that it has to exist at least one Door element
bound to the feature Lock Door Control in the binding model that is being
validated.
Our current implementation of the Constraint Models Creator allows product
line architects to create the constraint properties associated to constraints.
This implementation does not allow, however, product line architects to cre-
ate the structural properties associated to constraints. Therefore, the struc-
tural properties must be written directly on the Check ﬁles.
Listing 5.3 presents an example of a Check expression for a structural prop-
erty. This is related to a constraint between the Component metaconcept and
the feature Periodic. The structural property deﬁnes that a Component ele-
ment only can be bound to the feature Periodic if the Component element is
also bound to the feature On Invocation. As part of our future work, we will
allow product line architects to create the structural properties associated to
constraints directly on the Constraint Models Creator.
Summarizing, our Constraint Models Creator allows product line architects
to capture and express the variability described by possible ﬁne-grained con-
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1
2 context Binding ERROR loc ( ) +
3 "The Component"+ this . elementName +"must be"+
4 " a l s o  bound to  the  ∗On Invocat ion ∗ f e a tu r e " :
5
6 ( this . metaConcept == 'Component ' &&
7 this . feature . name == ' Per iod ic '
8 && ( ( Conf igurat ion ) this . eContainer ) . b inding .
9 select (b | b . name==this . name && this . feature . name==
10 'On Invocat ion ' ) . s ize == 1 ) ;
Listing 5.3: Example of a Check Expression for a Structural Property.
ﬁgurations, which we represent by using binding models, taking into account
that ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations have to be also restricted to represent valid
products.
Constraint Models for The Smart-Home Systems' SPL.
We create two constraint models for our Smart-Home Systems' SPL. The
ﬁrst one is created between the domain metamodel and the facilities feature
model. Table 5.5 presents these constraints which allow product line ar-
chitects to capture and express the possible ﬁne-grained variations between
Smart-Home systems regarding domain and facilities' concepts.
For example, product line architects can express that between one and two
Doors can have Fingerprint as Lock Door Control in Smart-Home sys-
tems. As a result, product designers will be able to conﬁgure a Smart-
Home system with one particular door having Fingerprint as Lock door
control and another Smart-Home system with two selected doors having
Fingerprint as Lock door control.
The second constraint model is created between the components metamodel
and the architecture feature model. Table 5.6 presents these constraints
which allow product line architects to capture and express the possible ﬁne-
grained variations between Smart-Home systems regarding software compo-
nents and software architecture concepts.
As a result, product line architects can express that in Smart-Home systems,
for example, a component for managing Automatic Windows could be either
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Table 5.5: Constraints Between the Domain Metamodel and the Facilities
Feature Model
Metaconcept Feature Cardinality Description
Door Lock Door Control [0..1] Doors can have
either Fingerprint
or Keypad
or none of them as
Lock Door Control
Door Fingerprint [1..2] Between one and two
Doors can have
Fingerprint as
Lock doorcontrol
Door Keypad [0..1] Between zero and one
Doors can have
Keypad as
Lock Door Control
Room Environmental Control [0..1] Rooms can have
either
Automatic Windows
or Air Conditioning
or none of them as
Environmental Control
Room Automatic Windows [1..1] Only one Room can
have Automatic Windows
as
Environmental Control
Room Air Conditioning [1..3] Between one and three
Rooms can have
Air Conditioning as
Environmental Control
Window Automatic Windows [0..4] Between zero and
four Windows can be
Automatic Windows
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Table 5.6: Constraints Between the Components' Metamodel and the Archi-
tecture Feature Model
Metaconcept Feature Cardinality Description
Periodic Component Type [0..1] Components classiﬁed as
Periodic can be
either Service or
Periodic Components
in the ﬁnal software
architecture
Component Instantiation Mode [1..2] Components can be
instantiated either
On Deployment or
On Invocation
a Service Component or a Periodic Component. Product designers will be
able to conﬁgure a Smart-Home system with the component for managing
Automatic Windows as a Periodic Component. This component will check
automatically the temperature of the room where the automatic windows
are used to open or close the windows. Another product designers will be
able to conﬁgure a Smart-Home system with the component for managing
Automatic Windows as a Service Component. In this case, the inhabitants
must manually select checking the temperature of the room where the auto-
matic windows are. The inhabitants must also manually open or close the
windows.
5.3.4 Domain Models and Binding Models Creation
Domain Models Creation.
We built an Eclipse plug-in to create domain models using the facility pro-
vided by Eclipse to generate model editors from Ecore models. We named
this plug-in the Smart-Homes' Domain Models Creator. Product line archi-
tects have to create new domain metamodels and new domain models' editors
for producing new MD-SPLs.
Figure 5.13 presents a domain model created with our Smart-Homes' Do-
main Models Creator. The model, which is created by a building architect,
deﬁnes firstFloor and secondFloor. In the firstFloor there are two
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rooms, livingRoom and kitchen. In the secondFloor there is another room,
mainRoom, which has two windows, mainRoomW1 and mainRoomW2. There are
also two doors. The ﬁrst door, livingRoomD1, is in the livingRoom. The
second door, mainRoomD2, is in the mainRoom.
Figure 5.13: Example of a Domain Model Created with our Smart-Homes'
Domain Models Creator.
The Binding Models Creator.
We developed an Eclipse plug-in named the Binding Models Creator to create
binding models. Figure 5.14 presents the view associated to the Binding
Models Creator. In the ﬁgure we present the creation of bindings between
the domain model and the facilities feature model from our Smart-Home
systems' SPL.
Using the Binding Models Creator, product designers can load a feature
model, a domain model, and a constraint model, which will be used to val-
idate the created binding model. Designers can create and delete bindings,
or select a feature. The facility to select features is useful when coarse-
grained conﬁgurations are required. Therefore, we can select for example the
automatic windows for all the windows in the house only by selecting the
Automatic Windows feature.
When a product designer selects to save a binding model, the plug-in per-
forms two activities. First, it saves a ﬁle with extension .conﬁgurationmeta-
model containing the binding model. Second, the binding model is validated
against the constraint model loaded before. What really occurs is that the
Check expressions generated from the constraint model are used to check the
binding model to know if it satisﬁes the constraints. After the validation,
the product designer obtains messages informing the state of the validation.
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Figure 5.14: Eclipse View of The Constraint Models Creator.
Summarizing, our Binding Models Creator allows product designers to create
ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations by means of binding models. Our Binding Models
Creator also allows product designers to validate the conﬁgurations against
constraints expressing the valid ﬁne-grained variations between products of
the MD-SPL. This guarantees the conﬁguration and subsequent derivation
of valid products.
Binding Models for The Smart-Home Systems' SPL.
Product designers can create several binding models, as well as domain mod-
els, to conﬁgure diverse Smart-Home systems of our MD-SPL. In the follow-
ing, we will present the process of conﬁguring one particular Smart-Home
system by creating the required binding models, which must satisfy the con-
straints presented before in Table 5.5 and Table 5.5. The result will be a
complete ﬁne-grained conﬁguration of a particular Smart-Home system of
our MD-SPL.
Table 5.7 presents a set of bindings between the domain model from Fig-
ure 5.13 and our facilities feature model. These bindings are created by a fa-
cilities designer, and along with the domain model are part of the ﬁne-grained
conﬁguration of the particular Smart-Home system we are conﬁguring. They
must satisfy the constraints presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.7: Bindings Between the Domain Model from Figure 5.13 and Our
Facilities Feature Model
Element Feature Description
livingRoom Air Conditioning The livingRoom will manage
Air Conditioning as
Environmental Control
livingRoomD1 Fingerprint The livingRoomD1 will manage
Fingerprint as
Lock Door Control System
mainRoomW1 Automatic Windows The mainRoomW1 will be an
Automatic Window
mainRoomD2 Keypad The mainRoomD2 will manage
Keypad as
lock Door Control system
Accordingly to this conﬁguration, after the execution of the model trans-
formation process, the product designer will obtain a particular Smart-
Home system which GUI is presented in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. Fig-
ure 5.15 shows the view associated to the mainRoom, which has one Automatic
Windows, mainRoomW1, and its door, mainRoomD2, has Keypad as Lock Door
Control mechanism.
Figure 5.16 presents the view associated to the livingRoom. In this case the
Air Conditioning is managed by a Periodic software component. That
is the reason why the system automatically turns it on/oﬀ according to the
desired temperature of the room. In this case the Desired Temperature of
the Living Room is 19 degrees and the Current Temperature is 17 degrees,
then the Air Conditioning is turned oﬀ. The door, livingRoomD1, has
Fingerprint as Lock Door Control mechanism.
Figure 5.17 presents the component's model derived from the domain model
in Figure 5.13 given the bindings from Table 5.7. Product designers, who are
software architects, have to create a binding model between this generated
components' model and the architecture feature model. This binding model
corresponds to the ﬁne-grained conﬁguration of the software components
included in the Smart-Home system, and these bindings have to satisfy the
constraints presented in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.15: View of the Main Room of the Conﬁgured Smart-Home System.
Table 5.8 presents a set of bindings between the components' model from
Figure 5.17 and our architecture feature model. These bindings complete the
required conﬁguration to derive the Smart-Home system we are conﬁguring.
According to these bindings, the ﬁnal architecture model for the Smart-Home
system presented in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 will have only one Periodic
Component, the Air Conditioning Controller Component. Furthermore,
the House and Floor Components will be instantiated on Invocation. The
other components will be instantiated on Deployment.
5.4 Core Assets Development and Product
Derivation
5.4.1 Transformation Rules Creation
In Section 4.5 we introduced the several stages of model-to-model and model-
to-text transformation rules for deriving conﬁgured Smart-Home systems.
Figure 5.18 presents a screenshot of the folders' structure to maintain our
model transformation rules. We use the Xpand and Xtend languages to
create our transformation rules. These languages create ﬁles with extensions
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Figure 5.16: View of the Living Room of the Conﬁgured Smart-Home Sys-
tem.
.xpt and .ext respectively. We create two sets of transformation rules: the
base and the specific ones. On the one hand, base transformation rules
do not depend of any variant of the product line. Thus, they are always
executed during the transformation process. On the other hand, we create
speciﬁc transformation rules having into account features that can aﬀect the
transformation process. Our transformation rules are organized in folders
created for each transformation step.
Listing 5.4 presents an example of part of the model-to-text transformation
rule to transform Component elements into Java source code. As we intro-
duced in Chapter 4, we reuse pieces of code which have been previously
tested to build complete OSGi implementations. As a result we guarantee
the quality of derived Smart-Home systems. The source code in Listing 5.4
correspond to the method we created to turn on the air conditioning located
in a particular room.
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Table 5.8: Bindings Between the Components' Model From Figure 5.17 and
Our Architecture Feature Model.
Element Feature Description
Windows Controller Service The Windows Controller
component will be
a Service Component
Air Conditioning Controller Periodic The Air Conditioning
Controller component will
be a Periodic Component
House Invocation The House Component will be
instantiated on Invocation
Floor Invocation The Floor Component will be
instantiated on Invocation
1 "DEFINE implementation  FOR componentsMetamodel : : Component "
2 public void s t a r t ( Integer f l o o r I d , Integer roomId )
3 throws Exception{
4
5 Room room = getRoom( f l o o r I d , roomId ) ;
6 i f ( room != nu l l && room . getEnvironmentalControl ( ) ==
7 TypeEnvironmentalControl .AIRCONDITIONING){
8 room . se tAi rCond i t i onStatus ( true ) ;
9 }
10 }
11 "ENDDEFINE"
Listing 5.4: Model-to-Text Transformation Rule to Transform Component
Elements into Java Source Code.
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Figure 5.17: Components' Model Derived from a Domain Model.
5.4.2 Decision Models Creation
The Decision Models Editor.
We built an Eclipse plug-in to create decision models, the Decision Models
Editor. This editor was developed by using the Topcased's facility to create
model editors (see Section 2.4), and is part of the contributions of the Master
thesis of Andrés Romero [Rom09].
Figure 5.19 presents the GUI of our Decision Models Editor. On the left, we
present the palette of options to create Model-to-Model and Model-to-Text
transformations, Base and Specific transformation rules, Aspects,
Execution Conditions, CoarseConditions and FineConditions. Options
also include to deﬁne the Source and Target models of the model transfor-
mations. On the right, we present part of the decision model created for our
Smart-Home systems' SPL.
Our Decision Models Editor allows product line architects to maintain uncou-
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Figure 5.18: Folders' Structure for Transformation Rules Files.
pled (1) the information of features, (2) the transformation rules, and (3) the
possible execution's conditions of transformation rules that particular fea-
ture conﬁgurations imply. Furthermore, our Decision Models Editor allows
product line architects to capture as independent Aspects the information of
how transformation rules must be composed to derive conﬁgured products.
This is a high-level mechanism which is independent of the technology used
to implement our approach. Finally, our plug-in can capture execution's con-
ditions of transformation rules in order to derive products based on binding
models, which represent ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations.
Decision Models for The Smart-Home Systems' SPL.
The decision models of our case study facilitates to derive any product which
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Figure 5.19: Graphical User Interface of our Decision Models Editor.
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Figure 5.20: Decision Model Including an Aspect to Derive Doors with Fin-
gerprint as Lock Door Control Mechanism.
has been conﬁgured by creating (1) a domain model, (2) a valid binding model
between the facilities metamodel and the domain model, and (3) a valid
binding model between the architecture metamodel and the components'
model derived from the domain model.
In Section 4.5 we introduced part of the decision model we created for de-
riving conﬁgured Smart-Home systems. Similarly to Figure 4.22, we deﬁned
an Aspect element related to each constraint in the two constraint models.
As a result, we can guarantee that any binding satisfying a constraint will
be taken into account during the derivation process. The model element in-
volved in the binding will be transformed using a speciﬁc transformation rule
in charge of transforming it according to the feature involved in the binding.
For instance, Figure 5.20 presents another part of the decision model for
deriving conﬁgured Smart-Home systems. In this case, we present the
Aspect we created for the constraint between the Door metaconcept and
the Fingerprint feature. This Aspect speciﬁes that any Door element in
a binding model will be transformed by using the speciﬁc transformation
rule doorToDoorWithFingerprint. As a result, we can guarantee that any
binding satisfying the constraint between the Door metaconcept and the
Fingerprint feature will be taken into account to derive a Smart-Home
system. The doors involved in the bindings will have ﬁngerprint as lock door
control mechanism.
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5.4.3 Generation and Execution of Model Transforma-
tion Workﬂows
As we explained in Chapter 4, to execute our decision models we need to
transform them into executable oAW workﬂows by using a model-to-text
transformation. This transformation is achieved using a model-to-text trans-
formation, which we include in Appendix A. As a result, we can execute the
generated model transformation workﬂows on the model transformation en-
gine of oAW. Thus, we derive any (ﬁne-grained) conﬁgured product.
Figure 5.21 presents the ﬁnal result of executing the sequence of model trans-
formations we deﬁned to generate a Smart-Home system of our product line.
The ﬁles correspond to Java (OSGi) source code and XML descriptors which
have been generated departing from the domain model in Figure 5.13 and
the binding models in Table 5.8 and Table 5.8.
We include in the web-site of our research group, under the link MD-SPL
Engineering [Sof09], details about our entire tool support and the instructions
for installing it. We also included all the core assets to create MD-SPLs of
Smart-Home systems such as the one we have used through this document
to illustrate our work. Additionally, we present another MD-SPL of stand-
alone systems for managing collections, including all the required core assets
to derive its product line members.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented the FieSta toolkit, which includes the tools we
developed for supporting our MD-SPL Engineering mechanisms to create
SPLs. We also presented the results obtained of using these mechanisms
and tool support. We introduced each tool we developed integrated into our
toolkit. Among these tools, we presented our Constraint Models Creator,
our Binding Models Creator and our Decision Models Editor. Through this
chapter we have presented several examples of Smart-Home systems we de-
rived using our MD-SPL engineering mechanisms and tool support. We also
presented some particular (ﬁne-grained) conﬁgurations we created to derive
these Smart-Home systems.
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Figure 5.21: Source Code of a Generated Smart-Home system.
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Part IV. Conclusion
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Introduction
The main motivation for this thesis was to propose Model-Based mechanisms
to assist product line architects and product designers during the creation of
Software Product Lines. We were interested in (1) to extend the power of
expression of variability, and consequently to extend the scope of products
that can be ﬁne-grained conﬁgured, and (2) to facilitate the maintenance,
reuse and evolution of the core assets developed to derive MD-SPLs.
We designed and implemented three domain-speciﬁc modeling languages to
support the deﬁnition of constraint models, binding models and decision
models. We also provided the model transformations required to (1) validate
binding models against constraint models and (2) execute decision mod-
els into a workﬂow engine to automatically derive products. This chapter
presents a summary of this work, its main contributions, our conclusions and
potential future research directions.
6.2 Thesis Summary
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis, we introduced our context of work, research
problems and research objectives.
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In the second part, we introduced the main concepts regarding Model-Driven
Development and Software Product Line Engineering, and we introduced and
analyzed several Model-Driven Software Product Line approaches. We ex-
plained the concept of separation of concerns of a system in diﬀerent models
and we discussed the concept of level of abstraction of models. We introduced
the concept of Domain Speciﬁc Modeling, the relation of conformity, and the
four-layer metamodeling framework. We deﬁned the concept of model trans-
formations and transformation rules, and we classiﬁed them into four major
categories. We introduced some modeling frameworks and model transfor-
mation languages such as Xpand and Xtend. We presented the basis of
Software Product Line Engineering, discussing the main processes involved
in the creation of Software Product Lines: the domain engineering process
and the application engineering process. Finally, we introduced the MD-SPL
Engineering paradigm and we presented a State-of-the-Art of it, presenting
a discussion emphasizing on the advantages and drawbacks of representative
MD-SPL approaches.
In the third part of this document we presented FieSta, our Model-Driven
Software Product Line approach, and a case study we used to validate it.
Constraint models were presented and their use was illustrated in the context
of our case study. Binding models were explained and also illustrated with
our case study. We then showed how we derived products based on binding
models and decision models. We also presented limitations of our approach
for deriving products based on decision models. Finally, we validated our
approach presenting examples of products that we are able to derive using
our Model-Based mechanisms. We present results of conﬁguring and deriving
products of two product lines. We also presented the implementation strategy
for our approach, including (1) the required activities to create products,
and (2) the tools we created to support these activities.
6.3 Results and Contributions
In this section, we analyze the advantages and drawbacks of FieSta regard-
ing the MD-SPL engineering mechanisms we propose (1) for expressing vari-
ability and conﬁguring products in MD-SPLs, and (2) for deriving conﬁg-
ured products. We remark, by comparison with others MD-SPL approaches,
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where our work presents a contribution to the MD-SPL engineering domain.
This allows us to emphasize on the signiﬁcance of our results in terms of the
research objectives of this thesis.
6.3.1 Metamodeling and Feature Modeling
We use Metamodeling and feature modeling for capturing and expressing
variability. Metamodels facilitate modeling variations at language level.
Product designers, for instance building architects, are capable of conﬁguring
diﬀerent products by creating diverse building's models. Feature modeling
allows us conﬁguring products by selecting features. Therefore, for instance
facilities designers and software architects can conﬁgure products without
the need of creating complex models.
Using feature modeling and metamodeling separately gives us the ﬂexibility
and power of expression of metamodels, and the simplicity of feature models.
We have also proposed to relate metamodels and feature models to create
what we named constraint models. Constraint models allow us expressing
ﬁne-grained variations between products of MD-SPLs. We have shown how
to express the possible ﬁne-grained variations between products of an MD-
SPL by creating relationships between metamodels and feature models. For
example to express that two Smart-Home systems could be diﬀerent by the
location of their automatic windows.
Such as we demonstrated in Chapter 5, our mechanism for expressing ﬁne-
grained variations between products of an MD-SPL using constraint models
extends the power of expression of variability in MD-SPLs, and consequently
it extends the scope of products that can be ﬁne-grained conﬁgured. This
satisﬁes our research objective RO1 presented in Chapter 1. We presented
this mechanism in [ACR09].
6.3.2 Multi-Staged Conﬁguration of Products
Our approach supports the modeling of variability in several stages. we allow
product line architects, at diﬀerent (staged) times, to express and capture
coarse- and ﬁne-grained variations between members of product lines. This
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facilitates to product line architects with diﬀerent skills focusing on particular
concerns at diﬀerent moments.
At conﬁguration time, we allow product designers conﬁguring products at
diﬀerent binding times where s/he can chose at each stage speciﬁc variants to
create domain models and binding models. Thus, we postponed the binding
time of variations facilitating the intervention of stakeholders with diﬀerent
proﬁles in the conﬁguration process. For instance, regarding Smart-Homes'
facilities and software architecture, facilities designers and software architects
can provide their choices at diﬀerent time.
6.3.3 Coarse- and Fine-Grained Variations and Conﬁg-
urations
As far as we know, our approach is the only MD-SPL approach allowing
for creating ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations and deriving products based on such
conﬁgurations. We have presented the way as we represent ﬁne-grained
conﬁgurations between product line members by means of binding mod-
els. A binding model allows us conﬁguring model elements individually
based on features. For example, we have created a binding to indicate
that the feature Periodic Component aﬀects individually the component
Air Conditioning Controller, and the feature Keypad aﬀects individually
the door mainDoorD2.
We ﬁrst introduce our mechanism for creating ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations
in [GPA+07], then we used it in [ACR09, ACR07b, AGGa+08, ACR07a].
This mechanism contributes to satisfy our research objective RO1 presented
in Chapter 1.
6.3.4 Core Assets Development and Decision Models
We introduced the use of explicit decision models in MD-SPL engineering.
Our decision models allow us to capture separately (1) the base and speciﬁc
model transformation rules used to derive product line members, (2) the
variants represented in feature models, and (3) the relationships between
model transformations and variants. Decision models are the key of our
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mechanism to compose model transformations and adapt their execution
ordering according to particular product conﬁgurations.
Other approaches such as Loughran et al.'s approach [LSGF, SLFG08] and
Voelter and Groher's approach [VG07b] have proposed the use of decision
models. Our approach, however, is concerned about both (1) the prob-
lem of transformation rules composition based on product conﬁgurations,
which is a complex problem in MD-SPL Engineering, and (2) the indepen-
dency from model transformation languages to create decision models. As
we have presented before in Section 3.6, the Loughran and Colleagues' ap-
proach in only concerned about the composition of software components, and
the Voelter and Groher's approach is restricted to use a platform-dependent
language, Xtend, to create decision models. Furthermore, our mechanism
based on decision models to derive products has into account that several
features selected together may imply diﬀerent adaptation than the required
one when features are selected separately. This is not taken into account by
the Loughran and Colleagues' approach.
As we have presented in this thesis, our decision models also capture the
required information about how transformation rules must be composed to
derive ﬁne-grained conﬁgured products. Given that our approach takes into
account ﬁne-grained variations and ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations, this is also
worry about how to derive ﬁne-grained conﬁgured products. Our decision
models has been presented in [ACR09, ARCR09, ACR08], and contributes
to satisfy our research objective RO2.
6.3.5 Product Derivation
Based on our decision models, we propose a mechanism for selecting trans-
formation rules and modifying their execution ordering according to selected
variants. In our current implementation we have used the model transfor-
mation engine of oAW to execute model transformation workﬂows derived
from our decision models. Our decision models, however, are independent of
model transformation languages and can be used to support product deriva-
tion in contexts diﬀerent to the oAW context. For instance, currently we
explore how our decision models can be used to derive products by using the
ATL language and its facilities for transformation rules composition [RA09].
Further work on this ﬁeld is part of our future work.
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Our mechanism for product derivation has been presented in [ACR09,
ACR08], and contributes to satisfy our research objective RO2 presented.
6.3.6 Summary
Table 6.1 presents a summary of this section having into account our ap-
proach and the related approaches.
Regarding the scalability of our MDD mechanisms to traditional SPL en-
gineering, where models are used only as artifacts for documentation, we
believe this is easily reachable. Currently MDD is being used not only in
academic exercises but also in real industry. Several international events,
journals and research projects are concern about the subject. Thus, body
of knowledge including tool support is being created to support MDD. We
have shown through this document how our MDD mechanisms contribute to
make SPL engineering more feasible and proﬁtable, and consequently more
interesting for SPL developers to adopt it.
6.4 Future Work
In this thesis we integrated Model-Driven Development, Software Product
Line Engineering, and Aspect-Oriented Programming. We proposed a coor-
dinated use of these paradigms to solve the research problems we described
in Chapter 1. The following sections present some logical continuations of
this work.
6.4.1 Dealing with Current Limitations: Features Com-
binatory, Features Interaction and Bindings Inter-
action
We discussed in Section 4.7 some limitations of our approach. We consider
important to improve our approach overcoming such limitations. First, it
is required a mechanism to validate that, for each possible feature conﬁgu-
ration, product line architects provide the required transformation rules to
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Table 6.1: Summary of the Discussion Regarding our Contribution to the
MD-SPL Engineering Domain
Our Czarnecki Wagelaar Loughran Voelter
Work and et and
Antkiewicz al. Groher
Metamodeling for expressing
variability and modeling for
conﬁguring products Yes No Yes No Yes
Multi-staged conﬁguration
of products Yes No No No Yes
Expression of ﬁne-grained
variations and creation of
ﬁne-grained conﬁgurations Yes No No No No
Creation of explicit
decision models Yes No No Yes Yes
Decision models take
into account the eﬀects that
possible feature combinations
may have in ﬁnal products Yes n/a n/a No Yes
Decision models independent
of particular implementation
languages Yes n/a n/a Yes No
Selection of transformation
rules according to selected
variants Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Modiﬁcation of transformation
rules' execution ordering
according to selected variants Yes No Yes No Yes
Mechanisms for modifying
execution ordering of
transformation rules
independent of particular
model transformation
languages Yes n/a No n/a Yes
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derive valid products. Second, it is required another mechanism that allows
product line architects to capture possible feature interactions by means of
scenarios, and thus, to create and relate transformations rules to such scenar-
ios. Finally, it is required to consider bindings that satisfy several constraints
when execution ordering of transformation rules is modiﬁed according to
binding models.
6.4.2 Using Complementary Variability Models
We focused on the use of feature models as variability models. However,
other variability models, such as Ontology models or the one presented by
Bayer et al. [Bay06], involve other relevant concepts diﬀerent that only Group,
Grouped or Solitary Feature. These variability models deserve special
attention for the rich semantics they provide to express variability in product
lines. We consider important to integrate variability models such as Ontology
models into our approach. This will complement feature models improving
the power of expression of variability and allowing to extend the scope of
MD-SPLs.
6.4.3 Integrating Architectural Description Languages
Our approach supports staged capture of variability, and also staged conﬁgu-
ration of products. We showed, using our case study, how one of these stages
involve concerns about software architecture based on components. For this,
we created one specialized metamodel capturing concepts of component-
based software development. There are, however, several Architectural De-
scription Languages (ADL) such as [AMS07, DvdHT05], which are based
on metamodels that include very complete information about architectural
concerns. We consider important to include the use of these ADLs into our
approach to extend the scope of variations we are able to manage regarding
software architecture, no matter the domain of the MD-SPL we are interested
in developing.
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6.4.4 Incorporating Aspect Oriented Modeling
We considered Aspect Oriented Programming as the indicated paradigm to
tackle the problem of adapting the execution ordering of transformation rules.
Recent work (see [onl08]), have shown also how Aspect Oriented Model-
ing (AOM) is a valuable paradigm to be incorporated in Model-Driven De-
velopment. AOM allows product line architects to create reusable models,
which during the derivation of product line members can be woven with
other models according to variability choices performed by product design-
ers. We believe that AOM enables the explicit expression and modularization
of variability on model level, and facilitates the maintainability and reuse of
models as core assets. Thus, we consider important to integrate AOM in our
approach.
6.4.5 Using Declarative Programming to Create Trans-
formation Rules
Declarative programming minimize side eﬀects by describing what the pro-
gram should accomplish, rather than describing how to go about accomplish-
ing it [Llo94]. Declarative programming in MDD has a number of advantages.
Declarative transformation rules are based on specifying relations between
source and target patterns, hiding the details related to selection of source
elements, rule triggering and ordering [JK05]. We believe that the integra-
tion of declarative transformation rules may help to deal with the problem
of adapting the execution ordering of transformations rules given diﬀerent
product conﬁgurations.
Furthermore, currently we explore constraint programming, which is a type
of declarative programming, to tackle the problem of relating transformation
rules to sets of variants with particular interactions stated in the form of
constraints. The idea of using constraints to deﬁne suitable conﬁgurations
can be extended to the design and implementation of a Constraint System
specialized in that kind of constraints, in which all the power of specialized
solvers can be used to validate if proposed conﬁgurations are feasible or not.
Likewise, it could be important to explore if modelling the transformation
rules scheduling problem using constraints can be a more eﬃcient way to
solve it instead of using aspect oriented programming.
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6.4.6 Formalizing the Approach
We have started a work tending to formalize our approach using basic set
theory. Our aim is to generalize our MD-SPL approach making it extensible
and independent of speciﬁc platform modelling frameworks and/or model
transformation languages.
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Appendix A
Model Transformation Rules
In this appendix we present the following:
1. The model-to-text transformation rules to generate executable oAW
workﬂows from decision models.
2. The model-to-text transformation rules to generate Check expressions
from constraint models.
A.1 Model-to-Text Transformation Rules to
Generate Executable oAW Workﬂows
From Decision Models
REM
/∗∗~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗ $Id : appendixA . tex , v 1.13 2009/08/11 23 :40 :04 h f .
arbo leda34 Exp $
∗ $Respons ib l e : Hugo Arboleda$
∗ $Plug−in : Decis ion models to workf low
∗ $Rule Type : Model2Text$
∗ Univers idad de l o s Andes ( Bogotá − Colombia )
∗ Departamento de Ing en i e r í a de Sistemas y Computación
∗ Sof tware Construct ion Group
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∗ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗/
/∗∗~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗ Transformation Rules Begin
∗ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗/
ENDREM
DEFINE Root (String nameFile ) FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Workflow
FILE nameFile −
<?xml ve r s i on=" 1 .0 "?>
<workflow>
<component class="co . f e a t u r e s . ConfigureKeywords" />
<property f i l e="workflow . p r op e r t i e s " />
<readFineConf ig u r i="  f i l eCon f i g u r a t i o n " />
EXPAND loadCon f i gura t i on FOR this −
EXPAND transformationProgram ( this ) FOR f i r s t −
</workflow>
ENDFILE−
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE loadCon f i gura t i on FOR dec i s ionModel : : Workflow −
<component class="org . e c l i p s e .mwe. emf . Reader">
<useS ing l eGloba lResourceSet value=" true " />
<ur i value="  f i l eCon f i g u r a t i o n " />
<modelSlot value=" conf igurat ionMode l " />
</component>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE transformationProgram ( dec i s ionMode l : : Workflow wf )
FOR dec i s ionMode l : : TransformationProgram −
FOREACH sourceModels AS sModel−
IF ! wf . modelTransformations . select ( e | e . metaType==
dec i s ionModel : : Model2Model ) . e x i s t s ( e | ( ( dec i s ionMode l : :
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Model2Model ) e ) . targetModel . a l i a s == sModel . a l i a s ) −
EXPAND loadModel FOR sModel −
ENDIF −
ENDFOREACH −
IF this . metaType == dec i s ionModel : : Model2Model −
EXPAND transformationModel2Model FOR ( dec i s ionModel : :
Model2Model ) this −
ELSEIF this . metaType == dec i s ionModel : : Model2Text −
EXPAND transformationModel2Text FOR ( dec i s ionMode l : :
Model2Text ) this −
ENDIF
IF next != nu l l −
EXPAND transformationProgram (wf ) FOR next −
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE loadModel FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Model −
IF this != nul l−
<component class="org . e c l i p s e .mwe. emf . Reader">
<useS ing l eGloba lResourceSet value=" true " />
<ur i value="xmiFile " />
<modelSlot value=" a l i a s " />
</component>
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE transformationModel2Model FOR dec i s ionMode l : :
Model2Model −
FOREACH aspec t s AS aspect
EXPAND featureOpen ( 'M2M' ) FOR aspect −
EXPAND aspectM2M( this ) FOR aspect −
EXPAND fea tu r eC l o s e FOR aspect −
ENDFOREACH 
FOREACH trans fo rmat ionRule s . select ( e | e . metaType ==
dec i s ionModel : : Base ) AS ru l e
EXPAND baseRuleM2M( this ) FOR ( dec i s ionMode l : : Base ) r u l e −

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ENDFOREACH 
EXPAND saveModel FOR targetModel −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE transformationModel2Text FOR dec i s ionMode l : :
Model2Text −
FOREACH aspec t s AS aspect
EXPAND featureOpen ( 'M2T' ) FOR aspect −
EXPAND aspectM2T ( this ) FOR aspect −
EXPAND fea tu r eC l o s e FOR aspect −
ENDFOREACH 
FOREACH trans fo rmat ionRule s . select ( e | e . metaType ==
dec i s ionModel : : Base ) AS ru l e
EXPAND baseRuleM2T( this ) FOR ( dec i s ionMode l : : Base ) r u l e −

ENDFOREACH 
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE baseRuleM2M( dec i s ionMode l : : Model2Model model ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Base −
<transform id="  i d e n t i f i e r  ">
<globalVarDef name=" conf igurat ionMode l " value="
conf igurat ionMode l . c on f i gu r a t i on "/>
EXPAND metamodels FOR ( dec i s ionMode l : :
TransformationProgram )model −
EXPAND invokeRule (model ) FOR this −
<outputSlot value="model . targetModel . a l i a s  " />
</transform>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE baseRuleM2T( dec i s ionMode l : : Model2Text model ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Base −
<component id="  i d e n t i f i e r  " class="org .
openarch i t ec tureware . xpand2 . Generator ">
<globalVarDef name=" conf igurat ionMode l " value="
conf igurat ionMode l . c on f i gu r a t i on "/>
<metaModel class="org . openarch i t ec tureware . type . emf .
EmfMetaModel"><metaModelFile value="
conf igurat ionMetamodel . e co re " /></metaModel>
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EXPAND metamodels FOR ( dec i s ionMode l : :
TransformationProgram )model −
EXPAND expandRule (model ) FOR this −
<ou t l e t path="model . targetPath ">
<pos tp ro c e s s o r class="org . openarch i t ec tureware . xpand2 .
output . JavaBeaut i f i e r " />
</out l e t>
</component>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE invokeRule ( dec i s ionMode l : : TransformationProgram
trans fo rmat ion ) FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Base−
IF this != nu l l −
<invoke value="path : : fi leName : : ruleName (EXPAND 
modelsParameters  FOR trans fo rmat ion  −) " />
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE expandRule ( dec i s ionModel : : TransformationProgram
trans fo rmat ion ) FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Base−
IF this != nu l l −
<expand value="path : : fi leName : : ruleName FOR EXPAND
 modelsParameters  FOR trans fo rmat ion  −" />
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE modelsParameters FOR dec i s ionModel : :
TransformationProgram −
FOREACH sourceModels AS sModel SEPARATOR " , " −
sModel . a l i a s −
ENDFOREACH −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE aspectM2M( dec i s ionModel : : Model2Model model ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
<transformationAspect adviceTarget="jo inPo int .
i d e n t i f i e r  ">
<extensionAdvice value="advice . path : : advice . f i leName
" />
</transformationAspect>
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ENDDEFINE
DEFINE aspectM2T ( dec i s ionModel : : Model2Text model ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
<generatorAspect adviceTarget="jo inPo int . i d e n t i f i e r  ">
<Advice value="advice . path : : advice . f i leName" />
</generatorAspect>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE metamodels FOR dec i s ionModel : : TransformationProgram
−
FOREACH sourceModels AS sModel−
<metaModel class="org . openarch i t ec tureware . type . emf .
EmfMetaModel"><metaModelFile value="sModel . conformTo
. xmiFi le " /></metaModel>
ENDFOREACH −
IF this . metaType == dec i s ionModel : : Model2Model −
<metaModel class="org . openarch i t ec tureware . type . emf .
EmfMetaModel"><metaModelFile value=" ( ( dec i s ionMode l : :
Model2Model ) t h i s ) . targetModel . conformTo . xmiFile−"
/></metaModel>
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE saveModel FOR dec i s ionModel : : Model−
<component class="org . openarch i t ec tureware . emf . XmiWriter">
<inputS l o t value=" a l i a s " />
<modelFi le value="xmiFile " />
</component>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE featureOpen (String typeTransformation ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
FOREACH execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e .
metaType==dec i s ionMode l : : FineCondit ion ) AS s e l e c t i o n −
EXPAND fineFeatureOpen FOR ( dec i s ionModel : : FineCondit ion
) s e l e c t i o n −
EXPAND fineFeatureEcho ( typeTransformation ) FOR (
dec i s ionModel : : FineCondit ion ) s e l e c t i o n −
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ENDFOREACH−
IF execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . e x i s t s ( e | e . metaType
== dec i s ionMode l : : CoarseCondit ion ) −
EXPAND coarseFeatureOpen FOR this −
EXPAND coarseFeatureEcho ( typeTransformation ) FOR this −
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE f ea tu r eC l o s e FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Aspect −
IF execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . e x i s t s ( e | e . metaType
== dec i s ionMode l : : CoarseCondit ion ) −
EXPAND coar seFeatureClose FOR this −
ENDIF −
FOREACH execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e .
metaType == dec i s ionMode l : : FineCondit ion ) AS
var i an tS ta t eCon f i gu ra t i on −
EXPAND f ineFea tu r eC lo s e FOR this −
ENDFOREACH−
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE coarseFeatureOpen FOR dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
<coarseFeature EXPAND i sSe l e c t edPrope r t y FOR this −
EXPAND isNotSe l e c t edProper ty FOR this −>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE i sS e l e c t edPrope r t y FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Aspect −
IF execut ionCondi t ion != nu l l −
IF execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e . metaType==
dec i s ionModel : : CoarseCondit ion ) . e x i s t s ( e | ( ( dec i s ionMode l
: : CoarseCondit ion ) e ) . s e l e c t e d==dec i s ionModel : :
Se lect ionType : : SELECTED) − i s S e l e c t e d="EXPAND 
ge tSe l e c t edFea tu r e s  FOR th i s . execut ionCondi t ion  −"
ENDIF−
ENDIF−
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE i sNotSe l e c t edProper ty FOR dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
IF execut ionCondi t ion != nul l−
IF execut ionCondi t ion . va r i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e . metaType==
dec i s ionModel : : CoarseCondit ion ) . e x i s t s ( e | ( ( dec i s ionMode l
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: : CoarseCondit ion ) e ) . s e l e c t e d==dec i s ionModel : :
Se lect ionType : :NOT_SELECTED) − i sNotSe l e c t ed="EXPAND 
getNotSe l ec tedFeatures  FOR th i s . execut ionCondi t ion  −"
ENDIF−
ENDIF−
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE ge tSe l e c t edFea tu r e s FOR dec i s ionMode l : :
Execut ionCondit ion −
FOREACH var i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e . metaType==dec i s ionMode l : :
CoarseCondit ion ) . select ( e | ( ( dec i s ionModel : :
CoarseCondit ion ) e ) . s e l e c t e d == dec i s ionMode l : :
Se lect ionType : : SELECTED) AS var i an tS ta t e SEPARATOR ' , '
−var iantState . nameFeature −ENDFOREACH −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE getNotSe l ec tedFeature s FOR dec i s ionModel : :
Execut ionCondit ion −
FOREACH var i an tS t a t e s . select ( e | e . metaType==dec i s ionMode l : :
CoarseCondit ion ) . select ( e | ( ( dec i s ionModel : :
CoarseCondit ion ) e ) . s e l e c t e d == dec i s ionMode l : :
Se lect ionType : :NOT_SELECTED) AS var i an tS ta t e SEPARATOR
' , ' −var iantState . nameFeature −ENDFOREACH −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE coarseFeatureClose FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Aspect −
</coarseFeature>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE coarseFeatureEcho (String typeTransformation ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : Aspect −
<echo>
<message value=" execut ing  coa r s e  aspect  
typeTransformation i s S e l e c t e d =[EXPAND 
ge tSe l e c t edFea tu r e s  FOR th i s . execut ionCondi t ion  − ]  
i sNotSe l e c t ed=[EXPAND getNotSe l ec tedFeatures  FOR 
th i s . execut ionCondi t ion  − ] " />
</echo>
ENDDEFINE
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DEFINE fineFeatureOpen FOR dec i s ionMode l : : FineCondit ion −
<fineFeature toFeature="nameFeature" boundMetaconcept="
metaConcept">
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE f ineFea tu r eC lo s e FOR dec i s ionMode l : : Aspect −
</fineFeature>
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE f ineFeatureEcho (String typeTransformation ) FOR
dec i s ionModel : : FineCondit ion −
<echo>
<message value=" execut ing  f i n e  aspect  
typeTransformation toFeature=[nameFeature ]  
boundMetaconcept=[metaConcept ] " />
</echo>
ENDDEFINE
Listing A.1: Model-to-Text Transformation Rules to Generate Executable
oAW Workﬂows From Decision Models.
A.2 Model-to-Text Transformation Rules to
Generate Check Expressions From Con-
straint Models
REM
/∗∗~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗ $Id : appendixA . tex , v 1.13 2009/08/11 23 :40 :04 h f .
arbo leda34 Exp $
∗ $Respons ib l e : Hugo Arboleda$
∗ $Plug−in : Check e xp r e s s i on s genera tor$
∗ $Rule Type : Model2Text$
∗ Univers idad de l o s Andes ( Bogotá − Colombia )
∗ Departamento de Ing en i e r í a de Sistemas y Computación
∗ Sof tware Construct ion Group
∗ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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∗/
ENDREM
EXTENSION templates : : chk : : chkGenerator
REM
/∗∗~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗ Transformation Rules Begin
∗ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗/
ENDREM
REM
Root trans format ion , g ene ra t e s the check f i l e . This
t rans fo rmat ion c r e a t e s r e s t r i c t i o n s to va l i d a t e
b ind ings between f e a t u r e s and e lements . Moreover , invokes
t rans f o rmat i ons to create othe r s r e s t r i c t i o n s .
ENDREM
DEFINE main (String nameFile ) FOR constraintMetamodel : :
RootFeature
FILE nameFile+" . chk" −
import conf igurat ionMetamodel ;
ex t ens i on org : : openarch i t ec tureware : : u t i l : : s t d l i b : : naming ;
IF eAl lContents . e x i s t s ( e | e . metaType == constraintMetamodel
: : Constra int ) −
context Binding ERROR loc ( )+"You can not c r e a t e  a binding  
between element  ( "+metaConcept+" )  and f e a tu r e  ( "+
feature . name+" ) " :
FOREACH eAl lContents . select ( e | e . metaType ==
constraintMetamodel : : Constra int ) AS const SEPARATOR
' | | ' −
EXPAND const ra in tText FOR ( constraintMetamodel : :
Constra int ) const −
ENDFOREACH − ;
ENDIF −
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FOREACH eAl lContents AS eob j e c t −
IF eob j e c t . metaType == constraintMetamodel : : Constra int −

EXPAND con s t r a i n tVa l i d a t i on FOR ( constraintMetamodel : :
Constra int ) eob j e c t −
ELSEIF eob j e c t . metaType == constraintMetamodel : :
GroupConstraint −
EXPAND groupConst ra intVa l idat ion FOR (
constraintMetamodel : : GroupConstraint ) eob j e c t −
ENDIF −
ENDFOREACH −
ENDFILE−
ENDDEFINE
REM
Invokes t rans f o rmat i ons to create r e s t r i c t i o n s f o r
constraintMetamodel : : GroupConstraint e lements
ENDREM
DEFINE groupConst ra intVa l idat ion FOR constraintMetamodel : :
GroupConstraint −
EXPAND cons t r a i n t 1 (max , min , feature . getFeatureName ( ) ,
metaConcept ) FOR this −
ENDDEFINE
REM
Invokes t rans f o rmat i ons to create r e s t r i c t i o n s f o r
constraintMetamodel : : Constra int e lements
ENDREM
DEFINE con s t r a i n tVa l i d a t i on FOR constraintMetamodel : :
Constra int −
IF feature . metaType == constraintMetamodel : :
So l i t a ryFea tu r e −
EXPAND cons t r a i n t 1 (max , min , feature . getFeatureName ( ) ,
metaConcept ) FOR this −
ELSEIF feature . metaType == constraintMetamodel : :
FeatureGroup −
EXPAND cons t r a i n t 2 (max , min , feature . getFeatureName ( ) ,
metaConcept ) FOR this −
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ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
REM
Constra int to s p e c i f y the min and max number o f b ind ings
between f e a t u r e s and e lements f o r e lements conform
to metaconcept constraintMetamodel : : So l i t a ryFea tu r e and
constraintMetamodel : : GroupConstraint
ENDREM
DEFINE con s t r a i n t 1 ( Integer max , Integer min , String name ,
String metaConcept ) FOR emf : : EObject
context Conf igurat ion ERROR loc ( ) + " there  are  l e s s  than 
min metaConcept element  bound to  the  f e a tu r e  name"
:
this . b inding . select (b | b . feature . name=='name ' && b .
metaConcept=='metaConcept ' ) . s ize >= min ;
context Conf igurat ion ERROR loc ( ) + " there  are  more than 
max metaConcept element  bound to  the  f e a tu r e  name"
:
this . b inding . select (b | b . feature . name=='name ' && b .
metaConcept=='metaConcept ' ) . s ize <= max ;
ENDDEFINE
REM
Constra int to s p e c i f y the min and max number o f b ind ings
between f e a t u r e s and e lements f o r e lements conform
to metaconcept constraintMetamodel : : FeatureGroup
ENDREM
DEFINE con s t r a i n t 2 ( Integer max , Integer min , String name ,
String metaConcept ) FOR constraintMetamodel : : Constra int
context Binding ERROR loc ( ) + " there  are  l e s s  than min 
metaConcept element  bound to  the  f e a tu r e  name" :
( this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' &&
this . feature . metaType == conf igurat ionMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature &&
( ( conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name == 'name ' &&
( ( Conf igurat ion ) this . eContainer ) . b inding . select (b | b . name ==
this . name && this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' && ( (
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conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name == 'name ' ) . s ize >= min ) | |
( this . metaConcept != ' metaConcept ' ) | |
( this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' &&
this . feature . metaType == conf igurat ionMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature &&
( ( conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name != 'name ' ) ;
context Binding ERROR loc ( ) + " there  are  more than max 
metaConcept element  bound to  the  f e a tu r e  name" :
( this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' &&
this . feature . metaType == conf igurat ionMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature &&
( ( conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name == 'name ' &&
( ( Conf igurat ion ) this . eContainer ) . b inding . select (b | b . name ==
this . name && this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' && ( (
conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name == 'name ' ) . s ize <= max) | |
( this . metaConcept != ' metaConcept ' ) | |
( this . metaConcept == ' metaConcept ' &&
this . feature . metaType == conf igurat ionMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature &&
( ( conf igurat ionMetamodel : : GroupedFeature ) this . feature ) .
parentFeature . name != 'name ' ) ;
ENDDEFINE
REM
/∗∗~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗ U t i l i t i e s
∗ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
∗/
ENDREM
REM
Pr int s the feature name f o r constraintMetamodel : :
CointainableByF elements
ENDREM
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DEFINE featureName FOR constraintMetamodel : :
CointainableByF −
IF this . metaType == constraintMetamodel : : So l i t a ryFea tu r e −
 ( ( constraintMetamodel : : So l i t a ryFea tu r e ) this ) . name −
ELSEIF this . metaType == constraintMetamodel : : FeatureGroup
− ( ( constraintMetamodel : : FeatureGroup ) this ) . name −
ENDIF−
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE cons t ra in tText FOR constraintMetamodel : : Constra int
−
IF feature . metaType == constraintMetamodel : :
So l i t a ryFea tu r e −
EXPAND cons t r a in tTex tSo l i t a ryFea tu r e (metaConcept ) FOR (
constraintMetamodel : : So l i t a ryFea tu r e ) feature −
ELSEIF feature . metaType == constraintMetamodel : :
FeatureGroup −
EXPAND constraintTextGroupFeature (metaConcept ) FOR (
constraintMetamodel : : FeatureGroup ) feature −
ENDIF −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE constra intTextGroupFeature (String nameMetaconcept )
FOR constraintMetamodel : : FeatureGroup −
FOREACH ch i l d r en AS gruoped feature SEPARATOR ' | | ' −
(metaConcept == ' nameMetaconcept ' && feature . name == "
EXPAND featureName FOR gruopedfeature " )
ENDFOREACH −
ENDDEFINE
DEFINE cons t r a in tTex tSo l i t a ryFea tu r e (String
nameMetaconcept ) FOR constraintMetamodel : :
So l i t a ryFea tu r e −
(metaConcept == ' nameMetaconcept ' && feature . name == "
EXPAND featureName FOR th i s " )
ENDDEFINE
REM
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Pr int s the feature name f o r constraintMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature e lements
ENDREM
DEFINE featureName FOR constraintMetamodel : :
GroupedFeature −nameENDDEFINE
Listing A.2: Model-to-Text Transformation Rules to Generate Check
Expressions From Constraint Models.
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